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Portrait of Mzss Quinn
Amanda Petrone/fe Austin (1859-1917) of Sacramento was a notable early Calzfornia artzst,
but few works by her have survived. ''Portrait of Mzss Quinn'' was created in 1909 during a
study period in Pans and, orzginally unvezfed at the Trinity Lodge. Art League exhibition
there, was accepted by the jury ofthe Societe National des Beaux Arts. Thzs szgnal honor was
the basis for her membership in the French National Society afFine Arts and Letters as well
as the International Art Union.
Upon her return home in 1912 ' 'Portrait ofMzss Quinn'' was exhibited by the Sacramento
Art League and in the San Francisco Panama-Pacific Exposition three years later. Untzf it was
presented to the Crocker Art Museum in 1940, "Mzss Quinn 's" last appearances in exhibitions had been at the Albrzght Art Gallery in Buffalo, New York, and at the Art Institute of
Chicago, in 1916. Following Austin's death in 1917, her works were widely dzstrz.buted and
many, including paintings, remain unaccountedfor.
Authorization to photocopy (by Xerox, etc.) items in THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, copyright by the University of
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Laura De Force Gordon was a pioneer for her sex in both law andjournalism. See references
to her in the first three articles (Epstein, Elwood-Akers, Bennion) in this special issue on
"Women in Calzfornia History." Engraving from Vol. 3 a/History of Woman Suffrage,
edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony and Matzlda] oslyn Gage.
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Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong completed her law degree in 1915 and later earned a Ph.D. in
economics. Armstrong taught at Boalt Hall from 1919 to 1957 and was the first woman appointed to a full-time teaching position at a major Amen·can law school. Her scholarly concerns focused on famzfy and labor law, and social insurance. In 1943 President Franklin D .
Roosevelt appointed her executive secretary of the commission reponsible for drafting the
provisions ofthe Social Secun.ty Act.
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WOMEN AND LEGAL EDUCATION:
THE CASE OF BOALT HALL
SANDRA P. EPSTEIN

As with their male counterparts, women lawyers before 1900 generally did not receive
training at a law school, but rather by serving an apprenticeship and/or "reading law" on
their own. The difficulties of securing a satisfying clerkship were compounded by the practice in many states to exclude women from the bar until well into the last quarter of the nineteenth century . This was the case even though an act of Congress in 1879 had secured admission for women to the United States Supreme Court .
Several interesting conclusions emerge from observing women lawyers during this early
period. First, a large number of legally trained women were married and , while some of
these women married law-school classmates, a larger number in this group commenced legal
studies after marriage. This situation may be explained by the fact that these women could
now easily find a lawyer to clerk for (their husbands).
A family connection also may have accounted for the noticeable presence in the profession
of women whose fathers or brothers were lawyers. The importance of family ties continued
to be evident even with the eventual popularity of law school rather than office training. In
1915, for instance, one newspaper article described the formation of the new Oakland firm
to be known as Horne and Horne, the principals of which had met at the University of California during the study of contracts. Another article recounted the story of a young woman
graduate of the university's law school who opened a law office opposite that of her father, a
well-established Berkeley attorney, and vowed that she would not let family ties interfere
with her practice . 1
Second, it is evident that a number of women who had earned bar admission or law
degrees never practiced, or practiced for only a short time. In many social circles it was socially unacceptable for a man to permit his wife to work, so that marriage preempted the pursuit

Sandra P. Epstein graduated from the University of Pennsylvania and received her masters degree and doctorate
from the University of Calzfornia, Berkeley. Her dissertation , ''Law at Berkeley: The History of Boalt Hall, '' was
selected as the outstanding dissertation for the academic year 1978-1979 by the Graduate School of Education. Dr.
Epstein has held administrative appointments at the University of Calzfornia, Berkeley, and is currently administrator ofa health care facility for the elderly in San Francisco.
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of a law career. In other situations legal education was available but admission to the bar was
not, and some women were not disposed to persevere further to gain this final acknowledgement of equality.
After overcoming initial obstacles, women who managed to be admitted to the bar usually
pursued varied types oflegal practice. A survey in 1890 of the kinds of practice engaged in by
women revealed them to be involved with both criminal and civil cases in a variety of practice
situations. However, it was also true that a substantial number went into such related occupations as court reporters, editors for law textbook publishers , teachers of non-law subjects in
universities, and court administrators. 2
The doubt most frequently expressed by men was not whether women possessed intellectual competence but whether they had the necessary physical and mental strength to withstand the rigors of law practice. This aspect was quickly put to rest by most women practitioners who carried on practices every bit as active as those of most men. In fact, one female
practitioner in Illinois pointed out in 1890 that before opening her law office she had had an
exceptionally weak and frail constitution, but since being in practice she had gained fifteen
pounds in six months and was enjoying the best health ever. Of related interest was an article
noting the death in 1880 of the first woman admitted to practice law in Wisconsin :
The Chicago Journal says the early death of Miss Lavinia Goodell, the Wisconsin lawyer,
suggests the query whether women are able to endure the hard usage and severe mental
application incidental to a legal professional career. Miss Goodell was forty-one years of
age. Henry Armitt Brown, the noted young lawyer of Philadelphia, died recently at thirtytwo . We would like to suggest the query whether men are able to endure the hard usage ,
etc. One swallow does not make a summer. 3

Somewhat later , a newspaper debate ensued in California when William Carey Jones ,
Director of Boalt Hall, contended that women were too emotional for trial practice . Said
Jones:
When male and female minds clash in the courtroom the woman naturally gives in ; she
becomes confused; she cannot stand the strain of conflict. Women are almost too emotional to cope with criminal cases, and, in fact, I doubt whether women, as a rule , can ever
argue a case in court successfully. I believe that women should take up property law and
probate cases. Their mental capabilities are such as to enable them to better arbitrate cases
in their offices than to decide justice in court.
Nor is that a serious restriction. The noted lawyers of San Francisco today , you will
observe, seldom or never appear in court. They settle their cases outside. Why should not
women follow in their footsteps? 4

The comments by Jones sparked a number of responses from local attorneys . On one side
were reactions such as "both as to matters in office and in the trial of cases in court, the
natural and beautiful reticence of women , in my judgement , destroys the needed capacity
for the proper handling of another's interests, either in business or in court . '' On the other
side, however, was the observation of a former district attorney:
I think women are capable of doing work in all professional lines and I don't think her
emotions would affect her power to make an argument on a point of law or fact. I think
women would have a natural ability to present a case either to a court or to a jury. The
training of the law tends to cause anyone to Jose emotional strength, even if they possessed
it originally.
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While viewpoints differed , the balance promoted the view that a woman's place was in the
home, not the courtroom . 5
With regard to legal education, the schools of the east were relatively slow in accepting the
idea of women in the legal profession and permitting their entry into the law schools.
Women were expressly forbidden admission to the law schools ofYale until1918 , Columbia
until 1927, and Harvard until 1950 . It did happen that a woman , Miss Alice R. Jordan,
received a Bachelor of Laws degree from Yale in 1886 after first taking a year of study at
Michigan Law School and securing admission to the bar of Michigan . Action was taken immediately, however, to prevent repetition of the untoward event . Included in the Yale Law
School Announcement for the following year was the statement that: ''It is understood that
the courses of instruction above described are open to persons of the male sex only, except
where both sexes are specifically included .' '
In Pennsylvania a woman satisfied the requirements for admission to the state bar in 1872,
but was refused admission until1886 when the Pennsylvania Supreme Court granted her admission and required the admission of women to all other courts of the state. In addition,
after two years of applying for admission, this same woman was finally granted admission to
the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania , from where she graduated in 1883 . In
Washington, D .C. , the only law school to admit women before 1900 was Howard University . Howard claimed to make no distinctions on the basis of sex, race or color ; indeed, several
black and Caucasian women are noted to have received Howard degrees very early . The first,
a black woman named Charlotte E. Ray , was graduated in 1872 and admitted to the bar of
the District of Columbia by the ruse of including her name as C.E . Ray in a list of her
classmates. Some commotion resulted from the discovery she was a woman, but no action
was taken.
The legislature of New York passed a bill in 1886 admitting its first woman practitioner,
but as of 1890 there were still no women enrolled at the Law School of Cornell University or
the Buffalo Law School. References have been made to a school intended for the legal education of women, opened in New York City in 1889 by Dr. Emily Kempin ; there is no substantive record of its existence, however. In New England it appears that Boston University
strongly favored coeducation from an early date and opened all its departments, including
law , to female matriculants. This policy was followed even though women were not permitted to practice law in the courts of Massachusetts until1882 .
Records reveal that it was in the midwest that the earliest successes were achieved by
women in gaining admission to the bar and in being admitted to law schools . In 1869 Iowa
became the first state to admit a woman to its bar, while in 1870 the Union Law School of
Chicago (later absorbed into the University of Chicago Law School) awarded the first law
degree in the United States to a woman. The Chicago school continued to graduate a
number of women , but was surpassed in numbers by the Law School of the University of
Michigan that, by 1890, had gained the distinction of graduating more women than any
other in the country . It was also at the University of Michigan that the "Equity Club" was
founded in 1886 as a correspondence club through which women lawyers and law students
from across the country could come to know each other and share similar interests and experiences . Among other schools in the midwest, both the Law Department of Washington
University in St. Louis and the Law Department of the State University of Iowa at Iowa City
followed a policy of admitting women to their programs on the same basis as men. The fact
that Chicago in the years before 1900 was regarded as a banner city in the number of women
lawyers may well have contributed to the liberal attitude toward women law students which
characterized many midwestern schools of law.
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Mary McHenry (1879), the first graduating
female student admitted to Hastings College of Law. McHenry graduated in 1882
and was admitted to the bar that same year.

On the west coast legal education was not easy for women to secure, even though the University of California was presumptively ready from the first to admit women on an equal
basis with men, and the California legislature in 1877 passed an act permitting women to
practice law within the state. Among the applicants in 1878 to the first class at Hastings College of the Law were two women, Clara Shortridge Foltz and Laura De Force Gordon . The
board of trustees took immediate action , however, to exclude the pair and decreed that
women would not be admitted to Hastings. After prolonged litigation, Foltz and Gordon
were able eventually to prevail by arguing that the act of affiliation between Hastings and
the University of California subjected Hastings to the same provisions created to govern the
university. The victory was not total for the plaintiffs, however, since the Hastings trustees
then passed a motion that no one admitted by the State Supreme Court to practice in the
state could be admitted, except by special order. The provision described the status of Foltz
and Gordon and was clearly directed at them , and appeared to have the desired effe<t.
Neither of the women ever received a degree from that intitution. 6 Soon thereafter, Hastings
did admit Mary McHenry , its first graduating female student . She was voted by her class
(1882) to be one of the commencement speakers. Miss McHenry was immediately admitted
to the bar and practiced for eight months before marrying William Keith , a well-known artist, and retiring from the practice oflaw. While never again actively engaged in practice , she
nonetheless became a leader in the women's suffrage movement in California, which
culminated in the referendum in 1911 extending to women the right to vote.
At the Berkeley campus of the University of California the first woman gr.aduate in law is
listed as Emmy Marcuse , who received the J.D. degree from the Department of Jurisprudence in 1906 . Although women were not represented in the law program in numbers
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comparable to their presence in either the undergraduate or graduate programs in this
period , one or two women each year usually enrolled in the department.
In 1912 the jurisprudence program carried on in Boalt Hall was officially designated a
school of the university. A national survey three years later listed Berkeley , with six women
enrolled in the law school , as tied for second place with the University of Washington for the
largest enrollment of women law students . In first place was Chicago with twelve . The other
schools ranked included Northwestern, Cornell, the University of Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin , each with four women enrolled . The leading law schools nationally in 1915 with
the greatest total number of women graduates were in the midwest : the schools were North western with forty, Michigan with twenty-nine , Iowa with twenty-five , Minnesota with
twenty and Chicago with seventeen. 7
At Boalt Hall the presence of women was acknowledged at a very early date . An article in
1910 describing the facilities of the new law building under construction noted : "An inviting little room has been reserved especially for them [the women students J, and it is expected that it will furnish an incentive to ambitious co-eds who have up to this time
hestitated to study law on account of the forced association with the men . ' ' Dean William
Carey Jones was later to remember that in the opening of the building "the women's corner
was of ample dimensions for its two occupants .'' 8
The two women students referred to were Annette Abbott Adams and Marguerite Ogden,
both of whom were to pursue active careers in law and to continue their association after law
school. Adams, a graduate of Chico Normal School, entered the first year of the law curriculum (equivalent to the senior year of college) at the University of California in 1903 and
received her bachelor's degree at the end of the academic year. During the period from 1905
until 1910, she married and went on to teach high school in Modoc County . After being
widowed, she returned to the law school and received the] .D . degree in 1912.
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Marguerite Ogden, a graduate ofBoalt Hall
in 1913, opened a San Francisco law office
in partnership with Annette Adams. They
were the first women admitted to practice in
the federal courts of northern Calzfomia.
Mzss Ogden was active in civic and political
movements until her death in 1918.
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Annette Grace Abbott Adams in 1920, Assistant U.S. Attorney for Northern Calzfornia.
Later that year she was appointed Assistant Attorney General of the United States. Both appointments were 'firsts'' for women.
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Mrs . Adams went back to Plumas County where she spent six months in the law offices of
a local judge , but soon returned to the bay area where she became associated in practice with
Marguerite Ogden , a law graduate in 1913 and the daughter of a superior court judge. The
partnership of Adams and Ogden lasted only rwo years because the former decided to enter
government work but, even in their short association , the female barristers drew public at tention. A 1913 article in a San Francisco newspaper headed "Case Won by Girl Lawyers"
described a divorce case they argued . Another news item several months later informed the
public that Adams and Ogden had become, in 1913 , the first women ever admitted to prac tice in the federal courts of northern California. 9
Miss Ogden continued alone with her law practice while actively involving herself in civic
and political movements, including women 's rights causes and membership on the Oakland
School Board . Her career, however , was cut short by her death in 1918 . Adams , on the other
hand , became a trailblazer for women's rights when she was appointed in 1914 to be Assistant U .S. Attorney for Northern California. In 1920 she became Assistant Attorney General
of the United States . In each instance, Adams was the first woman to be selected for the position and her appointment met with opposition. In 1914 , for example, a Los Angeles newspaper captioned the article describing her appointment as ''Experiment : Portia to be Tried
Out by District Attorney . " In fact, her appointment was not confirmed for ten months
because of Attorney General James C. McReynolds' disapproval of a woman holding the
position. It was only after McReynolds, a southerner and a bachelor, was appointed to the
U .S. Supreme Court that the Adams appointment was confirmed. Even then , her initial
salary was $1800 rather than the $2000 received by male assistants. Recalling the uneasiness
of her position, Adams was later to write :
I found that the belief seemed to be that a woman 's knowledge of the law must necessarily
be superficial. For that reason I have made it an unbreakable rule that even in the smallest
cases, I have a thorough grasp of my su bject before I appear before the trial court. 10

judge Annette Adams in 1950 when she
was Presiding judge of the Ca/zfornia Third
District Court of Appeals. She retired in
1952 and resided in Sacramento untzf her
death in 1956.
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For her many achievements , Annette Adams became a heroine to the young women who
aspired to a professional career in law, as well as to those who advocated women's rights . The
large public reception she received upon her return to San Francisco in 1921 provided
evidence of the popularity of her achievements . For the remainder of her active career,
Adams returned to private law practice , eventually becoming Presiding Judge of the District
Court of Appeal in Sacramento.
A number of other ''firsts'' were accomplished by women graduates of the School ofJurisprudence . Louise Cleveland , a 1915 graduate , became the first woman to teach law in California when she was selected by the University of California to deliver a series of extension
lectures. Her lectures on law were intended for women in business . Two years later, Frances
Hamrick Wilson became the first woman Deputy Attorney General in Alameda County, and
probably in the United States , a position she held for four years. Wilson was also to gain a
degree of local fame in 1921 when she eloped with Professor A.M. "Captain " Kidd, a
resolute bachelor and one of her law school professors. Another Boalt Hall alumna , Esto
Broughton , distinguished herself by election in 1918 to the State Assembly, becoming one
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Esto Broughton, elected to the State Assembly in 1918, was among the first four women in
Calzfornia to take seats in the legislature.

of the first four women in California to take seats in the legislature. The first woman to
become a professor of law in the United States was Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong , who also
graduated from the School of Jurisprudence in 1915 and spent her teaching career at the
University of California.
Although women law students were few in number , they tended to ·distinguish themselves
by high academic achievement. They were present on the staffs of almost all volumes of the
Calzfornia Law Review. The first woman to edit a law journal in any American university was
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Esther B. Phillips, who was elected in 1917 as Student Editor-in-Chief. It is also noteworthy
that law classes during World War I contained a larger proportion of women than previous! y.
The pressures to maintain the school's viability in the face of declining male enrollment,
together with the successful strides made by California women in the political sphere , combined to make women's presence more acceptable. 11
By the 1920s, the number of women in each Boalt Hall class returned to the usual two or
three , but the women continued to distinguished themselves academically. A newspaper
article in 1928 reported on their uniformly excellent performance :
Husbands or juries - no one knows which will be yielding to the persuasive powers of the
twenty girl barristers whose smiles brighten up Boalt Hall on the University of California
campus. Bur it is certain that someone will be yielding, for no 20 men in the legal school
of 350 finished their term's work this spring with such brilliance or with so many honors as
the lawyerettes. 12

It was a curious phenomenon that through the 1920s and 1930s at Boalt the attrition rate
for women students was exceptionally high. As many as six or eight women might begin
studies with the first-year class, but from such a group it was unusual if more than two remained to graduation. Poor academic performance did not generally explain the situation;
rather, the cause appeared to be found in the social pressures which characterized the lawschool milieu . Knowing that they would have to do exceptionally well to qualify for any kind
of professional position, women whose grades were not at the very top of the class often
became discouraged and dropped out . One woman who entered in 1930, for instance,
withdrew at the end of her first year because she did not make straight A's; she concluded
that there was no reason to continue since she would be unable to get a job with less than a
perfect record. 13
In addition, the atmosphere both in and out of class was often neither hospitable nor
kind. One professor was noted for calling on women students for the most difficult cases,
while another in criminal law saved the rape case each year for a female student. Most male
faculty members tolerated the presence of women in their classes , but made little effort to
conceal a "benign prejudice" against this group that they viewed as interlopers . 14 Professor
Kidd , as an example, let it be known in 1925 that:
Several centuries must elapse before women will be successful in the profession of law.
Fewer women are found to be preparing for legal professions than in the past , because the
life of a lawyer , instead of containing the elements of glamor and interest , is actually one
of dull drabness and tedious routine. 15

Among male faculty and students alike there were strong feelings of displeasure, bordering on active resentment , conveyed to the women . A few men were annoyed by what they
perceived as the changed atmosphere of the classroom . Some of the oldest jokes of certain
professors had to be modified or excluded in the presence of the women; the more colorful
language of both teachers and students was also toned down. Women were, therefore , often
made to feel out of place and not part of the ''club-like'' atmosphere .
In a certain spirit of gamesmanship , male teachers and fellow students frequently failed to
take the women students seriously . The attitude of "what's a nice girl like you doing in law
school? " was especially common during the first year, before a woman had a chance to prove
herself. This stance was softened somewhat with women who were married or divorced and
thereby regarded as more serious about pursuing careers in law. To some extent the attitude
may have grown from the fact that many first-year women students tended to be quiet and
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unassertive in class. To a greater degree , the male perspective was rooted in the realities of
eventual career opportunities for these women and the belief that it was unlikely they would
utilize their educations. Such a male view was not unfounded , because most women who
went to law school did not practice. 16 The experience of one woman graduate in the Depression Class of 1931 was that , although she was a the top of her class and a member of the law
review, she received not one job interview, let alone a job offer. 17

Mary McHenry Keith in the parlor of her
Berkeley home in 1913. After her marriage
Mrs. Keith dropped her brief career in law
practice but took active leadership in the
women 's suffrage movement in Calzfornia.

The seriousness of their commitment toward professional careers was somewhat less
among the women students of the late 1920s and 1930s than it had been among the women
who preceded them. The earlier women tended to be activists who were strong fighters for
women's rights , and who accepted the challenge of breaking through the barriers that
separated them from political and social equality with men . The women of the later period ,
although hardworking and serious about their studies , lacked the same degree of professional determination . There was a sense of resignation among many of these women which
permitted them to adjust quietly to being passed over for a job or even to explain that they
would have felt out of place denying a position to a man during the difficult times of the
depression . To be sure , such attitudes did not characterize all women law students at the
time. A number of women went on to have successful professional careers. 18 Generally , however , the women of the thirties viewed their career potential in more modest terms than had
many of their predecessors.

14
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A female law student of the thirties referred to her contemporaries as ''the off
generation," but they might well be grouped with the women of the forties and fifties and
characterized as "the between generation" -as women who were less dedicated to the pursuit of a career than those who came before or after them. Even as late as the mid-fifties, a
woman in the class of 1954 described her female classmates as being generally not very
serious about their careers. 19 Here, too, male reactions to female classmates were not of
hostility , but rather of annoyance that they were taking places in the class and that many
were not serious about using their law training.
While the records of alumnae of Boalt Hall from its founding through the 1950s are incomplete , analysis of existing records reveals different career directions than those generally
pursued by male graduates . For the men, the overwhelming career choice was that of private
law practice; not until after World War II is a law career seen by large numbers as preparation for many other occupations, notably in the areas of business and government. For the
women, however, a far greater percentage of those who did pursue professional employment
went into law-related , rather than private-practice , situations .
The area of public employment appears to have been more hospitable to women lawyers
than many others, and a large number of women graduates seem to have spent part or all of
their professional careers in public-sector employment. The largest group of positions of
Boalt Hall women in the public sector were for service as secretary or clerk to judges at various
levels. In many of these cases no subsequent employment is noted , which may mean that the
women passed the bar and clerked for a time , but then never pursued further a career in law .
At the local level , several alumnae became deputy district attorneys in various counties
around the state, especially in Alameda County when Earl Warren was district attorney
(Agnes Polsdorfer '21 , Helen MacGregor '22, Cecil Mosbacher '34). One graduate went on
to become city commissioner, and eventually mayor of Portland , Oregon (Dorothy
McCullough '23 ). Other women joined the offices of the public defender or legal aid , and
others became involved with juvenile courts in Oakland and San Francisco . 20
At the state level , several women who had worked with Earl Warren in Oakland continued
with him in his position as the California Attorney General and one , Helen MacGregor,
became his personal secretary when he was elected governor. Other public positions at the
state level filled by Boalt alumnae were in the Social Welfare Department , the state Corporation Comissioner' s Office, the California Youth Authority , and the Bonneville (Oregon)
Power Administration . A few graduates went on to positions at the federal level, with several
becoming assistant U.S. attorneys (Annette Adams '12 , Esther Phillips '18, Dorothy
Williams '30), and others working in legal positions for the Internal Revenue Service, the
Social Security Administration , and the departments of State and Justice.
While the number ofBoalt Hall women who became judges before 1960 is not large in absolute terms, it is significant compared to the small number of women who ever attained
that position. In 1931, for instance, there were twenty-one women judges in U.S . courts of
record, seven of whom were in the west , with five in California. 21 The sole northern California member of the group was Theresa Meikle '17 , the first Boalt Hall alumna to be appointed to a judgeship , who was on the municipal court bench of San Francisco before going
to the superior court. Two alumnae served on the California District Court of Appeals, while
six were represented on the benches of the municipal and superior courts. 22 Although not a
graduate of these early classes, the current Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court,
Rose Bird, is an alumna ofBoalt Hall.
It was common for women to pursue vocational directions not often followed by men . Law
library administration was a professional path followed by several early women graduates,
principally before 1920. Work in legal departments of business organizations, such as banks
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and insurance companies, was secured by several women graduates in the 1920s and 1930s.
Research positions with such projects as the State Bar Project (sponsored jointly with the
School of Jurisprudence in 1930), Tax Research Bureau , the Legislative Reference Service ,
and Continuing Education for the Bar became professional opportunities for other women
who graduated at this time. These kinds of alternative careers represented a degree of sex
segregation within the profession.
From analyzing the career patterns as revealed in records of Boalt Hall women before
1960, it is apparent that while a large number did go into private law practice, the percentage is in no way comparable to the number of male fellow students who went on to become
practitioners . In fact , notation is made of an unusually large number of women who
graduated and were admitted to the bar, but who either did not practice at all or who prac ticed or clerked for only a short time. An article in 1931 noted in referring to women lawyers
in the west that ' ' many women who passed the bar examination successfully have either gone
into another field or have remained as legal stenographers or whatever their previous positions might have been.' ' 2 3 Such observations appear to apply to many of the Berkeley
women as recently as 1960.
Conceding that alumnae records for earlier years may be poorly maintained and sketchy, it
appears valid nonetheless to conclude that many professional opportunities were closed to
law-educated women and that alternative paths tended not to be in the more exciting,
prestigious and lucrative areas of the law. Rather, these directions led to the conventionally
less desirable social service, public sector and research employment which typically involved
assistance to a judge, a government official , an academic, or a busy practitioner. It should
also be borne in mind that social attitudes continued to discourage women from pursuing
professional options. Many marriages between Boalt Hall classmates , of which there were a
good number , show the women retiring from any career involvement. When looked at
within the entire perspective of women and professional careers in the United States, the accomplishments of the women who graduated from Boalt Hall are especially significant; if
viewed within the framework of their generally high personal and professional potential ,
however , it appears that a considerable collection of talent never properly realized its fullest
possibilities .
While male students were willing to admit that some women might be academic peers ,
the men steadfastly refused to legitimize their presence by admitting them into the
established Boalt social circle . The annual law school banquets remained male strongholds ,
so that women students and graduates in 1915 were motivated to organize a parallel dinner.
The attendance at the women's dinner that year was 30 , compared with two hundred at the
men's affair. An experiment to combine the two events was undertaken in 1918, but was discontinued after one year when male students objected to the ''decidedly tame'' scale of the
joint gathering. The women were irate at their exclusion, but the policy was not rescinded.
Another area in which the women law students organized on their own when excluded by
men was the popular pastime of marble shooting. A 1928 newspaper article reported on the
active tournament in which the winner of the women's competition would compete with the
winner of the men's competition for the Boalt Hall title . Not until 1955 did the women
secure recognition for a legal fraternity of their own when approval was extended for the formation of a chapter of Phi Delta Delta.
If it was uncommon in the early decades of the country to find women as law students, it
was even more rare to find them as law teachers. Boalt Hall, however, appears to have
distinguished itself among American university law schools for being the earliest such institution to include women on a full-time basis on its faculty. Louise Cleveland in 1915
taught an extension course in law , and Rachael Vrooman Colby, a graduate of Hastings, for
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many years substituted for her husband, William Colby, Lecturer in Mines and Waters,
when he was unable to meet his classes. But it was the full-time appointments which drew
attention. On February 9, 1926, the New York Herald Tribune ran an article headed
''California 'U' Has Corner on Women Law Teachers'':
Evidence that women are gaining long-sought recognition in the field of law may be seen
by the fact that of the three women law professors in the U.S ., two are members of the
School of Jurisprudence at the University of California . . . The only other woman to
hold the unusual position of a professor of law is on the teaching staff of the law school of
the University of Texas.
''The University of California has recognized the ability of women in the profession of
law and also in naming them on the same basis with men," declares Dean 0. K. McMurray . "Women's chief difficulty in the legal field has been in attracting sufficient recognition to procure teaching positions. The ability is there in many instances, but the fight is
for general acceptance of that ability. I believe that in this case , the West has set the pace
for the rest of the County.' '

Although the Berkeley school could take pride in the inclusion of Rosamund Parma and
Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong in the law faculty, it can hardly be said that , in either case,
they were accepted on an equal basis with their male colleagues. Miss Parma, who graduated
from the university in 1908, was hired in 1911 as a combination librarian, administrative
assistant and secretary for the School ofJurisprudence. Her duties involved supervision of the

Rosamund Parma 's long career at Boalt Hall
began in 1911 as librarian, administrative
assistant and secretary for the School of
jurisprudence. She found time to earn a
J.D. degree (1919) and was appointed Lecturer in Legal Bibliography in addition to
her title as Law Librarian. In 1930 she was
elected president of the American Association ofLaw Libraries.
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library fourteen hours a day , six days a week, in addition to ordering and cataloging books
and assisting the. numerous people who used the library. In her administrative role Parma
took care of all derails of keeping the school in operation, accommodating the needs of the
faculty , students and alumni . Along with Professor Kidd, it was reported that Miss Parma
ran an effective , if informal and somewhat biased , placement service. In addition to her
stated duties, Parma also managed to enroll in classes and earn her J.D. degree with the class
of 1919. Not until 1922 was she finally given an appointment as Lecturer in Legal
Bibliography in addition to her title as Law Librarian . The new designation provided her
with additional compensation, but she still did not receive an amount comparable to that
being earned by people doing similar work in the general library .
Miss Parma's illness in 1923, combined with the rapid growth of the law library , created
the awareness on the part of university officials that additional personnel would be required
to run the library . Parts of her job came to be divided among others. Her role in running the
school, however, appeared to continue undiminished, as did her special concern for women
law students, whose grades she watched closely. In 1930, she was elected president of the
American Association of Law Libraries , the first woman to be so honored . Miss Parma's
twenty-four-year career at Boalt Hall was finally ended by her death in 193 5.
The second person referred to above was Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong, who is distin guished as the first woman appointed to a full-time teaching position at a major American
law school. Mrs . Armstrong was a graduate of the University of California in 1913 and of the
School ofJurisprudence in 1915. Upon graduation, she was named executive secretary of the
State Social Insurance Commission, a post she held while simultaneously earning a Ph.D . in
economics from Berkeley. In 1919 Armstrong was appointed to the University faculty as a
Lecturer in School Legislation in California. The following year, she became Lecturer in Law
and Social Economics, a dual appointment in the Jurisprudence and Economics departments. In 1923 Armstrong was made an Assistant Professor of Social Economics and Law.
With her promotion to Associate Professor of Law in 1929, Barbara Armstrong became a
full- time member of the Law Department; and in 19 35 she became a full Professor of Law.
During this period Armstrong's primary scholarly concerns focused on social insurance .
Her book in 1932 , Insuring the Essentials , established the framework upon which the federal
government instituted the social security system. In recognition for her competency in this
area , President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1934 appointed her executive secretary of the commission responsible for drafting the provisions of the Social Security Act. Her work in
Washington was frustrating to her, however , because she failed to gain acceptance of her
plan for financing the system or of her ideas for comprehensive health insurance . History has
subsequently proven the correctness of her reservations about the long-run fiscal viability of
the social security system, while the health insurance component has yet to be implemented.
During World War II , Professor Armstrong became the Chief of Rent Enforcement, San
Francisco District Office, U.S. Office of Price Control. She carried out her task so effectively
that she became the target of anti-enforcement factions and was removed to another position. Upon her return to Boalt Hall , Armstrong poured her energies into the area of family
law, completing in 1953 the two-volume study , California Famzfy Law, which has come to be
regarded as the basic work in that field and the source of a number of significant reforms.
She also was very interested in labor law, developing a course she taught for many years as
well as a number of related materials .
In spite of her important accomplishments , Barbara Armstrong was not a<;corded the same
treatment in career advancement as were her male colleagues. Although comparability is difficult to assess, the more typical career pattern when she was hired may be seen by contrasting her with the case of William W . Ferrier, Jr. Having graduated from the university in
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1912 and earned his law degree in 1914, Ferrier went on to practice law for six years. He
returned to Boalt Hall in 1921 as an assistant professor. In 1923, Ferrier became an associate
professor, and by 1928 had been promoted to full professor. While it many be contended
that Armstrong's delayed promotions were due to the fact that her initial appointment was
in two departments, jurisprudence and economics , the questions may then be raised why her
appointment was so arranged and why also, even with a dual appointment, she could not
have progressed at a more normal pace.
In addition , Professor Armstrong's salary consistently lagged behind those male faculty
members of comparable rank. In 1934 Dean Orrin Kip McMurray in an unusual event,
which may have been prompted by embarrassment and feelings of injustice , requested that
University President Robert Gordon Sproul approve her promotion to full professor, even if
it were to be without a corresponding increase in salary. The dean recounted that Armstrong
was older and had been on the faculty at Boalt Hall longer than two men who were already
designated as professors, that her book on social insurance was a major contribution to public
policy , and that she was an excellent teacher. He stated that he was willing to overlook the
fact that no professorship should be remunerated at such a low level so that Armstrong could
finally have her appropriate rank. The discrepancy was to continue as to salary, however , as
evidenced by the fact that in 1941 Armstrong was the lowest paid full professor; and after
teaching at Boalt Hall for twenty-four years, her salary in 1953 was still lower than the
average salary paid to full professors at the law school.
As a role model for women law students , however, Barbara Armstrong was incomparable.
She was vivacious, warm, and forceful in personality. Her barbed wit and strongly held
opinions, enhanced by her quick mind, made meeting her a memorable experience both in
and out of class . A former student recalls that Armstrong could provoke such heated
classroom discussions that a sergeant-at-arms had to be appointed to maintain order . 24 From
another dimension, she became a "house mother" for the Boalt Hall community, serving as
an intermediary between students and certain members of the law faculty, as well as maintaining an effective line of communication between the school and (through his secretary)
the university president . At the law school, she occupied " center stage" in the life of the
faculty.
Mrs . Armstrong took special interest in the women at Boalt Hall, but had no patience with
the woman student who did not intend to pursue a career in law. One student recalls the
degree of fear felt by some women students in her presence , while another remembers her
outspoken displeasure when informed that the student was getting married. Several women
recall feeling that Armstrong demanded more of them than she did of male students, but
her expectations of both groups were exceptionally high .
Upon her retirement in 195 7, Barbara Armstrong let it be known that she expected that at
least one other woman would be appointed to the law faculty. Such was accomplished by the
appointment in 1960 of Herma Hill Kay. A curious aspect of Professor Kay's appointment
was that although she had graduated from the law school of the University of Chicago, had
been an editor of its law review , and had served as law clerk to ChiefJustice Roger Traynor of
the California Supreme Court, her initial appointment at Boalt Hall was as an acting assistant professor of law, an unusual designation since all other appointments made at the time
were at an associate or acting associate level. After one year, however , Kay's status was changed to that of acting associate professor, and she was made a full professor in 1963, a normal
time period. In 1961 she was joined on the law faculty by Babette B. Barton , a 1954 graduate
of Boalt Hall who combined a lectureship at the school with an active law practice . Barton
was regularized on the faculty in 1966 as acting professor and made a full professor in 1973 .
Three more women had been appointed to law professorships by 1980.
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The dramatic increase in women students at Boalt Hall has been a phenomenon largely of
the last twenty years. In 1950, for instance, of a total student body of 294, fourteen were
women. 25 Although only five percent, these figures were favorable when compared to those
of other law schools within California: Stanford listed sixteen women in a total enrollement
of 395 and Hastings had twenty-two women in a student body of 723. Throughout the fifties , the percentage of women law students in these schools remained fairly constant , and
even declined slightly in 1959 when Berkeley, Hastings and U .C.L.A. each reported figures
of three percent and Stanford reported four percent . Not until1965, when women comprised six percent of the entering class , did the enrollment of women noticeably increase. Enrollment percentages grew to nine percent in 1966 and 1967 , eleven percent in 1968, fourteen
percent in 1969 , eighteen percent in 1970, and almost forty percent today . It is also to be
kept in mind that, as the percentages of women enrolled were growing at a steady rate and
the entire student body grew , the absolute numbers of women students at Boalt Hall were
increasing markedly. In 1965 , for example, there were 44 women and 805 men , while by
1970, there were 128 women and 839 men.
Even in greater numbers , the women of Boalt Hall continued to excel academically. As a
group , they ,were strongly represented on the board of the Calzfornia Law Review. An article
in 1967, captioned "Lassies Leading Lads in All Three Classes," reported that the first two
class positions of the graduating and second-year classes were occupied by women, and the
first rank in the first-year class was also earned by a woman . "The statistics are in and there is
no doubt about it , '' continued the article authored at Boalt Hall , ''the girls are taking
over!'' 26 The increased presence of women was also responsible for the establishment in 1969
of the Boalt Hall Women's Association. This group, with fifty initial members, was formed
to discuss and act upon mutual problems, both at the school and in the larger community.
The momentum gained by women in the sixties continued with increased vigor into the
seventies as larger numbers of women applied for admission and were accepted . The school
has not had a special admissions policy for women or given them preferential treatment;
rather , the increased enrollment has resulted from the encouragement given to women to
apply , the increased number of applications , and the larger number of admitted students
who actually enroll. For example, in 1971 , women comprised sixteen percent of the applicants; twenty-one percent of the students admitted, twenty-four percent of the enrolled
first-year class. In 1982 women were thirty-nine percent of the applicants, thirty-five percent
of the students admitted, and thirty-eight percent of the registered first-year class. In 1982
women were thirty-nine percent of the applicants, thirty-five percent of the students admitted, and thirty-eight percent of the registered first-year class.
The reputation of Boalt Hall as a congenial place for aspiring women lawyers received national attention in 1974 whenJoanie Caucus, the creation of cartoonist Gary Trudeau in his
"Doonesbury" comic strip, applied for and was granted admission.Joanie, thirty-nine-yearold feminist, became a charter member of the class of 1977, fulfilling the requirements for a
].D . degree. Joanie became a symbol of a previously underrepresented group in the law
school student body: the bright, ambitious , albeit previously unfulfilled woman of middle
years. While somewhat older than the typical female student, Joanie Caucus nonetheless
highlighted many of the frustrations, anxieties and discomforts encountered by women in
law school. Joanie's graduation, however is also testimony to the persistence, hard work and
determination ofBoalt Hall women.
The history of women at Boalt Hall reveals important characteristics and circumstances
quite unlike those of male law students. Only in recent years have women comprised a
sizeable percentage of the student body and been accepted on a somewhat equal basis by
their male associates . Similarly, only in recent years have women found professional oppor-
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tunities in most areas of practice and not been directed to areas of lesser impact, remuneration and status .
Women's efforts to gain equal opportunity in the law school world fall into three distinct
periods. At the beginning of this century , discrimination was pervasive and opportunities
were limited , but a small number of determined women were part of the larger movement
for women's rights which culminated in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment granting women the right to vote.
The waning momentum of the women's movement following World War I was reflected
in fewer women students in law school and a seemingly diminished commitment to professional success . To be sure, there were notable exceptions, but women law students in the
period between approximately 1920 and the mid-1960s tended to be less willing to compete
actively for positions and less dedicated to pursuing a career in law.
The generation of women who began entering law school in the mid-sixties came generally
with a commitment to career development , confidence in their ability to compete successfully, and belief in the rightness of their mission . Boalt Hall responded to the pressure and
before long the composition of the student body took on a decidedly different cast.
The inviting little corner set aside for women in the original Boalt Hall is part of the past,
as are the exclusion, embarrassment and overt discrimination with which women law
students frequently contended. Contrary to Professor Kidd's prediction, several centuries
were not needed for women to establish themselves as equal members of the profession.
Their experience at Berkeley has shown that, when women are able to combine ability and
ambition with educational opportunity, they will not be denied professional success .
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CLARA SHORTRIDGE FOLTZ,
CALIFORNIA'S FIRST WOMAN LAWYER
VIRGINIA ELWOOD-AKERS

If Clara Shortridge Foltz were alive today, she would be called a ' 're-entry woman ." Married at fifteen , the mother of three at nineteen , she was left a widow with five children
before she was thirty years old . In 1877 options for a woman in her position were seemingly
few. But Clara Foltz was no ordinary woman . Faced with the necessity of supporting herself
and her children, she read the law and prepared to follow a career as a lawyer. When she
found that California law prohibited women from practicing law , she simply saw to it that
California law was changed. She was the first woman admitted to the bar in California; she
and her friend Laura De Force Gordon were the first women to attend the University of California 's Hastings School of Law (a right for which they had to sue); and she and Laura Gordon were among the first three women admitted to practice before the California State Supreme Court .
Clara Shortridge Foltz was born on July 16 , 1849, in Henry County, Indiana, the only
daughter among the five children of Elias and Talitha Shortridge. Her father was a minister,
although he had studied law and later practiced as a lawyer. Noting that his only daughter
was both scholarly and eloquent, Elias Shortridge said , "It is too bad , daughter , that you are
a girl , for if you were a boy I would educate you for the law - you would make a great
lawyer .'' This comment only annoyed his daughter , who had never wanted to be a boy, and
who believed that " woman is ... the saving grace of humankind. "

Virginia Edythe Elwood-A kers was born and reared in Los Angeles, a second-generation A ngelina and graduate in
English from UCLA, where she worked in the library and as a writer and editor in other offices. Upon earning the
M.L. S. degree from the University of Oregon she accepted employment as reference libran(m at Calzfornia State
University , Northndge, in 1972, where she continues with subject specialties in mass communications and women
studies. In 1981 she received the M.A . degree in mass communications f rom Calzfo rnia State University, Northndge, wnting on women as war correspondents in the Vietnam war, basis for a forthcoming book.
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At fifteen, with only four years of formal schooling, Clara eloped with Jeremiah Foltz. Of
the early years of her marriage she noted only that her husband thought her a better cook
than his mother, and that '' at nineteen I was the proud mother of three of the most beau tiful and healthy babies ever born. " In 1871 Jeremiah went to Oregon , where he was joined
the following year by his wife and children . The family settled finally in San Jose , California,
where Jeremiah apparently sold real estate and kept a grocery store. His wife, by now with
five children , wrote of this period of her life:
I planned from day to day ... actually regulating my life by the dial of the clock .
" my children first," was my slogan , and though five in number by this time , they required , comparatively , but little attention, for they were robust and well-behaved . So I
had considerable time after my household duties, which I devoted to reading such books
as I was able to secure , in the meantime entertaining .. . any educated man or woman
who chanced to come within the pale of my limited acquaintance .

A youthful Clara Shortridge Foltz, undated
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She attended lecture courses , hearing women such as Susan B. Anthony and Mary Livermore speak on the subject of women's rights . She became interested in local political issues
such as the creation of a San Jose fire department. Noting that the volunteer fire department
was so inefficient that ''all of the houses in town might burn up while the boys were getting
out of bed and into their clothes , ' ' she began to write letters to newspapers urging that a
regular fire department be established. With the aid of J.J. Owen of the San Jose Mercury,
Clara Foltz launched a campaign which resulted in the creation of the San J ose fire department. ' 'My first public campaign ,'' she later wrote , ' ' had proved gloriously successful.' '
In 1877 Jeremiah Foltz died. Not yet thirty years old , the single mother of five children the youngest of whom were barely old enough to attend school - Clara Foltz began to read
law with the firm of Black and Stephens in San Jose.
But there was an impediment. The California Civil Procedures Code limited the practice
of law to ''white male citizens . '' Undaunted , Clara Foltz drafted a bill and sent it to Senator
Murphy of Santa Clara. The bill, called the Woman Lawyer's Bill , was to amend the Civil
Procedures Code to admit women to the bar. In Sacramento to lobby for the bill , Clara joined in a campaign with Laura De Force Gordon , another aspiring lawyer who was in Sacramento as correspondent for the Oakland Dazly Democrat. Supported by Senators H. Green
Curtis and Niles Searls ofNevada City , Creed Haymond of Sacramento and]. Craig ofYolo ,
the bill passed in the Senate by a vote of 22 to 9. Delayed in the Assembly by a tedious
debate , the bill was postponed by a majority of one. Through the efforts of Assemblymen
GroveL. Johnson of Sacramento and R.W . Murphy, Charles Gildea and W.B . May of San
Francisco, the bill was brought up for reconsideration and passed with a majority of two .
Despite efforts to keep the bill from the governor's desk , the Woman Lawyer 's Bill was signed by Governor William Irwin on April I , 1878 .
Entering the governor 's office on that day , Clara Foltz was confronted by a ''great big
ignoramous'' who assured her that her bill was dead . She pushed past him to stand by
Governor Irwin 's desk, and asked the governor to sign the bill. As she later wrote, the governor said , "This bill to entitle women to practice law is wise and just and I take great pleasure
in signing it ."
In September of the same year Black and Stephens decided that Clara was ready to apply
for admission to the bar. Passed by a committee of laywers , one of whom had earlier refused
to accept her as a student in his office , she took the oath to become a lawyer on September 4,
1878. As she left the courtroom one of the lawyers who had witnessed the ceremony told her
patronizingly, "Now, Mrs . Foltz, a woman can't keep a secret, and for that reason if no
other , I doubt if anybody will ever consult a woman lawyer.' '
During the summer and fall of 1878 preparations were being made for a California constitutional convention . Laura Gordon, with the assistance of Clara Foltz, campaigned to be a
delegate to the convention , receiving several hundred votes after a ''brief though brilliant
canvass" of the state. Although not elected, Laura Gordon attended the convention as a
newspaper correspondent and spearheaded a woman 's rights campaign which led to the
adoption of Article II, Section 18, admitting women to all collegiate departments of the
state university , and Article XX, Section 18 , opening business and vocations to women.
Although Clara Foltz is sometimes credited with authorship of the latter provision , Susan B.
Anthony in the History of Woman Suffrage, stated that it was Laura Gordon who drafted
the remarkable clause, which has been in the California constitution since 1879:
ARTICLE XX, Sec. 18 . No person shall , on account of sex , be disqualified from entering
upon or pursuing any lawful business, vocation, or profession.
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Although they had already passed the bar, Clara Foltz and Laura Gordon wished to attend
formal law courses , so they applied for admission to Hastings College of Law. They were told
that their admission had been denied on account of their sex, and decided to take the case to
court. Judge Morrison of the Fourth District Court in San Francisco, who according to Clara
did not believe in woman lawyers , did nevertheless believe that the women were right in the
law and ordered the school to admit them. The school appealed and the case went to the
California Supreme Court. Assisted by Laura Gordon, Clara Foltz argued her own case before the California Supreme Court .
T .B. Bishop , attorney for the Hastings College of Law, argued that the college had the
right to fix qualifications of students , and therefore the right to determine that it was ''not
for the best interest of the College to admit females. '' Clara Foltz countered that Hastings
College of Law was part of the state university , which was forbidden by law to discriminate
against applicants on the basis of se<X. The California Supreme Court agreed . The decision
pointed out that ''females are entitled by law to be admitted as attorneys and counsellors in
all the courts of this state, upon the same terms as males ," and furthermore that the "same
general policy which admitted females as students of the University, opened to them as well
the doors of the College of Law . " The New York Times, commenting on the decision, offered the information that "the winning side ... was argued by the fair complainant and a
professional sister. ''
The case was decided in November 1879. The following month both Laura Gordon and
Clara Foltz were admitted to the bar of the State Supreme Court.
Clara Foltz attended Hastings College of Law briefly, subjected to a "thousand petty annoyances" at the hands of fellow students . She had little respect for the students who harassed her in law school , writing thirty years later that ''they must have been an inferior lot, for
certain it is, I have never seen nor heard tell of them from that day to this . ' '
In 1880 Clara Foltz was the first woman clerk of the judiciary committee of the California
State Assembly . While in this position she prepared a brief on the constitutionality of a bill
to enable women to vote in elections for school officers and in all matters concerning public
schools. The bill was defeated, but not on the issue of its constitutionality.
Like her friend Laura Gordon , Clara established a successful law practice in San Francisco.
Laura won a large reputation as a successful defense attorney in criminal cases , while Clara
handled cases ranging from probate and divorce to corporate and criminal law. The two
women remained friends until Laura Gordon's death in 1907, sharing, besides the law , an
avid interest in women 's suffrage .
In 1887 Clara Foltz moved to San Diego , where she founded a daily newspaper, the San
Diego Bee. In 1893 she represented the California bar at the International Congress of
Jurisprudence and Law Reform at the World Columbian Exposition in Chicago. By 1896 she
was in New York City practicing law and attaining a new "first ," that of the first woman to
argue a motion in the New York City courts.
Upon her return to California she threw herself vigorous! y into the struggle for women's
suffrage. The California Woman Suffrage Association had been formed in 1870, and both
Clara Foltz and Laura Gordon served as its president in the early 1880s. A first attempt to
pass a suffrage amendment in 1896 ended in defeat . By 1908 Laura Gordon was dead and
Clara Foltz , who had moved to Los Angeles in 1906, was writing bitterly to Clara B. Colby
that the "state of California . . . so far as the cause of suffrage is concerned, is down at the
heels, petered out, so to speak." Annoyed by what she considered dilettante efforts by "rich
women who have taken possession of the cause ," she told Clara Colby firmly: " California
can never win suffrage without Clara Foltz.' '
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In spite of her pique , she continued to work for women's suffrage. Although nearly sixty
years old , she became active in the Los Angeles Votes for Women Club, serving as its president from 1906 to 1911. She campaigned throughout the state , while still maintaining law
practices in both Los Angeles and San Francisco . She still found time to serve as the first
woman member of the State Board of Charities and Corrections.

Clara Shortridge Foltz, from History of the Bench and Bar by Oscar T. Shuck (1901) .

In 1911 the suffragists were ready for a second attempt to secure passage of a suffrage bill.
In her report to the national convention , the president of the California State Suffrage Association wrote:
The situation was very different from that of 1895-96 . Not only were the suffragists better
organized but as a result of the previous campaign , in which the National Association
largely participated, there were earnest suffragists in every kind of association in the
State .. .
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In the southern part of the state leaflets and pamphlets were printed in English, Italian,
German and French and handed out at street meetings. More than sixty thousand personal
letters were sent to leaders in various professions . Speeches were made to men in organizations ranging from church groups to labor unions. Fifty to sixty meetings were held each
week, climaxed by a mass meeting in Los Angeles on September 30, 1911. More than four
thousand people attended and many hundreds were turned away from the largest political
demonstration held up to that time in southern California. As Clara Foltz wrote, the Votes
for Women Club was ''the livest wire south of the Tehachepi . [sic]''
The result was victory. The amendment went to the voters October 10, 1911. Of the major
cities only Los Angeles passed the amendment, but the vote from rural areas turned the tide
and the amendment passed by 3,587 votes. California women had the right to vote. As Ida
H. Harper wrote in her History of Woman Suffrage, ''With the winning of this old, wealthy
and influential State the entire movement for woman suffrage passed the crisis and victory in
the remaining western States was sure to be a matter of a comparatively short time . "
In 1916 Clara Foltz began publication of a periodical, New American Woman, which
featured a column advising women on the use of their newly acquired right to vote. It also
featured endorsements of political candidates known to be sympathetic to the cause of
women's rights , articles about women's achievements, editorial opinion, and poetry. In a
column called "The Struggles and Triumphs of a Woman Lawyer," Clara sketched the story
of her career. Another column was devoted to laws which pertained to women . "No
American woman," she wrote, "can afford to be ignorant of the law."
In 1918 Clara wrote to Ida H. Harper, "If I could live upon subscriptions the New
American Woman certainly need not fail.'' But when it did cease publication later that year
Clara, now nearly seventy, simply focused her attention elsewhere. She formed the Woman
Lawyer's Club and continued with her law practice. In 1921 it was reported that she would
be appointed Assistant United States Attorney General but, if the report was accurate, she
apparently refused the post.
She remained sensitive to what she considered slights to her considerable accomplishments. In 1923 she wrote firmly to Alice Locke Park:
I gather from your letter that you are at least not clear as to the true situation with regard
to the first woman admitted to the Bar of California. I am that woman and no other can
claim that distinction . . . .

She was unimpressed with the proposed Equal Rights Amendment, writing to Alice Park:
Now, in reference to the amendment proposing to give women equal rights- I thought
that the Nineteenth Amendment , giving women universal suffrage throughout the fortyeight States of this Union, granted women "equal rights." There is no further law that
can be enacted, in my opinion, that can confer more equal rights upon women of America
than the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

In 1930, at the age of eighty-one , she ran for governor of California. Campaigning in San
Francisco in September, she wrote to Alice Park :
Of course, I have no illusions as to the outcome of this last courageous effort of mine. I
simply must go right on demonstrating our great cause .

In the gubernatorial election Clara polled eight thousand votes.
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In 1934 her plan to enter the gubernatorial race for a second time was cut short by a heart
attack, and she died in Los Angeles September 2, 1934, at the age of eighty-five.
Into her eighty-five years Clara Foltz packed a formidable number of' 'firsts.'' Besides being the first woman admitted to the bar in California, she was the first woman to argue a motion in the New York City courtS, the first woman member of the State Board of Charities
and Corrections, the first woman to attend law school in California, the first woman member
of the Board of Trustees of the State Normal School of Los Angeles, and the first woman
deputy prosecuting attorney of Los Angeles. Bills she drafted included public defender bills
in New York and several other states, the Woman's Notary Bill , the bill for the establishment of a parole system, a Delinquent Child Law, and laws calling for the segregation of
children from adults in jail, a police matron system and abolition of the rule that women
could not enter restaurants without escorts . She was a campaigner for women's suffrage from
her earliest years until the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment . It is due to her efforts
and those of her friend Laura Gordon that women in California have the right to attend law
school and the right to practice law. She assisted Laura Gordon in securing passage of two
important California constitutional amendments guaranteeing women the right to attend
the state university and to pursue the vocation of their choice. Yet her name has been all but
forgotten in California. It is because of women like Clara Foltz and Laura Gordon that the
academic discipline of Women Studies has been created to secure women their rightful place
in history.
Clara Shortridge Foltz could never have been accused of excessive humility, yet she was
correct when she wrote in 1908:
But speaking of myself, my record is not made up .... for that matter I couldn't care a
continental about my record, save and except that truth must be told of my achievements.
What I have sacrificed and what I have accomplished must be told; and I am confident
that the pages of the exploits of women among our contemporaries could not afford
greater lessons to struggling women than would my busy life ....

NOTE ON SOURCES:
Biographical information on Clara Shortridge Foltz may be fo und in Notable Amencan Women, 1971, Vol. 1, in
the National Cyclopedia ofAmencan Biography, 1930, and in the multi-volume History of Woman Suffrage. Foltz
is profiled in Vol. III , 1876-1885, edited by Susan B. Anthony , also in Vol. IV, 1883-1900, edited by Anthon y and
Ida Harper, and in Vol. VI, 1900-1920, edited by Harper.
Articles on Foltz appeared in Traveler, Vol. I, 1894, p. 24 , and West Coast , Vol. 43, October 1912, p. 44. An excellent and lengthy article appeared in The journal of San Diego History, Summer 1980, pp . 185-186. The article
was " San Diego 's Portia of the Pacific" by Nicholas C. Polos .
Foltz v. Hoge is in 54 Cal. 28. The California Senate Dazly Report , April 1, 1898 contains the "Woman Lawyer
Bill " Amendment of Sec . 275 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Invaluable information on Foltz' attitudes, opinions , and her version of her life story may be found in every issue
of New Amencan Woman , her periodical , 1916-1917.
All correspondence used for this article is in the collection of the Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
The letters used are:
PK 33 (1) Clara Foltz to Ida Harper, Mar. 30, 1911
CC 23 ClaraFoltztoClaraColby ,June26, 1908
PK 33 Clara Foltz to Ida Harper, Mar. 2, 1918
PK 33 Clara Foltz to Alice Locke Park, Dec. 18, 1923
PK 33 (5) Clara Foltz to Alice Locke Park, Sept. 20 , 1930
CC 23 Clara Foltz to Clara Colby,June 26, 1908
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Front page of an 1875 issue of the Daily Evening Leader, owned and edited by Laura De Force Gordon and published in Stockton. It was
unusual for the full name ofa woman editor to appear in the masthead ofearly newspape?'S.

WOMEN EDITORS OF CALIFORNIA, 1854-1900
SHERILYN COX BENNION

Hubert Howe Bancroft , writing toward the end of the nineteenth century, stated that
''Journalistic enterprise in California is commensurate with the phenomenal rise of the country. No state in the union can show so large an average of newspaper circulation among its inhabitants . . .. Moreover , the number of persons engaged on newspapers has been extraordinarily large . .. . '' Among that large group were what most present-day observers
would consider a surprising number of women. They worked as reporters and free-lance contributors , as typesetters and make-up persons and, not infrequently, as editors . It is on the
editors that this article will concentrate.
The first newspaper in California was founded in 1846. By 1854 the total number of
periodicals being published was fifty-four. During that year , only eight years after the state's
first newspaper appeared , California's first woman editor made her debut. Five others joined
her during the 1850s. The table below shows the increase to 1900.
Decade

1854-59
1860-69
1870-79
1880-89
1890-99

No. of Women Editors
6
9
15
25
74

Shenlyn Cox Bennio n is a p rofessor ofjournalism at Humboldt State University in Arcata, Calzfornia. She holds the
Ph. D . degree in mass communication from Syracuse University . Her research interests have focused on early journalism of the west, with a special emphasis on wom en journalists. She has had several articles on these topics p ublished in histoncal andjournalistic pen'odicals.
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A total of 110 women are known to have been active as editors before 1900. That total includes only those identified in published sources. No doubt others remain undiscovered.
These women - and their publications - were a varied lot. Most of them about whom
information can be found remained editors for only a brief period, the overwhelming majority for five years or less , which was not unusual for nineteenth-century editors of either
sex . A few remained editors for fifteen years or longer. Most of them maintained sole
editorial control of their publications , but a few worked with other women or men . Only
four held joint editorial positions with their husbands . Caution must be used in approaching
these figures, however, because printed titles did not always reflect actual working situatiOns .
During the nineteenth century, founding a modest periodical required little capital and
the vast majority of publications were modest. One wagon could hold the hand press and
type cases that were sufficient for a small-town newspaper plus job-printing operation. Every
community considered worthy of the name could boast at least one paper, and boosters
pointed to a city's periodicals as evidence of permanence and culture.
In larger cities an aspiring publisher would have a choice of several printers who did all
kinds of press work. In fact, a group of women and men founded a Women 's Co-operative
Printing Union in San Francisco in 1869 ''to give employment to women as type-setters , and
thereby enable them to earn an independent and honest living .. .. " Women were assumed to have a natural advantage in performing the task of typesetting, because of the manual
dexterity required .
The women editors' publications ranged from small-town weekly newspapers, their most
common project, to specialized monthlies as different from each other as the Sabbath School
Worker and the Medico -Literary journal. The following table shows the numbers engaged
on various kinds of publications.

Type of Publication
Daily Newspapers
Semi-weeklies
Weekly Newspapers
Specialized Weeklies
Semi-monthlies
Monthlies
Quarterlies

No. of Women Editors

5
1
41
20
2
38
2

The reasons for women becoming editors were no doubt as varied as the publications. Of
those who have left a record , some saw journalism as a way to support themselves and, on occasion, their families. Some became editors as a lark. Some were persuaded by friends or
mentors to try their hands at editing . Some were crusaders who saw their publications as missionaries for a cause. In style they ranged from sober to flamboyant . They might be highly
objective or unabashedly biased. In sum, apart from their sex, they were largely indistinguishable from the male editors of the same period . The one probable exception to this
generalization is in the length of time they served as editors. While short-lived publications
were the rule rather than the exception, men tended to pursue their journalistic careers
longer than did women.
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First page o/The Contra Costa for November 10, 1854, published in Oakland Sarah Moore
Clarke, whose name appears in the masthead as editor, was Calzfornia 's first woman editor.

The career of the state's first woman editor, Sarah Moore Clarke, lasted about a year. She
began publishing The Contra Costa in Oakland in September 1854. The paper was a weekly
intended, according to historian Edward C. Kemble , ''to do service as a ladies' paper, as well
as in the drudgery of a general news organ ." It contained essays on art and science, serial
novels , editorials , news notes , poetry, legal notices, features for children and advertisements.
Judging by one surviving copy, the paper was well edited, neatly printed and attractive in
the style of the times . The content was normal for a nineteenth-century weekly , with the exception of the children's corner. Serial novels were not standard but were not unusual either.
Little is known about the editor. She was born in Maine, married H. K. W. Clarke, and
had at least one child. She also is listed by Kemble as editor of the San Francisco journal,
published at the same time as The Contra Costa, but no other reference to this paper has
been found . Kemble stated that she was forced to retirement by ill health and that in 1858
she resided in San Leandro, ill and ''slowly passing away.'' That passing away was very slow,
indeed, because she did not die until1880, in San Francisco, at the age of sixty. An obituary
in the Alta California stated that she had written ''with considerable poetic talent. '' A cryptic final sentence adds a note of intrigue: ''Her end was saddened , and perhaps hastened, by
the unfilial conduct and unpleasant notoriety of her son, W. W. Clarke, the deposed administrator of her husband's estate, and now charged with murder. ' '
If Sarah Moore Clarke was the first of California's women editors, as she seems to have
been, she certainly started a trend, for most of her successors edited the same sort of publication that she did - a weekly newspaper intended primarily to inform local residents of local
happenings, with a little entertainment, education and moral uplift added for good
measure.
A later editor, Maude Hulbert Horn, had similar aims for her paper, but her editorial
career lasted thirty-three years, longer than that of any other woman identified. Horn is illustrative of the small-town weekly editor who used her newspaper to support her family,
after inheriting it from her father. She also is an example of the woman editor who had complete responsibility for a publication but received little or no public recognition of her efforts . Apparently the only printed acknowledgement of Horn's work after her death, to
date, was a brief mention in HelenS. Giffen's California Mining Town Newspapers. When
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Nora Beale Jacob, a graduate student at California State University, Fullerton, began looking into Horn 's life , however , she found that the sixteen -year-old had taken over editorship
of the Georgetown Gazette in 1891 from her father and retained it until1924 , although first
her father and then her husband received the credit .
Maude's father had started the Georgetown Gazette in 1880 as a mining journal, claiming
political independence. While it carried reportS of local mining operators and reprinted
some material from technical journals , it also reported local residents' comings and goings,
social and religious activities and school projects , and provided such reference information as
church and lodge directories , stagecoach and railroad timetables, and lists of government officials .

Maude Hulbert, age 22, publisher of The
Georgetown Gazette. This portrait was
taken late in 1897, about the time ofMaude
Hulbert's engagement to john C. "jack"
Horn. A few months earlier she had been
named as publisher for the first time on the
paper's masthead. The following year she
became owner of the Gazette and mam.e d
Horn.

Born in 1875 , Maude had begun to set type by the time she was nine years old . By this
time, too , her father had decided that he was more interested in working a gold claim , which
he called the Bright Hope Mine, than in the day -to-day operation of the paper. He announced that he was turning it over to his wife, his "better half" as he referred to her, "who will
. .. ask only one day of our time each week to make up and do press work." In 1889 he
recognized his daughter's contribution, ''The extra amount of reading matter in the Gazette
is due from the effortS of Miss Maude Hulbert who is beginning to take quite an interest
towards making the Gazette a better paper. Miss Maude is already talking of obtaining a half
interest in the paper." She was named editor in 1891 , but not until 1893 did her name appear on the paper's masthead as "manager." Jacob states that is is clear from Maude's
diaries and items in the paper that she was running the paper virtually alone by 1895 , receiving help only on press day .
Maude hired her future husband , John C. Gack) Horn , as a printer in 1897. At the time
her name appeared in the paper as publisher but later in the year, when Jack left temporarily, her father's name was restored . In a letter to Jack, Maude wrote, "I should prefer that
papa 's name be at the head of the paper - it pleases him , though he does not admit it . ''
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Maude and Jack were married in July 1898. A notice in the Sacramento Bee provided some
rare public recognition for the bride who, it said , "has for several years had charge of the
management of the Georgetown Gazette'' and ''is one of the brightest newspaper women in
California. She has displayed considerable ability as a writer and shrewdness in business affairs ." From that time until his death in 1921, Jack got the credit while Maude continued as
owner, editor, reporter, manager and typesetter. This was the way she preferred it, apparently. Even her daughter did not realize later that she had maintained ownership of the paper .
Like many other women editors , Maude did not limit herself to journalistic activities . Her
home responsibilities included caring for two younger brothers and a younger sister after her
mother died in 1896. Later there were her own three children, whom she trained as careful
observers and notetakers by having them write at mealtimes what they had seen and done
that day, whom they had talked to , and what was new in town . All names had to be spelled
correctly. Maude 's daughter later recalled that it was considered improper to make notes at
funerals, so she was required to memorize names of pallbearers.
Maude was a notary public and, after 1912, a correspondent for the Sacramento Bee and
other nearby papers. The family prepared and shipped fancy packs of homegrown cherries.
Jack sold insurance and real estate and was a photographer . After his death Maude took over
his insurance business and kept her other jobs, as well.

Georgetown Gazette office and home ofHulbert I Horn famzfies. This 1900 photo shows the
house on Church Street in Georgetown, Calzfornia, where Maude Hulbert Horn lived and
worked. The front room served as the Gazette 's office and job-printing establishment from
1882 untzl the paper's suspension in 1924; famzly members used the rest of the building as
their home. Pictured on the front porch are {from left) Horace W . Hulbert, Maude 's father
and the Gazette's founder; john C. 'Jack" Horn; Maude; the Horns ' then-infant daughter
Amy (now Amy Drysdale); and Celia Hulbert, Maude 's younger sister.
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From her youth , she was active in civic affairs. She preferred the post of secretary in the
groups she joined, because that was a strategic position from which to gather news. Among
her memberships were several lodges , the county defense council which functioned during
World War I, a committee to promote highway construction , and the first county superior
court jury that seated women. She was an honorary delegate to the League of Nations
meeting in San Francisco and the first woman in the county to be a justice of the peace, from
1930 to 1934. By that time she was no longer an editor, having sold out to the Placervzlle
Republican in 1924. She continued to type funeral notices and put them in the post office
window , however , complaining that the Placerville papers never ran news from the smaller
communities. When her daughter restarted the Gazette in 1933, Maude wrote a regular column on ''Happenings of the Past . ''

This 1926 portrait shows Maude Hulbert Horn at age fifty-one , during a period oftransition
in her lzfe. She had sold her interest in the Gazette and suspende.d its publication in 1924;
four years later, in 1930, she would be appointed justice of the peace, the first woman in El
Dorado County ever to hold that position.

Maude serves as an example of those editors who stayed resolutely in the background . A
daily editor who was more likely to seek the limelight was Laura De Force Gordon. Born in
1838 in Pennsylvania, she was the middle child of nine. Her father was disabled by severe
rheumatism , so her mother supported the family by needlework , perhaps offering a pattern
of feminine self-sufficiency . Laura married Dr. Charles H. Gordon , a native of Scotland and
a captain in the Civil War , when she was twenty-four. After living with him in New Orleans
and Mexico during the war , she moved with him to Virginia City, Nevada , where he practiced medicine for two years before settling in Lodi. Laura's family follo"':ed the couple to
California.
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Laura De Force Gordon was an activist in
founding the Calzfornia state sufftage society in 1869, which she served two terms as
president. She was the editor andproprietor
of several newspapers beginning in 1873,
and was admitted to the bar in 1879 along
with Clara Foltz, the first two women admitted in Calzfornia.

Before her marriage Laura had lectured in the east on spiritualism, the popular movement
based on the belief that spirits of the dead can communicate with the living. With the move
west , however, women's rights became her main cause. One source credits her 1868 lecture
in San Francisco with providing the impetus for the founding of a state suffrage society in
1869. In 1871 the Independent Party of San Joaquin County nominated her for state
senator, and she received some two hundred votes . She lectured and organized in California,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington, and served two terms as president of the state suffrage
SOCiety.
Her newspaper work began in 1873, when she edited the women 's department of theNarrow Gauge in Stockton. In September of that year she became editor and publisher of the
Stockton Weekly Leader and the following May made it a daily entitled the Dazly Evening
Leader. (One woman apparently preceded her as a daily editor in California; Jane Laird is
listed along with several others as an editor of the Dazly Calzfornia Express in Marysville from
185 7 to 1860.)
In 1875 Laura moved her paper to Sacramento, publishing it there as a weekly for about a
year before selling it. She then edited the Dazly Democrat in Oakland until 1878 . During
these years she also was a correspondent for the Sacramento Bee and an officer of the Pacific
Coast Press Association . A sister, Augusta (or Gertrude) De Force Cluff, followed her example by founding the weekly Lodi Valley Review in 1878, continuing it until1894.
At some time before 1878 Laura obtained a divorce from her husband on grounds of
adultery . By this time she had a new enthusiasm, the law. She and Clara Shortridge Foltz
were refused admission to Hastings Law College of the University of California because of
their sex. They sued and won their case in November 1879 . Earlier that year , while she was
covering the state constitutional convention as a reporter, Laura persuaded the delegate from
San Francisco to push through clauses she had drafted providing that no one would be
debarred by sex from entering the state university or from any lawful business or profession.
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In 1878 she had lobbied successfully for a bill written by Clara Foltz that would permit
women to be admitted to the bar. Both she and Clara were admitted in 1879 , another first
for the women of California. Laura maintained offices in San Francisco and Lodi , later in
Stockton until 1901, when she retired to manage her farm until her death in 1907. She was
admitted to practice law before the United States Supreme Court in 1885.
During the nineteenth century the line between newspapers and magazines was not
always clear. Many publications that appeared in newspaper format contained material that
today's readers would consider more appropriate for a magazine . Timeliness was crucial only
toward the end of the century, and then only for large metropolitan dailies. Neither editors
nor readers seemed to be bothered by this blurring of distinctions, and periodicals were styled dailies, weeklies or monthlies, rather than newspapers or magazines.
The literary monthly was a type of publication likely to attract women both as readers and
as contributors . The Golden Era reported in 1886 that the majority of magazine writers were
women, a large percentage of the masculine names signed to articles being female pen
names. Several literary monthlies were founded and edited by women.
Milicent Washburn Shinn was editor of the Overland Monthly from 1883 to 1894 and
serves as an example of a woman who became an editor almost by accident. A native Californian, she was born in 1858 at her family's homestead in what is now Fremont but was
then rural Alameda County. It remained her home until her death in 1940. She came under
the influence of Edward Rowland Sill as a student at Oakland High School, where he taught.
He encouraged her to write and suggested her as editor for the Overland when it was revived
in 1883. She was twenty-four.

Mzlicent Washburn Shinn shortly after she
assumed editorship of The Overland
Monthly, a successor of Bret Harte in that
position. Shinn was editor from 1883 to
1894 and then returned to studies in
Berkeley where in 1898 she became the first
woman to obtain a Ph.D. in California.

Courtesy, The Bancroft Library
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The magazine had had an interesting history, founded in 1868 with Bret Harte as editor.
It had survived until 1875, attracting many writers who became prominent both locally and
nationally. When revived it absorbed The Calzfornian, another well-known literary monthly.
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The revived magazine's owner had gone east to study law, and Milicent thought of
herself as a transitional editor. Grant Teasdale Skelley, in a disseration about the magazine
under Milicent, quotes her as writing in a letter, ''I did not take hold of it with the least idea
of ever becoming responsible editor. I should as soon have expected to take command of an
army . " The magazine was never financially secure , which added to the editor's problems ,
and Milicent as editor was received with skepticism by some members of the San Francisco
literary establishment , particularly those on the staffs of rival publications. Ambrose Bierce,
a humorist with a vitriolic pen, wrote of her work as ''the unrewarded labor of a misguided
young girl-editor who has no true friend to dissuade her" and called the magazine the
"Warmed-overland Monthly" or the " Shinnplaster." In one of the few recorded instances
of prejudice against women editors, a writer for the Golden Era stated that ''a lady could
control successfully a weekly paper , but it is not possible for the female mind to grasp and
control the sphere of a literary monthly that depends upon its editorial ability for success . ''
He continued, " We simply laugh at the attempts of the feminine mind to cope with the
masculine in the proscribed sphere of masculinity.''
Under Milicent the Overland was a regional magazine , aiming to interpret California to
the world and to interpret the rest of the world to California, with an emphasis on the
former. It contained fiction , articles , editorial comment , letters , poetry , and book reviews .
Popular subjects were history , travel and education.
When Shinn withdrew from the editorship in 1894 she received many compliments. The
associate editor gave her a more material reward, an offer to pay a dressmaker's bill for her.
In recalling the occasion , he wrote that the earlier editor had gone out of office with a new
suit of clothes to pay for his years of work and that he was determined that Miss Shinn should
have at least as much as that.
Milicent was relieved to be away from the magazine . Perhaps some of her feelings about
the job were expressed by these lines from a poem she wrote for the Overland in 1890:
Only by slow-wrought heapings-up of toil
Comes strength to move the world one inch the higher ;
Only by countless drops on rocky soil ,
This world is chiseled nearer man's desire.

In 1880 Milicent had been graduated from the University of California at Berkeley. In
1894 she returned to work for a Ph .D . there. An interest in child psychology had been aroused by the birth of a niece , and she built a dissertation from notes she had made about the
child's development, beginning half an hour after the baby was born. She became California's first woman Ph.D . holder in 1898 , and the university published the second part of
her dissertation as a book. It received wide recognition but led to no further important
academic or literary efforts. Milicent lived quietly at the family home until her death.
Milicent's cause was education . At a University of California commencement address she
said it had the power to increase one's capacity for happiness by removing the obstacles to it
set up by ignorance and shallowness. Other women editors had other causes, although no
doubt all of them would have argued that their prime aim was education of one kind or
another. Suffrage was a common crusade . Religion, in many different manifestations, was
another. Health, often sought through systems that attracted disciples who proselyted with
religious fervor , was a third. Perhaps because regular medical practitioners were powerless to
cure many illnesses, they were challenged by homeopaths , isopaths , magnetic healers,
physiomedicalists, vitapaths , hydropaths, electropaths, sun curists and chrono-thermalists.
Sometimes medical and non-medical enthusiasms were combined. Carrie F. Young was a
fighter for women's rights , temperance , health and labor. The first subtitle of the monthly
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Photo of Mzficent Shinn (center) and her
associates, Charles S. Greene and Mrs. M.P.
Upton. The photo appeared in The
Overland Monthly, thirtieth anniversary
issue, july 1898, with an article by Shinn
entitled ''Some Conditions in the
Eighties. ''

Woman's Pacifi'c Coast journal, which she published from 1870 to 1872 , was "In the Interest of Women and Children." Later she changed this to "Devoted to Health,
Temperance , Literature and Labor Interests." She wrote in the first number that she had
started fighting intemperance and slavery when a young girl. Her health and strength failed
but, she continued, "we were yet in the work when slavery- the giant wrong- went down
.. .. Now, after years of rest and recuperation, years of sweet home love-life , we are, with
fresh vigor and renewed youth, again in the field.' ' Also in the first number she let her
readers know that the magazine was the handiwork of the women and girls of the Women's
Co-operative Printing Union, who published a number of the journal in October while Carrie was in Nevada, organizing lodges for the International Order of Good Templars .
She announced that her title was editor. "We protest," she wrote, "against being called
an editoress, or a lecturess, and object to having it said of us that because we are a hard
workeress, we are a hearty eateress, and a sound sleeperess." She also noted that she was
available to lecture, "teaching physiology and the laws of life and health, as applied to
women and children.' '
In the second number Carrie began an account of her family's journey from Idaho to
California. In a wagon driven by her thirteen-year-old daughter , she , her husband and son
had left Idaho in November 1869 . They forded the Boise River through floating slush-ice,
talking of "apples, and grapes, and sunshine, and the chances for papa to get well and
strong." Crossing snowy mountains, they rode two mules to shelter in an abandoned cabin
when a storm forced them to leave the remaining mules and wagon overnight. The daughter
retrieved them the next morning.
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Toward the end of 1870 Carrie began referring to her husband, W. ]. Young, as
''Doctor,'' telling readers that in her absence they could transact journal business with him
at the office he shared with another physician. The following February she responded to a
reader's question as to how she could travel and lecture so frequently and still edit a paper by
recognizing his contribution : ''In the literary work of the paper I am assisted by my husband, Dr. Wm.]. Young. The journal is our joint production. The editorial correspondence
is my own . The articles on Maternity and Care of Children are his ; but, through the whole,
our thoughts are so blended, and, in many instances, our composition is so mingled that we
can only say, it is ours ." lnJanuary of 1872 both Carrie and William were listed as editors,
and the name of the publication was changed to the Pacific journal ofHealth.
The content remained much the same, however. It included articles on a wide variety of
subjects, from silk growing to the lakes of California. The most frequent topic, as the new
name suggested, was advice on health. Readers might be warned against fashionable styles
that were more injurious " than the hardships of poverty and neglect," told how to soothe
cross babies, advised to eat more fruit and take less medicine. A "Children's Cosy Corner"
had items designed to be read by or to children . Carrie also included a series of letters to her
daughter, who had left home to attend school. One explained how to avoid colds:
''Whenever it is necessary for you to sit in a draft of cold air, face it. Like other evils, it is little to be feared if you look it fairly in the face.'' Daily cold baths would be helpful, too .
The cold-bath idea may have been a forerunner of the establishment by the Youngs in
1872 ofThe Nicasio Water-Cure in Marin County's Nicasio Valley, where patients would be
"treated hygienically, and without the use of medicine, by careful attendants , under the
direction of skillful physicans.' ' In 1871 Carrie had begun including the initials M.D . after
her name in ads for the journal, so presumably she and her husband were the physicians
referred to. One of these ads also made grandiose claims for the magazine: it would teach
how to keep well, how to nurse the sick, how to live hygienically and economically, how to
cure everything from a sallow complexion to cold feet, how to live happily in marriage, and
how to give children long life and power to resist disease .
The opening of the Nicasio Water-Cure apparently coincided with the closing of the
magazine. The final surviving issue is that for September 1872 , although nothing in it
alludes to approaching discontinuance . The Union List ofSerials notes that it was merged into Science ofHealth , a New York publication. What ultimately became of Carrie is uncertain, but she returned to journalism for three years during the 1880s, as editor of another
health-promoting magazine , called Lzfe Crystals and published in Oakland.
Toward the end of the century the numbers of women editors increased dramatically, but
California had had more than its share of them from 1854 on, probably for the same reasons
that it had a large number of men who chose journalism as a profession. The state was young
and vital. It was open to persons with talent, enthusiasm and ambition - more open to
enterprising women , certainly , than were the settled areas of the east. Rare indeed was the
kind of prejudice evidenced by the cited comments about Milicent Shinn. Rival editors
might poke fun at a publication, the cause it championed , or even its editor, but they
generally seemed to assume that a woman had as much right to publish a paper as did a
man - and equal journalistic capability.
An early woman newspaper reporter in San Francisco, Flora Haines Loughead, wrote in
1883 that she was always treated very well, adding , "and it must be remembered that I was
not a pretty girl, or even a maiden lady who presented interesting possibilities or could be a
pleasant social acquaintance, but a very careworn young mother, who often brought a little
child with her when an errand led her into the office.''
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Cam·e F. Young, editor and publisher of
the Woman's Pacific Coast Journal from
1870 to 1872, "Devoted to Health,
Temperance, Literature and Labor
Interests. '' In the 1880s she was also editor
of the health-promoting magazine called
Life Crystals, published in Oakland This
photo is from the History of the W.C.T.U.
by Dorcas james Spencer.
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As those disussed here amply demonstrate, California's ninteenth-century woman editors
were a varied lot. One might apply to them Bancroft's statement that California journalists
had come from all grades of society and that their creations were sometimes deficient in
grammar and style, but still point out that the women's periodicals compared favorably with
the men's and that California did not lag behind the rest of the country in the quality of its
publications. A printing competition was part of the state's annual fair , and Mrs. F. H .
Day's Hesperian took the first prize in 1859.
And so these women left a legacy, a legacy not substantially different from that left by the
men who were their counterparts but whose existence has been neglected and too often
forgotten. With few exceptions, they were strong and committed. They voiced their opinions and defended them . They believed in the force of education and the capacity of the individual to bring about change. They would have joined Milicent Shinn in her statement, "I
dislike doing less than the maximum requirement of any situation I may be in.''
NOTE ON SOURCES:
The prime sources are the surviving copies of the publications which the women edited. Some mention of California journalism history is made in The Works of H ubert H owe Bancroft , Vol. XXXVIII, Essays and Miscellany (San
Francisco: The History Company , 1890). The early period is covered in Edward C. Kemble and Helen Harding Bretnor , A History of California Newspapers, 1846-1858 (Los Gatos: The Talisman Press, 1962). The works from which
information about Maude Horn and Milicent Shinn was taken are Nora Beale Jacob , " Biograph y of Maude Hulbert
Horn, Editor of the Georgetown (California) Gazette, 1891-1924 " (M.A. thesis, California State University, Fullerton, 1980) and Grant Teasdale Skelley , "The Overland Monthly under Milicent Washburn Shinn, 1883-1 892: A
Study 'in Regional Publishing" (Ph.D. diss. , University of California, Berkeley , 1968). The quotation by Flora
Haines Loughead is from Ella Sterling Cummins, The Story ofthe Ft!es (San Francisco : World's Fair Commission of
California, 1893), p. 379. A preliminary checklist of the west's nineteenth-century-women editors compiled by the
present author was published in journalism History (Summer 1980), pp . 60-63.
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THE FOOFARAH COLUMN
by the editors

This issue on ''Women in California History'' has been a special joy to work on. We surely
learned a lot! - and of course a great part of the satisfaction of publishing THE PACIFIC
HISTORIAN comes from learning new things all the time . Every author who sends us an article contributes to this joy . ''Women in California History'' was the theme of the 1984 symposium sponsored by the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies (37th California
History Institute , April 13-14, 1984), and we wish we could have published all of the excellent papers presented then. The selections published here are ones which we are sure you
will find especially interesting.
The formal papers were only part of the proceedings at the symposium, as is typically the
case . Our featured speaker, for instance , was the Honorable Rose Ann Vuich, first woman
elected to the California State Senate . A Democrat from Dinuba, she engaged a rapt banquet audience with her quiet strength, unusual background, and delightful humor which
for some may have eased the impact of her informal recounting of early experiences in
political life. Her presentation, unfortunately , did not lend itself to publication in THE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN format .
One must attend the California History Institute to appreciate it fully , we claim. It offers a
different topic each year and it is not just for ivory-tower double-domes . It is for every person
interested in life around her or him, and in how we humans have arrived at our present condition. This prompts an announcement of next year's topic, which is "The Life and Heritage
of John Muir ," on April12 -13, 1985. To receive details and a pre-registration form, call or
send a card to: Director , Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211.
The beautiful sculpture, " Portrait of Miss Quinn, " on our cover, deserves much more attention that we can give it and the artist , Amanda Austin , inside the front cover or here . We
are very grateful to the Crocker Art Museum of Sacramento for providing this remarkable
image and information about it . Austin was born in Carrollton , Missouri, where she studied
under George Caleb Bingham before coming in 1879 at age twenty to Sacramento to help
care for her aging great-uncle , Jefferson Wilcoxson . Here, with his support, she studied with
Norton Bush and W .F. Jackson, later under Vergil Williams at the San Francisco School of
Design , and began exhibiting and winning prizes at state fair and other shows . After
Wilcoxson's death in 1885 she taught at the Crocker School of Design and opened her own
studio . She is known to have studied in France from 1908 to 1912, gaining the distinctions
noted in front .
Austin's blossoming career was cut tragically short. Awarded a $30 ,000 commission in
1916 by the City of Sacramento for a monumental fountain , she returned to Paris to work on
it but soon fell ill and returned to New York City where she died of cancer on March 2 5,
1917 . Worse for posterity, her unexpected marriage a few weeks earlier to a' 'pseudo-doctorlawyer," Elza Lee Allen, complicated the settlement of her estate and led to the distribution
of her pictures and sculpture widely among members of her and his large families. Many
precious works have thus been lost, at least as to identity. But we are very glad here to be able
to honor ''Portrait of Miss Quinn,'' though we do not know who Miss Quinn was .
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ELIZA ANN OTIS,
CO-FOUNDER OF THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
MIDGE SHERWOOD

This is woman's age. The door to almost every [vocation] is open to her , and it is not so
difficult now as a quarter of a century ago for a young girl to prove that . . . 'where there is
a will there's a way.' She can make for herself a thousand opportunities where once she
could not have made one. 1

To those women still working for the freedom of opportunity, this statement will come as
a surprise . It was written in the dawn of 1890. Even more of a surprise is the woman who
wrote it - Eliza Ann Otis, a lifelong journalist whose work began on the Washington
County News, Marietta, Ohio , after the Civil War and continued in southern California until her death in 1904. She was the wife of Gen . Harrison Gray Otis , legendary publisher of
the Los Angeles Times, in whose towering shadow she has lived for well over a century.
"The Quest for Eliza," as this adventure is called, has not been an easy one. There are no
historian's shoulders upon which to stand. In Thinking Big, a 1977 history of the Times,
there are but three references to Eliza and the only appreciable one amounts to just three and
a half lines, noting almost in passing that Eliza, in addition to writing a couple of regular
columns , "was also in charge of the religion, society, fashion, literature, drama and
'women 's section .' " 2 This has be the the epitome of the short shrift. Anyone - man or
woman - who had charge of all those departments had the burden of the writing chores,
known as the drudgery of the press. To Eliza, however, it was not drudgery . It was both a
family duty and a personal achievement for women to serve in all of those capacities , plus
many, many more, for more than a quarter of a century.

Midge Sherwood, author of Days of Vintage, Years of Vision, Vol. I, reviewed in the spring 1984 issue of mE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN, straddles two fields- journalism and history. She is a graduate of the ;ournalism school at
the University of Missouri with a life-long career on newspapers and magazines. Formerly director of the Western
Azr Lines news bureau, she opened her own Los Angeles firm to handle the campaign to establish Los Angeles International Azrport (LAX). She is the founder of the San Marino Historical Society and the Huntington Corral of
Westerners International. A researcher at the Huntington Library, Sherwood is now working on Vol. II of Days of
Vintage, Years of Vision, a saga of Southern California pioneers Benjamin D. Wzlson, james De Barth Shorb and
George Smith Patton.
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The most recent Times history, The Lzfe and Times of Los Angeles (1984) by Marshall
Berges , also relegates the work of Eliza to three lines and shows more interest in the press
machine she used. However, Berges accurately notes , "Indeed, she was virtually the entire
editorial staff . ... "
Now , of course, it was the General's responsibility to run the newspaper , editorially and
physically, and he ran it exactly in the style of a general leading troops up SanJuan Hill. He
once described newspapering in terms more often applied to battlefields, tank maneuvers
and logistics . The fact that the Times actually did take a bomb in her side in 1910, climaxing
Otis' continual running war with organized labor and anarchists , is fairly well known. Small
wonder that he once referred to himself, not as a journalist, but as one who '' puts on the armor of journalism." It is only fair to say that he won the war. No major newspaper in the
history of California has suceeded in achieving its goals with the staying power of the Los
Angeles Times.

Portrait of Eliza Ann Otis during her early association with the Los Angeles Daily Times.
Eliza moved to Los Angeles with her husband in 1882 when they became part owners ofthe
Times. Harrison Gray Otis began work on the Times as ''editor-in-chief, '' and Eliza as
''contributor-at-large. ''
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However, whoever takes up the challenge of chronicling the chonicler will have to deal
with not only the General but also Eliza Ann Otis. It was she who, as the Times has a fondness for saying even today, "brings it all together. "
Despite the fact that she received little recognition as a journalist within her own time and
absolutely none in ours, Eliza, aged fifty-seven , could rightly say in 1890 that it was " the
woman 's age" and, what is more , that a young girl might then open the door to a thousand
opportunities when in 1865 she could not have opened one . Even as Eliza wrote these words
Nellie Bly, born Elizabeth Cochrane in 1867, was being lionized in New York after circling
the world in 72 1/4 days to beat the record of Phineas Fogg , romantic hero of Jules Verne fiction. Nellie, just twenty-three, had not only shrunk the globe, a feat in itself, but she had
also proved that a mere woman could weather rickshas, sampans , burros, camels , ships,
trains and the weather itself- and all without one whiff of smelling salts or the flutter of a
single white hankerchief. Nellie had earlier feigned insanity to expose the horrifying conditions of an insane asylum, and just as boldly revealed methods used by "mashers" preying
upon young working girls.
Eliza, then in the twilight of her life, was justifiably impressed with the difference between her own and the younger generation of muckraking women journalists then breaking
down the doors of city rooms across the nation .
To her , 1890 was a time very much like the 1930s were to a later generation cheering
Amelia Earhart, who broke aviation records and inspired women not only to greater heights
but, more important, to a new confidence in their own worth . Today Sally Ride's flight into
space is of similar importance . Certainly it does not mean that all women want to circle the
globe , solo the Atlantic and soar off into space. It does mean that doors have been thrown
open for others by pioneers, hardy souls whom historians must relentlessly track in every orbit. Eliza, quiet, unassuming , dedicated Eliza, was one of those pioneers within the context
of her time.
The key phrase in Eliza's positive philosphy was, "where there's a will, there's a way."
Emphasis on wzll. To her, what women and men accomplish is the direct result of what they
are determined to accomplish. It was a theme to which she referred again and again
throughout her career, in Times columns and other writings . Nothing, she believed, would
come to women unless they willed it , and this included the right to vote. Political suffrage,
she believed, would come when women were educated enough to will it upon the male
voting population. Before women's suffrage , then , there must be " intellectual suffrage,"
nor was it lost upon Eliza that the very word, suffrage, is an ecclesiastical term meaning
prayer , more specifically , intercessory prayer. Accordingly, she was determined to help
women educate themselves . What to wear , what to eat, what to read , what to study nothing was too great or too trivial for women to learn.
Urging dress reform , she deplored the long skirts women dragged through muddy gutters,
tobacco juice and dust, thus transporting filth into their own homes. Corsets that cinched
waists and restricted chest cavities benefitted only corset manufacturers, and mixologists of
scented carbonate of ammonia that helped women breathe through the ordeal.
Why not study architecture, she asked. Who knows better than a woman what she wants
in the structure of her home? As for Eliza, she loved large view windows that threw open the
four walls onto flower gardens and aviaries. And that's exactly what she had.
Read science, she suggested , keep up with recent medical discoveries, and learn nutrition
for the better health of a growing family. And by all means stay away from ' 'trashy novels ,''
not only as a waste of valuable time but also a waste of a woman's intellect and great potential.
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"The husband should be as much a factor in the home as the wife," she advised. "He
should interest himself as truly in all that belongs to it .. . as the mother." Instead, she
mourned, he often leads a shallow, superficial life to the exclusion of the home. In the same
column , always practical, she suggested sprinkling bed linens with a 2% carbolic acid solution to keep off mosquitos- ''also wet face and neck.'' 3
In still another column she advised mothers to teach their sons to help in the home , to
cook and lend a hand when there is illness. Happy will be the wife who has one of those
"thoughtful manly boys for her husband ... . " No chore, she urged, was degrading if
nobly done.
Pressing for women's business colleges, Eliza noted that "the time is long since past when
women should be content to be a mere pet or plaything for a man. '' That a woman should
lower herself to being a plaything was a real bugaboo to Eliza, who often exhorted against it
in both poetry and prose. "Opportunities have enlarged her responsibilities and she has as
large a sphere in the world 's work as have men , and it can never be rounded to perfection
without her help.'' Women must learn business methods and their relations with the laws of
the land . They must learn the value of time and money. Time is money to men, she noted,
while to women it often had no commercial value, and this , she insisted, must change. 4
A 75-year-old woman once wrote her , "But what will become of the home?" To neglect
her education would be to neglect the very duties her home and family demanded , Eliza
replied , adding , ''God would not give her talent with no thought of her using it . ''
Before she was a journalist, Eliza was a teacher. In fact, it was as a teacher that Eliza met
Harrison Gray Otis. He was a student at the Wetherby Academy, Lowell , Ohio , circa
185 7-58 , founded by her father, Charles T. Wetherby, whom she assisted in its operation.
Eliza had graduated in 1856 from Castleton Seminary, today a state teachers college inVermont. Although it can only be conjectured in the interests of romance , Eliza herself may
have taught young Harrison, who had just reached his majority . She was four years his
senior, but the independent , aggressive, ambitious young man, already experienced as a
printer 's apprentice , had no trouble sweeping the decorous young teacher off her feet . They
were married September 11 , 1859, probably by her father. A minister , Wetherby had also
founded the Congregational church in Lowell , Ohio. Previous to that , he and his family of
ten children (only six of whom reached maturity), lived in Walpole, a New Hampshire
mountain village on the Connecticut River where he had operated a woolens mill, manufacturing fine broadcloths , flannels and other fabrics .
Books have been written about the famous Otis family , which traces its lineage back to
John Otis , early colonist of Massachusetts . His grandson , James Otis, and granddaughter,
Mercy Otis Warren, are credited with very valuable contributions to the American Revolution and the founding of the Republic . With this rather awesome background , never lost
upon Harrison , he packed up his bride and headed for a newspaper job in Louisville, Kentucky. Here he joined the new Republican Party and, as delegate , attended the convention
that nominated Abraham Lincoln for president .
With the outbreak of the Civil War he promptly enlisted as a private in the union army ,
served in fifteen engagements with the 12th and later the 23rd Ohio Infantries, was twice
wounded and , at the end of the war , brevetted lieu tenant colonel .
Meanwhile , painfully lonesome , Eliza lived in a boarding house with three other young
women , who taught her " fancy work " in exchange for lessons in painting, drawing , and
playing the piano. They also taught her how to make shirts.
After the war, the Otises moved to Harrison's birthplace , Marietta, Ohio, to publish their
first newspaper, the Washington County News . It was not a financial success, but in Marietta
the first of their three daughters , Lillian , was born . In 1868 they moved to Washington,
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D. C., where Harrison served as foreman of the government printing office, edited the journal of the Grand Army of the Republic , and dispatched news stories of the capital to the
Ohio State journal in Columbus. In 1870 he went to work in the United States Patent Office.
While in the nation's capital, Eliza gave birth to two more daughters, Marian and Mabel.
It was here that she also took up writing in earnest - poetry, fiction and feature stories.
However, government life was not for the Otises. Having learned from an old friend,
W. W . Hollister, a Buckeye who had settled as a rancher in Santa Barbara, that California
was sorely in need of a good newspaper, Otis decided to head west. He made a reconnaisance
trip to the Pacific slope in 1874, liked what he saw and, after writing many glowing articles
on southern California for the Ohio State journal, returned in 1876 to buy the Santa Barbara
Press.
The times could not have been worse. The Bank of California had failed in San Francisco,
bringing down other banks like dominoes throughout the state. Hollister, calling for Otis'
support in the March 11, 1876, Press , wrote: "If he makes an honest living in these times ,
and under present conditions, it will be an undertaking not by any means a sinecure . He will
need your cooperation . . . . ''
Eliza was enchanted with "the small gem by the sea ," but Otis believed that Los Angeles
was going to be the hub of southern California if not the entire state , and Santa Barbara was
just not active enough for one of his vigorous stride. He once complained that a man could
throw a silver dollar down the main street and never hit a living soul - a fact that appealed
to more Santa Barbarans than it depressed .

General Hamson Gray Otzs. By 1886 General Otis and hzs wzfe Eliza were sole owners ofthe
Times. Otzs was variously editor, publzsher, general manager and president of the Los
Angeles Times-Mirror Corporation.
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If Harrison were to buy a Los Angeles newspaper, however, he had to have more capital.
So, leaving the Press in the hands of Eliza, he accepted a commission as sp ecial agent of the
U.S. Treasury Department to Alaska, where he policed and enforced regulations of commercial seal fisheries. So it was that Eliza's career as a journalist developed in Santa Barbara.
In their Alaskan correspondence Lizzie, as she signs herself, and Harry, as he signs himself, reveal their devotion to each other affectionately, professionally and spiritually . A
typical Puritan when it came to hard work as well as morality , Lizzie proves to be of strong
character, worthy of any pioneer on the American frontier west during its first century. She is
also a woman very much in love.
"My Dear, Always Remembered Husband," she writes after seeing him off at San Francisco, "my heart gets so hungry for you with every day .. . . I am trying to battle bravely
with this overwhelming sense of loneliness , but still I can only realize how empty my life is
without you. I am busy as I can be though .. . at the office nearly all day ... . '' 5
She certainly was : Eliza wrote the entire four-page Santa Barbara Press- editorials , two
pages of local news, and front page news stories culled chiefly from the exchanges of other
newspapers . In short, she did everything but set the type . She also found time to send the
Ohio State journal an article on the Southern California Horticultural Fair in Los Angeles in
the fall of 1879 . Nor did her coverage go unnoticed by the City of the Angels. Reported the
Los Angeles Dazly Herald, Oct . 23 : "Mrs. H. Gray Otis, gifted wife of the editor of the Santa Barbara Press is in our midst on a brief visit .. .. Mrs . Otis is a charming, descriptive
writer and we have already detected her deft hand in pencillings of Los Angeles and surroundings in the columns of her husband's paper . ''
Harry himself was encouraging. He urged her to spend at least one winter with him in
Alaska - she did visit him - where she could have a ''fine chance to study up and write on
any subject you may have blocked out. ' ' The library was well stocked with the new American
Cyclopaedia and he had a 15 x 15 ' room that would ''afford a good working room'' for both
of them.
From reading these letters , 1879-1881, one can also gather that the Otises, like so many
who went west , also had health problems . Eliza mentioned that her persistent cough was
clearing up in the California sunshine. Harrison wrote from Alaska:
Bear in mind how seriously my disease has affected my feelings and how far I have been
from a well man in body, and even in mind and heart , and pardon my many offenses and
painful shortcomings. I love you alone, and you shall yet have lavished upon you my
healthy and normal affections. 6
Quite possibly both of them suffered from some degree of' 'the consumption , '' so prevalent
at the time, although both were later to lead fairly healthy lives.
Otis had been in Alaska only a short time when Eliza discovered that the business manager
was scheming to launch an opposition journal. In a scorching reproach worthy of her fiery
husband she brought him to terms , she wrote, but ' 'had to struggle with myself for courage
to be plain, decided and unsparing. " She continued:
I begin to understand as I never did before what your business cares and burdens were. I
can understand the philosophy too of laying awake at night and wrestling with the
burdens of the day, unable to throw them off. These lessons make me better able to help
you , and to enter into all your feelings and perplexities and struggles.
I am not apprehensive that your business interests will greatly suffer in your absence ,
although the Press may not be as readable as when you were here. 7
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She was also trying to sell a book manuscript to an eastern publisher. Was it a book of
poetry? Fiction? She gives us no clue. However, Eliza was a journalist in the true , original
sense of the word - that is, she wrote in a!! genre. That she was ambitious to achieve as a
writer is also apparent: ''If I could only do such work as you do ,'' she wrote Otis, ''work that
would tell I would be content. I feel as if I were good for platitudes and not much else . I
hope that I will feel like using a little more vigorous English by and by. ' ' 8
Meanwhile an opposition paper was launched in Santa Barbara, but Eliza carried on with
what she described as "a set smile ," exulting in Mabel's piano recital at the local college ,
entering Lillian in high school and helping Marian , now fourteen , take care of her new
horse, a real western mustang . A friend and fellow poet, Leroy E. Mosher, joined her at the
Press, possibly as business manager.
Harrison promised he would remember her strong aversion to brutal methods of settling
disputes , and reminded her that he had deliberately kept away from one man in order to
avoid beating him as he deserved . Harrison added , "If you will hang on to the mean
business yet a little longer, and finish it for me, I will be prouder than ever of you and always
your debtor for your part in it. ' ' 9
Eliza did hang on to the "mean business" until Otis returned from Alaska in 1881 to
negotiate a series of articles on Alaska for the Los Angeles Dazly Times. This new publication
was established December 4 of that year by Nathan Cole, Jr. , son of a Missouri senator, and
Thomas Gardiner, formerly of the Sacramento Union. The Dazfy Times floundered from the
start, however, and within a month it fell into the hands of its printers, Thomas Caystile and
his father-in -law, Jesse Yarnell , whose firm was known as the Mirror Printing House and
Book Bindery.
Both ardent Prohibitionists, Caystile and Yarnell had founded the Weekly Mirror in 1873
and five years later a temperance paper, the Weekly Rescue. The Mirror first appeared as a
throw-away advertising sheet , described as ''the smallest paper in California.' ' It was only
10 x 13 inches. But neither the Mirror nor the Rescue prospered . The county of Los Angeles,
then boasting the largest acreage of vineyards in the state , was not quite ready to be
''rescued'' from the fruit of the vine.
With his Alaksan series beginning in the Times December 16, Otis at last saw his opportunity to move into Los Angeles journalism. He resigned his Alaskan commission in the
spring of 1882, sold the Santa Barbara Press, and invested his funds - some $6000 - in the
ailing newspaper. Both he and Eliza were listed as stockholders, holding one fourth of the
shares . On August 1, 1882, Otis became editor-in -chief for $15 a week. Eliza, a contributor
at large, was probably paid by the column inch . Poetry was her first contribution to be
published.
Nathan Cole had announced with the first edition of the Times that his policy was ''to
secure the largest share of prosperity and happiness for the greatest number ," a spin-off
from one of Lincoln's aphorisms . But, he added, ' 'While its principles will be Republican, it
will not be an organ of any party or clique . "
This did not jibe with the partisan loyalties of Otis , whom President Rutherford B. Hayes
once described as "an original Republican ." Soon Otis found a new investor , H . H. Boyce,
a war veteran like himself, and they bought out the printers to establish the Los Angeles
Times-Mirror Corporation . Articles were filed October 6, 1884, with stock listed as forty paid
shares of$1000 each, and again Eliza was listed among the stockholders.
From the very start of their move to Los Angeles , Eliza and Harrison were a working team,
and continued to be throughout their lifetime . However, Eliza was wise enough to know
there can only be one general in an enterprise . They bought Boyce out in 1886 and there was
no disruption in Otis' editorial policy : ''The maintenance of the Republican principles of
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the Republican Party, the defense of liberty, law and public morals, and the upbuilding of
the City and County of los Angeles and the State of South California. The motto of the new
proprietors ... will be 'Push Things.' '' 10
And push things they did. Jointly the Otises pushed Los Angeles County from a southern
Democrat refuge to a Republican stronghold and, what is more , from an agricultural and
horticultural center to a thriving twentieth-century metropolis - ''with a little help , '' of
course, from their friends, largely midwestern Republicans who came to California during
the boom years of the 1880s.
Eliza's role in this remarkable pioneer adventure will be explored in further research and
an anticipated book publication by the present author. Meanwhile it is interesting to reflect
that many features still continued in the Los Angeles Times are but extensions of this
brilliant woman's creativity , although much of her work is known as Victorian, especially her
poetry . The journalistic enterprise of Eliza Ann Otis clearly stands, nevertheless, as a landmark in the development of the American frontier west .
NOTES ON SOURCES:
Author Midge Sherwood, who is also working on Volume II of Days of Vintage , Years of Vision (reviewed by the
Pacific Histoncm, Vol. XXVIII , No. I , pp. 72-73) has read a continuous run of the Los Angeles press from irs inception , 1851 , through rhe turn of rhe century as the background for her research at the Hunringron Library, San
Marino.
I. Los Angeles Times, Jan. 26 , 1890. Oris used the word avocation in irs nineteenth-century sense , interchangeable with apprenticeship or vocation, especially for women.
2. Robert Gottlieb and Irene Wolr , Thinking Big (New York: G.P. Putnam 's Sons , 1977), p. 25.
3. Los Angeles Times,June 24, 1889.
4. Ibid, Oct. 14 , 1889.
5-9. Alaskan correspondence between Eliza and Harrison Gray Oris, 1879-1880, from the archives of the Los

Angeles Times.
10. Los Angeles Times,)an . 26, 1886.
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The Los Angeles Times staffin 1902, called "The Phalanx" by General Hamson Gray Otzs.
Standing, left to nght: T.M. Carpenter, F.X. Pfaffinger, W .A. Spalding, Harry Chandler,
Harry E. Andrews, Otzs, George W. Burton, Harry E. Brook, Hugh McDowell, W .E.

Chapin and Noble E. johnston. Seated, left to nght: Addzson Lytle, Mrs. Eliza A . Otzs,
Albert McFarland and Russell}. Waters. Harry Chandler mamed the Otzses' daughter
Manan in 1894 and for awhzfe both worked on the Times, he in circulation and she in advertzsing . Harry Chandler took over the Times when Gen. Otzs died in 1917 and continued as
publzsher untzf 1941. Norman, one of his six chzfdren, was the father of the present
publisher.
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''I do not believe it is practical to close this district and rid the city offallen women in this
way . We may drive out the women already here, but that wzll, in my estimation have little to
do with ridding the city of the evzl. "San Diego ChiefofPolice Keno Wzlson {1912). Photo
courtesy ofPiiny Castanien, historian ofthe San Diego Police Department.
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HOLD BACK THE TIDE:
VICE CONTROL IN SAN DIEGO, 1870-1930
CLARE V. Me KANNA , JR .

Police Chief Keno Wilson's prophetic statement in November 1912 (see caption , opposite), on the eve of a large-scale red-light district raid, focuses on the primary public issue
involved with prostitution. Throughout San Diego's history, police have been caught between government officials and indignant citizens on one side , and sailors, businessmen and
saloon owners on the other. One group wanted to close the brothels but the other by its
patronage and economic ties assured that they would remain open. When prostitutes
became ''too obvious,'' by leaving the Stingaree district where most of them worked and
lived, citizens complained . If the pressure was great, as in 191 2, the police were forced to
take action with resulting "sweeps" or raids which remain part of the enforcement pattern
today. They closed some houses for a short time, but soon the prostitutes returned to ply
their trade.
The purpose of this essay is to explain the attempts to control prostitution in San Diego .
Earlier historical accounts have suggested that the Stingaree district ceased to exist with the
police raid in 1912 . 1 As will be seen, that is incorrect . Prostitutes adjusted to the various
pressures placed upon them by police, city officials and citizen's committees . Adaptability
explains why we see extensive raids in the Stingaree as late as 1938 . Despite attempts to
supress it, prosititution has remained a part of San Diego life .
Exactly when prostitution developed in San Diego 's Stingaree district is not clear, but by
the 1870s there was evidence of its existence. Chinese women were involved in most of these
early cases. A grand jury report of October 5, 1871 , suggested a morals problem existed near

Clare V. ' 'Bud'' McKanna received his M.A . in history from San Diego State University and studied further at the
University ofA rizona. He lectures in Amencan history at San Diego State University. His current research focuses on
nineteenth-century ethnzc cn.me in Calzfornia. With papers published and accepted for publzcation by THE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN and a vanety of other scholarly and popular j ournals, he plans to wn.te a book on eth nzc
homicide patterns in nineteenth-century Calzfornia. He has received two National Endowment for the Humanitzes
summer seminar appointments (1980 and 1983) and an NEH Travel- to-Collections grant (1 984) .
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the wharf. Apparently Chinese women occupied seven brothels in the general area of Eighth
and J streets and Fourth and I streets. Viewing the houses as a nuisance, the jury foreman
called for action by owners to alleviate this problem. Less than four months later a judge
charged Ah Pook and Ah Hay with keeping a "disorderly house" and fined them $28 each,
an amount they could not pay. Each spent thirty days in jail. 2
In 1875 three cases came before the San Diego Justice Court . Officials arraigned seven
Chinese women in December on charges of keeping a house for prostitution. The judge
dismissed the charges . The same day Ah Lee and five John Does posted $100 bail for keeping
a brothel. Seilly Davenport pled guilty to a similar charge and paid a $30 fine. 3 At this
point, prosititution seems to disappear from view for a decade. There are no cases inJustice
Court records and newspapers do not mention any problem for a decade.
San Diego experienced a population explosion with an increase from 2,637 to 16,159 during the 1880s. This boom period brought renewed commercial shipping activity , while
United States naval vessels also began to frequent the port with sailors looking for liberty. No
doubt this economic prosperity encouraged women to establish houses in the red-light
district. The Stingaree occupied a central location between the harbor and the main business
district. Numerous saloons and dance halls provided entertainment - an ideal atmosphere
for solicitation.
By 1887 the San Diego Union began to call for an end to vice in the Stingaree district.
Numerous items decried the "lovers ," who created a nuisance . In February Frank Klaiber, a
Sixth Street bar owner, accused Ada Maxwell, "a young woman with raven tresses, coalblack eyes, powder white complexion , a queenly carriage and a tarnished reputation," of
taking $65. Klaiber fired a pistol in her house at Fourth and I streets . Both ended up in jail.
The judge dropped the deadly-weapon assault charges against Klaiber and dismissed theft
charges against Maxwell. A few days later an officer arrested two young women and two men
in a house on K Street, between Fifth and Fourth, for smoking an opium pipe. The women
each deposited $40 bail and returned to their house on Sixth Street. A reporter claimed that
the "crusade against the pimps, opium smokers, vags, (and) dead-beats," was beginning to
become interesting. He noted that two known denizens, Belle Wentworth and Hattie Ruth,
had been arrested and a group of citizens had petitioned the city to take action . 4
On June 1, 1887 , police removed three prostitutes from Leach's Opera House. ''Their exit
was the signal for thunders of applause; this is a step towards decency ... . '' A more serious
issue came to light four weeks later, when officials arrested six women for enticing fourteenyear-old Gretchen Eisel into prostit).ltion in Edna Russell's house on Sixth Street. Eight articles appeared tracing events that eventually led to the dismissal of charges. Authorities
turned Eisel over to Mrs. Watson's Home for Stray Girls in Los Angeles. In October police arrested Louise Durant, a recent arrival from Paris , for keeping a minor in a house in the
Stingaree. 5
Exactly how many prostitutes inhabited the Stingaree is unknown. A search of the 1880
census revealed seven Chinese women living together in the Stingaree district; all were
single, and only one was more than thirty years old . 6 A reporter counted at least nine houses
of prostitution by April 1887. These included those of Georgie Stuart on Fourth, Hazel and
Edna Russell on Sixth, Ida Bailey's Sherman House, and Edna G. Barstow's "Telephone
Coffee House . " Less than a year later a reporter, in an article headlined, "Flaunting Vice:
Disgraceful Scene in San Diego's Slums ," lashed out in an attack on prostitution. Exaggeration got the best of the writer who claimed ''there are nearly 100 houses of prostitution, each
containing from one to thirteen inmates." 7 The reporter insisted that there were at least 350
women in 100 disorderly houses . No doubt this article and others like i't made for good
reading among the general public, but it stretched truth beyond credibility. Using 1900 and
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"D " street in San Diego, looking west to the bay, ca. 1887. The large budding in the center
is the old county court house. The band is playing in fron t ofLeach 's Opera House, 101 8 D
Street. Horse cars had begun operation in San Diego in july 1886.

1910 census data as a measuring device suggests that probably fewer than fifty prostitutes lived in the Stingaree in 1888.
An editorial on February 18, 1888 , attacked prostitutes and property owners. This was
typical of articles and editorials that decried the conditions and called for a clean-up of the
Stingaree. By 1890, however, the number of prostitution-related stories dropped off
dramatically. Possibly the editors had given up their crusade . On the other hand , the police
arrested eight persons for operating disorderly houses and forty-one for pandering during
this decade (See table) .
Census data for 1900 and 1910 provide a useful approximation of prostitute population.
Although enumerators included prostitution as an occupational category in 1870 and 1880,
that practice was dropped by 1900. (See sample page , inside back cover.) Since their occupation has usually been looked upon as degrading, prostitutes were often reluctant to volunteer
any information, especially to government officials . There were at least forty-eight prostitutes in the Stingaree district in 1900, but within a decade their numbers had tripled to 143.
This change can be explained by the rapid rise in population, a 123 percent increase in one
decade that stimulated economic activity throughout San Diego, particularly along the
wharf. 8
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TABLE

San Diego Police Crime Statistics
Year

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1901
1902
1903
1905
1906
1907
1908
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1919
1920
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1928*
1929-30**

Keeping a
Disorderly House

9
0
5

0
17
0

9
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
5
5
15
8
15
4
21

2
14
17
10

26
28
68***

Source: San Diego Police Chief Annual ReportS .
Data unavailable fo r 1900 , 1904, 1909, 1918, 192 1, 1927.
*Half year srarisrics , J anuary-June , 1928.
**First fi scal year, July 1929-July 1930.
***Includes 39, '' Visiting a disorderly house. ''
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0
2
0
13
0

Fornicating

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
0
3
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
103
83
71

116
112
272
435
140
330

The Stingaree district catered to both sailors and businessmen. The exact dimensions of
the Stingaree are hard to determine , but in 1900 it was confined mainly south of H Street
(now Market Street) to the wharf, and from Second to Sixth Street - about fifteen square
blocks . Saloons and dance halls thrived in this district and provided an excellent atmosphere
for prostitutes to ply their trade - one or more existed within a block of every brothel .
In 1888 twenty saloons existed in the Stingaree , but due to enforcement the number
declined to twelve by 1910. On the other hand , there were fourteen saloons in the business
district north ofH Street in 1900 , but by 1905 that number had increased to thirty. This had
a significant impact on the movement of prostitutes . In 1900 only five prostitutes can be
identified residing north ofH Street , yet nineteen percent lived there by 1910. Equally im portant , city officials had closed fifty percent of the saloons in the Stingaree which pushed
prostitutes out of the region . 9 This push-pull effect accelerated their movement north and
may have created more agitation from concerned citizens to close the Stingaree .
Numerous city ordinances were passed in an attempt to control the red-light district. In
April 1892 city officials passed ordinance 158 that forbade the operation of dance halls that
were ''frequented by prostitutes or lewd persons.'' Violators could be punished by a fine of
$100 to $300 and a three-month jail sentence . It was ineffective. A city delegate introduced a
bill in 1899 to keep prostitutes below H Street. 10 Although it did not pass , it was indicative
of the concern shared by some community members. One year later, city officials passed ordinance 741 that regulated the sale of liquor to patrons in rooms, adjoining saloons, with
curtains or doors . It eliminated the doors and curtains , and the rooms had to be visible from
the bar. In 1910, officials adopted ordinance 3985 that forbade the operation of dance halls
or "temperance" saloons "frequented by prostitutes ." 11
Police allowed the district to remain open and employed selective enforcement techniques
to keep women south of H Street . In 1890 Joseph Coyne, San Diego's first chief of police,
"asserted his intention of keeping the women of the lewd order . .. within some sort of
bounds and make them respect the law to some extent ." Twenty years later, Police Chief
Keno Wilson , City Prosecutor Edgar Luce and a San Diego Sun reporter toured the
Stingaree . The reporter noted that there were fewer saloons because of city ordinance en forcement, but also stated that most of them had converted to "temperance" saloons or
dance halls . He further indicated the district is "going to remain there, for the city administration doesn 't want to break it up and spread it all over town .'' 12
Police arrested a few prostitutes in the Stingaree less than three months before the big raid
of 1912 . On August 19 Patrolman Pierre Boisseree apprehended Mamie Johnson and
Beatrice Smith at 439 Second Street and closed their house. The judge fined them $30 each
with a suspended six-month sentence on condition they leave town . Two weeks later officers
arrested Irene Wiley . According to the arresting officer, Wiley, who lived at 1135 J, had
been working in San Diego for eighteen months and had frequented saloons in the
Stingaree . On September 13 Officer Boisseree arrestedJulia Barton , the landlady of Canary
Cottage , at 4th and] streets. Charged with vagrancy , the judge ordered her to leave town .
On that same day Detective F. A. Wisler apprended Frances Lowencart. Two days later he
arrested her again- for drunkenness. Wisler noted on his arrest report that she was a "professional nurse but went wrong and worked in the Green Light . '' A month later Officer Gary
Bugoner arrested Mrs. R. B. Moore for taking "men to her room and keeping her husband
in the clothes closet ." One day later, an officer apprehended and charged Rae Page with
vagrancy . 13 These arrests indicate the police were attempting to control the Stingaree , but
with little success.
By November 1912 , pressure to close the district had reached its zenith- the city fathers
could no longer resist . The Vice Suppression Committee , led by Dr. Charlotte Baker, a
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Mug shots of prostitutes arrested by the police circa 1912-1915.
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physician and women's rights leader, W.C.T.U. members, and local clergy forced officials to
act. Police Superintendent John L. Sehon ordered Chief Wilson to round up the women and
kick them out of San Diego . Wilson observed: "When all is said and done, these women are
still women. They are outcasts, but not criminals, and while I will do my duty, I do not propose that this order shall work any unncessary hardship upon them.'' 14
Police conducted the raid November 10, 1912, arresting 138 women. Chief Wilson questioned them to obtain their names and background, and asked them if they wanted to
''reform.'' Mabel Miller, speaking about her past, hesitated to discuss her family, but finally
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admitted that she had a young son in school in Sacramento. Her earnings went to support
and train him. Myrtle Woods , ''sweet-faced and young ,'' claimed that she was ''alone in the
world'' without parents and had to work to make her way. May Whitney admitted to being a
nurse, so Chief Wilson offered to secure her a position in San Diego . She refused. Flora West
stated: ''I tried working in a department store and the wages they paid me would not have
kept me alone, no matter how economically I might have lived .. .. " She had to support
her crippled mother and younger sister on her earnings. Most of the women admitted that it
was too late to change. One observed: "I would like to be good again, but the world won't
let me . It must keep me as I am.'' Only two of the 138 women accepted help from the Vice
Suppression Committee . Judge George Puterbaugh fined each $100 and suspended the
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sentence, provided they leave town. One reporter noted that most of those who left for Los
Angeles purchased round-trip tickets . Two days after the raid, a Vice Suppression Committee spokesperson announced they would now focus their attention on the uptown business
district where hookers worked out of hotels and rooming houses . 1 5
The raid divided the community and provoked criticism as well as support . Dr. I. D .
Webster heralded the raid stating that the district was closed for good. Several city councilpersons supported the ''closing'' of the Stingaree district, while the mayor claimed he ''had
nothing to do with it.'' The city attorney offered his support, claiming his office would help
enforce the law . Several citizens expressed a desire to be sure that the women were helped
and not merely intimidated . Two community leaders could not understand why the police
arrested the women, but failed to apprehend the men with them . One stated: "I think the
whole thing is all wrong, and that a dreadful mistake has been made. I think the men who
go down to those places are just as bad as the women, and I believe it is wrong to arrest the
women and not arrest the men. I think that the method of abolishing the district is all
wrong, and unfair to the women, because it does not give the men the same treatment . "
Building Inspector Kirkwood astutely observed : "I do not like it at all. It doesn't work out in
other cities, and I do not see how it can here, especially as this is a seaport city.'' 16
Within a few days after the raid, a reporter noted an increase in street walkers . Police
statistics reveal at least five arrests for operating disorderly houses in 1913, five more in 1914
and a jump to fifteen in 1915 . 17 The raid had not solved the problem.
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Two prostitutes mugging in front ofa sign for the San Diego Exposition o/1915.
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In 1913 the California Legislature passed the Red Light Abatement Act, which allowed
any person to sue an individual who rented buildings to prostitutes. 18 Except for brothel
owners, it created few problems for prostitutes . In 1917 San Diego officials tried to control
prostitution with the passage of ordinance 7180 which prohibited fornication in hotels or
apartments, unless the persons were married. This legislation suggests that prostitutes were
moving out of brothels into hotels and apartments to escape detection . The police claimed
that, because of the new ordinance, prostitution had "very nearly been reduced to a
minimum." They also had received few complaints against street walkers. 1 9 In reality , the
ordinance had little effect. Women were still being arrested for vagrancy and operating
brothels, while fornication arrests after 1917 increased dramatically (See table) .
Police statistics indicate that most prostitutes were charged with vagrancy , while a handful
were accused of operating disorderly houses . In 1913 police arrested ninety-five women on
vagrancy charges. By 1914 vagrancy arrests doubled to two hundred and continued to increase thereafter. Operating a disorderly house and fornication arrests also indicate the con tinued existence of prostitution as a problem in the 1920s. Arrests for operating disorderly
houses increased sporadically throughout the period from 1913 to 1929. Fornication arrests,
meanwhile, fluctuated from 1917 to 1930, reaching a high of 435 in 1926. Equally significant, as late as 1938 police conducted several raids in the Stingaree , arresting 132 men and
women on morals charges . 2 o
The information at hand suggests that enforcement of laws aimed at curbing prostitution
was ineffective . Although reformers, irritated by the presence of prostitutes, called for the
suppression of vice in the Stingaree, the results were dismal. In a fast-changing world, pro stitutes were able to adapt to the pressures placed upon them by state and local officials.
They knew the market and took advantage of it. Instead of working from established houses ,
more of them began to operate from hotels and rooming houses. This flexibility enabled
them to continue their occupation with only occasional disruption from police raids. They
worked saloons whenever possible and followed along when these social gathering places
opened in the business district. By closing some of the most popular saloons in the Stingaree,
city officials forced prostitutes into new areas that offered business opportunties.
For years officials have tried to suppress vice by using the "sweep" technique, but with
poor results . Prostitutes have learned to adapt. When police conduct raids, many prostitutes
"go out of business." In 1973, police swept downtown "massage parlors" and arrested
more than seventy women in three days. Two years later additional raids pressured prostitutes who then moved out on El Cajon Boulevard , from 40th to 70th streets . Then in 1981
police conducted sweeps to "eliminate" the problem in the new regions . Hundreds were arrested, including "Johns ." Additional raids netted over 150 "Johns" in 1982 . In the first
two months of 1984, police arrested 443 men and women for prostitution-related charges. 21
After studying prostitution in San Diego during a sixty-year period , it seems apparent that
repression , by itself, is not the answer to vice control. More than fifty years ago, a writer suggested : '' Before any policy of repression can be effective in ridding a community of prostitution it must be combined with some program that will effect a reduction in the sources of
supply and demand . '' 22 Until public officials face that reality in San Diego, or any other city
for that matter, their periodic sweep tactics will be doomed to failure.

NOTES:
!. James Mills, "Sin, Sailing Ships and the Stingaree : Our Vanished Barbary Coast, " San Diego Magazine
(Oct. 1957), 36, 52, 72-73; and Elizabeth C. MacPhail , "When the Red Lights Went Out in San Diego: The Little
Known Story of San Diego's 'Restricted ' District," journal ofSan Diego History, 20 (1974), 1-28.
2. San Diego Weekly Union, Oct. 5, 187 1; San Diego Union, Feb. 16 , 1872.
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3. "People v. Ah Silly, Ah Polly , Ah Sally, Ah Dolly, Ah Molly, Ah Bridger, Ah Maud, and AhJenny (fictitious names), Dec. 18, 1875;" "People v. Ah Lee and Five John Does, Dec. 18, 1875," in Dockers of the San
Diego Justice Court, 1874-1875, Volume 32, pp. 56 and 60, (San Diego Historical Society Archives, San Diego);
and "People v. Silly Dale (name unknown), Dec. 20, 1875," in ibid., p. 57.
4. San Diego Union, Feb. 25, 26, Mar. 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 1887.
5. Ibid., June-Ocr. 1887. There were more than two dozen San Diego Union prostitution-related stories in
1887.
6. This predated the boom per;od, so few prostitutes inhabited the Sringaree, although there were probably
more than this. The seven women were Tang Sing 25, Ah Ying 13, Tun Ah 28, Nun Ah 30 , Lon Fung 24, Young
Tai 40. and Ah II 29. See U.S. Census, 1880, San Diego County, Dwelling Number 559, p. 49.
7. San Diego Union, Apr. 3, 1887 , Feb. 18, 1888.
8. An accurate accounting of prostitutes by census enumerators was virtually impossible, bur it is likely that
the count was underestimated. See U.S. Census , 1900 and 1910, San Diego County. San Diego's population increased from I 7,000 to 39,5 78 in that decade. See U .S. Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census , II, p. 152 . For an
important study on nineteenth-century prostitution, see Marion Goldman , Gold Diggers and Silver Miners: Prostitutzon and Social Life on the Comstock Lode (Ann Arbor, 1981), pp . 152-178.
9. San Diego City and County Directones for the following years: 1887 -1888 (San Diego, 1888), pp . 392-393;
1899-1900 (1900), p. 314; 1905 (1905), pp. 612-613; 1910 (1910) , pp. 710-711, 719; 1912 (1912) , pp. 1008-09;
and see U.S. Census, 1900 and 1910, San Diego County. On prostitution mobility see NeilL. Shumsky & Larry M.
Springer , "San Francisco's Zone of Prostitution, 1880-1934," journal of Histon·cal Geography , 7 (1981), pp .
71-89.
10. San Dzego Union, Aug. 29,30, Nov. 9, 1899.
II. See San Diego City Ordinance Books, (San Diego Historical Society Archives), nos. 3, 4 , 17.
12. SanDzegoUnion,Apr.15, 1980;SanDiegoSun,Sep . 11, 1909.
13. "Arrest ReportS, " nos. 1016, 1046 and five unnumbered, San Diego Police Dept., (courtesy of Pliny Castanien , Historian, SDPD).
14. See San Diego Union Oct. 2, 3, 13, 14 , 15, Nov. 10, 11, 12 , 1912.
15. San Diego Union, Nov. 11, 1912; San Diego Sun, Nov. 11, 1912; and Shelly). Higgins & Richard
Mansfield, This Fantastic City San Diego (San Diego, 1956), p. 320. Women in the west found it difficult to obtain
work yielding adequate wages - see Goldman, Gold Dzggers, pp .20-25.
16 . San Dzego Sun, Nov. II , 1912.
17. San Dzego Union, Nov. 13 , 1912,July 31, 1915; and "Arrest Report" no. 1945, May 20, 1915 , San Diego
Police Dept. (courtesy of Pliny Casranien, Historian, SDPD).
18. Most prostitutes were arrested for vagrancy, 647 P.C., subsection 10, "Every common prostitute ." See The
Statutes of Calzfornia and Amendments to the Codes , 1911 (Sacramento, 1911), p . 508; and The Statutes of
California and Amendments to the Codes, 1913 (Sacramento, 1913), pp. 20 -22.
19. San Diego City Ordinance Book , no. 30, p . 91; and San Diego Police pepartment, Annual Report, 1917
(San Diego , 1918), p. 9.
20. For further information on specific numbers of arrests, see Clare V. McKanna, Jr. , "Prostitutes, Police and
Politicians: The Failure of Vice Suppression in San Diego, 1900-1930 ," paper delivered at the Western Association
of Women Historians, at the Huntington Library , San Marino, Apr. 15, 1984. See also the San Diego City Jail
Register and Record of Arrest, 1912-1927, (San Diego Historical Society Archives); and newspaper clippings dated
Feb. 4, 8, Apr. 29, 1938 , and two dares unknown, 1938, in "Vice Squad Files" (courtesy of Pliny Castanien,
Historian, SDPD).
21. See San Diego Unzon,July 28 , 29, Aug. I, 1973, Feb. 1, 2, 1975, Feb. 15 , 1981,June 20, 1982 & Mar. 9,
1984. Police enforcement of vice laws in the past placed the burden unfairly on women, in this case prostitutes . Only recently have police arrested ''Johns'' in an attempt to curb prostitution. On decriminalization of prostitution see
"Prostitution: A Non-victim Crime?" in Issues in Cn.minology, 8 (1973) , pp. 137-162.
22. Cited in Willoughby C. Waterman, Prostitution and its Repression in New York City ,1900-1931 (New
York, 1932, reprinted 1968) , pp . 156-157.
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PROPER WOMEN AT THE MINES:
LIFE AT NEVADA CITY IN THE 1850s
DAVID A. COMSTOCK

There are certain resemblances between the 1849 rush to California and the earlier emigration to New England from the old world . Each movement brought together people from a
variety of social and cultural backgrounds who went to little-known regions by difficult
routes . Once arrived , they discovered that, in addition to the tasks they had anticipated,
they were faced with creating new forms of government that went beyond what they had experienced in the past. New circumstances required innovations, and these innovations would
in time change the way in which the people thought of themselves .
Although few original New England settlers had the chance to revisit the mother country,
those who did were surprised at the differences they perceived between life as they had once
lived it and as they had grown accustomed to living it in the new world . They had learned to
accept and enjoy freedoms that were unknown to any but the privileged classes in England.
Similarly, forty-niners reacted unfavorably to the restrictions they found waiting at home
when they returned from California. Freedom of opportunity seemed to be lacking for men
who had tasted success of many varieties while in the gold fields. Many chose to go west
again , and some were able to persuade their wives and sweethearts to join them . In the 1850s
more and more women came to California and discovered a way of life that sometimes
repelled them , but sometimes attracted them as well. California was rough, but not rougher
than many of the American states that had been created after the revolution . And women
had more rights in California than in any other state in the union .

David A. Comstock wrote Gold Diggers and Camp Followers (Comstock Bonanza Press, Grass Valley, CA, 1982) ,
and is at work on a sequel, the second in a projected series ofthree books largely based on more than a thousand letters written by members of the N iles and Searls famzlies. Comstock was educated at the universities of Idaho and
California and San jose State, and has been an artist and designer for more than thirty-six years. He and his wzfe,
A rdis, live in a house they buzlt overlooking ancient Indian vzllages, the old emigrant trail, gold mines, and the
Sacramento Valley.
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The original California constitution borrowed from Mexican law to give separate property
rights to married women. Going a step farther, the 1852 legislators passed a law introduced
by a Nevada City assemblyman to give married women the right to own and operate
businesses separate from their husband's affairs . Many women took advantage of this
measure to declare their intentions of conducting such businesses as hotels, saloons,
restaurants, farms, sawmills, gold mines and stage lines. Whereas it must be admitted there
is the possibility that some of these arrangements may have been made to protect property
from a husband's creditors, it should be noted also that one of the purposes of the act was to
protect wives and children from becoming innocent victims of spouses who gambled or
drank away the family resources.
While researching in hundreds of women's letters and diaries it has become clear to me
that life in California at that time was in some ways more like life today than it was in certain
New England villages and antebellum plantations of the same era. A certain casualness was
already creeping into the lifestyle of even proper ladies. Perhaps readers will detect evidence
of this in the excerpts sampled below. Most are from the correspondence of Mary Searls, who

Mary Con.nthia Nzles Searls, about 1851,
from a copy ofher daguerreotype.
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Deborah Wickes Mulford, close friend of
Mary Searls. Both natives ofRensselaervzlle,
New York, they traveled to Calzfornia
together as young brides in 1853.
Deborah's husband, Charles W. Mulford,
was a book seller, stationer, express agent
and banker.
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Lithograph by Kuchel & Dresel: Nevada City in 1856.

came to California in 1853 in the company of three other brides. Their new husbands had
spent several years in California and had traveled back and forth to the Atlantic states several
times . By contrast, it was the first time away from home for the women , except for short excursions in their home states. All of them , brides and grooms alike, were in their early or
mid-twenties when they married.
A honeymoon trip to settle in California involved more than the usual newlywed adjustments, for the young women found themselves in strange surroundings, without any
familiar cues to guide them . Each bride entered a community that resembled nothing she
had encountered before , and most noticeable was the absence of traditional values. Protestant miners shopped on the Sabbath, excusing the sin by saying they had no other time for
such tasks - but newcomers were quick to observe that they were able to attend theaters ,
saloons and gambling halls on weeknights (when the stores were open as well).
Mary Searls' good friend Deborah Wickes Mulford, who had come from the same home
town, was dismayed, declaring "I never would be willing to make a home of Nevada [City],
if for no other reason than its non observance of the Sabbath . I cannot be reconciled to the
busy hum of business on this day . '' But nine months would pass before she could persuade
her own husband to close his business on Sundays. The ministers were delighted at the sup-
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port of growing numbers of women, but the latter often found it difficult to choose which
church to attend - none seemed like the denominations at home , even when they bore the
same name.
Searls, a Presbyterian , eventually selected the church on Main Street, which had been
established under the joint auspices of the Presbyterian and Congregational missionary
societies . Writing her sister Cornelia Niles to explain her choice , Mary said: "The church
here is Congregational , and seems to be more like Methodist than Presbyterian ... . " The
other choices available at the time were the regular Methodist Episcopal church , the southern
Methodist , and a Catholic chapel. Within two years there would be Baptist and Episcopal
congregations as well.

Cornelia Nz!es, sister of Mary and her pn·ncipal correspondent in Rensselaervzlle, New
York.

The Congregational Church on Main Street
of Nevada City . Established under the joint
auspices of the Presbyten{m and Congregational missionary societies, it was the choice
of Nzles and Mary Searls among the six
churches in the city in 1855 .
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Discovering the outlines of local society was a perplexing task. The new state contained
representatives of every class and opinion , and foreigners from every corner of the globe. On
the streets of Nevada City could be heard the tongues of China, South America, Germany ,
France, Italy and Switzerland , as well as the dialects of the American south , Missouri, Illinois
and New England. Mary and her friends were classed with the "Yankees," and they in turn
soon learned to refer to all Missourians as "Pikes ." Political and social disagreements were
hotly disputed , sometimes with firearms .
When Mary's husband first ran for office , he ran well ahead of his party to become the
youngest judge in the state. But when he was up for reelection , she discovered that his choice
of party created enemies overnight . She was angered by the lies told about him, and
although she felt vindicated when he won by the largest majority ever given to a candidate in
that place , she admitted her disappointment in finding he had so many apparently bitter
enemies. Said she , "I was not aware that he had one before ." And yet , her husband's choice
of party was not the same as her own . Both her father and her husband were lifelong
Democrats, but Mary had begun to incline to the Republican party when John C. Fremont
was its first candidate for president.
During the absence of her husband while he held court in the next county, Mary boarded
with another family who did not share her political opinions . Wrote Mary:
The family I board with are ultra Southerners - prejudiced and ignorant - despise
Yankees and all that sort of thing, and Mr. Kellogg [who brings me the mail] is all engaged for Fremont, and I must say my own inclinations are all that way. I think I should give
three cheers in right good earnest if Fremont were elected . But we are all the time afraid of
cutting our heads off by speaking in meeting, and Mrs. Bullington [my landlady] takes
good care that we are not left alone a moment , or any other persons who happen to call on
me .

There were aspects of politics that were more enjoyable. Often one had the opportunity to
entertain interesting guests from out of town . On one such occasion Mary wrote :
I had to get up a dinner for some big bugs again: Mr. Stowe , the Speaker of the Assembly ,
and one of the members were in town , and Niles invited them to dinner. Would you like
to know the bill of fare? First some oysters , then a fine piece of roast pork, cabbage cooked
with milk and nutmeg, onions, pickled beets, ditto tomatoes , (potatoes, of course), &c.
After removing the meats and vegetables , which Laura does with a great deal of skill , she
brought the coffee tray, and while I poured coffee, she brought the dessert, consisting of
cranberry and squash pies .

Vegetables and fruits were plentiful, and most were locally grown. Venison, wild game,
pork, and beef were readily available . A special treat which surprised and delighted Mary
and Deborah was ' 'fresh peaches which come preserved in cans, and look and taste nearly as
nice as though just taken from the trees.''
Domestic help was a problem in two ways : it was expensive and it was not always satisfactory . A continual discussion went on concerning the pros and cons of doing one's own work,
hiring it done, or giving up housekeeping entirely and boarding at a hotel. Many families experimented endlessly, never entirely resolving the question. Once Mary Searls employed an
Irish girl, telling her mother : ''She is a pretty good cook, and I think as neat as Catholic Irish
get to be ; a very good washer and ironer, neat about her person and tries to be economical.
Can an Irish girl be taught to be saving?"
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When Mary arrived in Nevada City as a young bride, she had time to read novels , take
piano lessons , and study French with her friends. At the end of a year she complained to her
SISter:
There is no time for 'quiet thought' here. Action- action is the motto and the watchword for al l. It is impossible to do otherwise than join in the busy , hurrying scenes with
both mind and strength. There is no room for complaint here that there is not material
enough for the most active nature to work upon . . . There is no time or place for dreaming , and I find that many , indeed all with whom I have talked on the subject , complain
that they cannot read even such books as they used to at home; books of sentiment and
poetry , or metaphysics , an ything that requires abstract thought , or a dreamy state of mind
to appreCiate.

Half a dozen years later, with two children in her home and a third on the way, Mary
wrote:
I wou ld not like to spend many years of my life in such a kind of work as I do now. I must
say, it seems to be very much like making a Biddy of myself. It is nothing but work , work ,
and hurry, hurry , from one week's end to anoth er, and no time to think , read or visit; and
with all my hurry , a constant pressure of care, caused by the feeling that there is still so
much left undone that needs to be done ; but I have deliberately resolved to be a drudge
for awhile - perhaps a year - perhaps more , and see if it were not possible to make some
better provision for the future than we have been making.

She was referring to the wish of her husband to put aside enough money to provide security in later years. Because Mary saw little progress being made, she had decided against hiring
a girl to help her with the housework. ''The truth is ,'' she wrote , ''we have both felt that the
money would be spent anyway, and have been careless . When I had tried hard and worked
hard to save a few dollars, I would often find that Niles would spend twice the sum in some
thoughtless and unnecessary manner; and then next time I would think I might as well
spend it as he - and no doubt he thought the same of me.''
When she was pregnant with her first child, Mary kept the news from her parents, thinking to save them from worry. It was the wrong decision, for they then continued to suspect
her of concealing information. With later pregnancies she took pains to announce them early, using carefully phrased statements like these: "I have an immense amount of sewing to
do, and am only 'as well as could be expected . ' You won't be anxious about me now because
I have told you this, will youl" To her sister she said: "[Niles] will then be home until the
1st of April , about which time we expect a great but welcome event.'' This latter was not a
planned birth, for she added : "though we were both somewhat sorry at first , we have concluded to be very much pleased , and to think that zf we can have a little girl, we shall be
perfectly delighted.''
Her third child was announced in these words: "I have last winter's sewing to do this summer- and to tell the truth- next winter 's too, for there are prospects of other business to
attend to next winter- about November." All three of her children were delivered by male
physicians . Nevada City from very early days had several doctors, including one who advertised himself as an obstetrician and two who called themselves by the French equivalent (accoucheur). One of these was a woman doctor who had her own hospital alongside two others
operated by male physicians. Mary's second and third children were delivered by a young
man who had grown up with her in New York state, who had lived next door in a village of
six hundred , in fact.
There was much in her life that was untypical of what we think we know about the Victorian era. Her husband helped out with domestic chores, despite his prestigious office as
District Judge. Not only did he shop for groceries before coming home from iong sessions in
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court, but he took care of the children when they were small. Said Mary on one occasion:
"He grows more thoughtful and domestic in his habits all the time . He spends all his evenings and Sundays at home, and has taken a great deal of the care of Fred of late . It makes our
home very pleasant, and relieves me of much care . '' When her third child arrived four and a
half months after the sudden death of her second , and only one week after her oldest came
down with scarlet fever , her husband took over complete care of the sick child, while a nurse
helped Mary with the newborn infant .
Gratefully, Mary described the activities of her harried husband:
I wish you could know how thoughtful and good Niles has been .. .. [He ] had large mining suits on hand with 40 or 50 witnesses waiting, so that he could not adjourn court. But
Niles is such a good manager , and has such control over Fred , that everything went finely.
He wrapped Fred in blankets every morning, and brought him [upstairs] to see his little
brother . . .. Then he fixed [Fred] up on the sofa in the dining room , with such
amusements as he was able to have , and left him until noon . . . Niles has taken all the
care of him night and day - dressing and undressing him, brushing his hair, and all that
sort of thing.
Mary said of her eldest son that he was a good boy, but he played with bad boys. Unfortunately, she declared, "there are none but bad boys; he has to play with bad ones, if any."
Before he was born, when Mary first came to Nevada City, she had written to her twelveyear-old brother that "The boys here are very bad, they learn to swear and gamble and
smoke before they are half grown up , and one little boy about your age got drunk the other
day in his father's saloon . "
Her son liked to play at mining. ''He had a pick given him the other day , and he has been
working with all his strength ever since at mining. He has two sets of diggings . . . and this
morning a young man . . . went out early and put a piece of quartz with gold in it into his
mines. Fred found it . .. and he has told half the men in town that he had struck gold in his
diggings." The young miner insisted on working in the rain. "He glories in it," wrote Mary,
''and begs to be allowed to mine while there is plenty of water; he says it is just the time to
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mine . '' After all, that was when adults most liked to work their diggings, for it took lots of
water to separate the sand from the gold.
Searls often wrote about how hard it was to get around town to visit with her friends.
Although she blamed the mud, dust, sun, and the rain and snow, she never mentioned what
was probably her greatest objection : having to pass through downtown streets. In those days
there were no zoning restrictions, except regarding slaughterhouses. And although there
were ordinances restricting the activities of certain occupations, they were laxly enforced. The
result was that brothels, saloons and gambling halls were casually intermixed with dry-goods
stores, groceries, booksellers , soda fountains, bakeries and shoe stores - as well as private
dwellings. The streets offered constant encounters with drunken men , ruffians, fast-moving
horses and wagons, dogs, pigs, chickens, garbage and manure. One could observe prostitutes
exposing their bodies in windows or doorways, and hear profane language and obscenities
shouted through the open doors of stinking saloons . It was not an environment that invited
proper women to circulate about except in the company of others, preferably gentlemen.
A law prohibiting indecent exposure was enacted which forbade the wearing of female
clothing by males, and vice versa. Four days after its passage, a young woman who gave her
name as Minerva Fountain was arrested for wearning a ''boy's suit'' while ''furiously driving
through the streets with a horse and buggy, " thus violating two laws, because another ordinance limited the speed of horse to a slow gallop or trot within the city limits.
But whereas women limited their travel in the daytime, at night they often went with
their husbands to the theater, where they could enjoy the world-famous actors and actresses,
musicians, magicians, dancers and acrobats who regularly visited Nevada City. Most of the
names are not well known in this century, but they were household words in America and
Europe in the 1850s. In the east, Mary would have had to travel to the larger cities in order to
enjoy equal talent.
Along with the famous there were the infamous, some of whom her husband was required
to sentence to prison and even to death by hanging. Such activities did not touch directly on
her own life often, but a burglar entered her home one night when she was six months pregnant . This is how she described the experience to her sister:
Just then I heard someone try our bedroom door softly, and raising my head , I saw a
light at the crack . I called out to know who was there .... The light instantly disappeared and all was still. Niles had been awakened by my calling and thought I was
mistaken about hearing anything ; but after a little reflection, I knew I could not be
mistaken , and knowing there was neither pistol, knife or matches in the room, I determined to go myself to get matches from the kitchen , thinking they would not attack me if
anyone was there.
The door they [had] tried was in front, and I concluded there was no one likely to be in
the kitchen. I found matches, lit a candle and returned. Niles took the candle and opened
the [bedroom door], and called to [my brother] to know if he was up . There was no
answer, but he heard some hard breathing on the stairs , and after standing a moment, a
man with a black veil over his face came down a few steps and said, 'If you 'll get out of the
way , we 'll come down .'
There was no alternative , and Niles stepped back ... and the man rushed out ....
The next day we had bolts put on all our [outside] doors , in addition to the locks ; Niles
procured two pistols, and we thought there was no danger of their making another attempt. What was our surprise last night at being awakened again by the opening of a bolt
and door in the front hall. I heard it and awakened Niles softly. He seized his pistol, but
was obiiged to light a candle in order to tell which way the robber was, and that gave them
the alarm, so that the man slipped out, and when Niles followed and attein.pted to shoot
at him , the pistol wouldn't go off.
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Instead of being relieved by this second escape, Mary was annoyed . Said she : "We sincerely hope he will come again some night this week, as Niles has everything quietly
prepared so that he cannot escape again . '' Two months later she wrote that the robbers were
still active in Nevada City . "I am not frightened about them , but anxious to have them meet
a warm reception if ever they do come here again . .. . Niles keeps a pistol under his pillow,
and a shot gun and bowie knife within reach . We get used to it. We hear a noise or see a
light, and Niles springs up, takes a pistol , and reconnoiters the house ; finding everything
right , we go to sleep again as soundly as before . " Perhaps not as soundly as was good,
however. Four days later, after not feeling well for a couple of days, Mary gave birth to her
second child one month ahead of schedule.
Mary 's younger brother, Addison Niles, came to Nevada City and established his own law
practice. When he later fell in love with a young woman newly arrived from Massachusetts ,
Mary drew upon her California experience to offer advice. She told the pair not to delay their
wedding "for the mere sake of appearances . To the friends at home I am afraid it wzli seem
hasty, but it will be pleasanter for all parties here , I think ." The bride-to-be thought the
coming fall would look better, but Mary assured her that six months would seem like a very
long engagement in California, and it would not be pleasant . They followed her advice, and
on their own initiative decided to forgo the traditional wedding trip, a decision approved by
Mary , who noted : " There would be no pleasure in a trip anywhere at that season, and there
is not much fun in a stage ride here anyway . ''
Time brought changes. The Congregational minister , whom Mary had liked , but thought
his talents "not above medium ," was called to assume an important religious post in the
state. His exit left a vacuum that was not quickly filled . Wrote Mary : "We have one
Methodist, an Episcopal, and a kind of Baptist exhorter, and I suppose three poorer
preachers were never heard in one decent community. We need a good smart sensible man,
he would be well supported, but these poor miserable drones can scarcely get their bread."
One day, after discussing many alternative plans for living in places other than California,
Mary discovered how attached she had grown to the city of Nevada. Writing to her sister, she
said :
Notwithstanding we did chance to have a snow in May , and do have lots of dust in summer , and mud in winter , it is the most delightful climate I ever saw or expect to see . . . .
Here , we are off the road , and so completely shut in by our beautiful shade trees, arbor
covered with vines [and] look from our windows upon the most beautiful patches of
clover, and fresh green strawberry vines, which we keep green by frequent mowing and
watering - also we see the most tempting rosy cheeked peaches , begging to be picked
from the bending branches , that threaten to break beneath their luscious weight , and
great clusters of mellow apples bend the slender branches of the 8-year-old trees to the
ground , while those large , ruddy , bell-shaped pears seem just ready to tinkle as the breeze
sways them to and fro. Then the air here is so pure and clear that it lends a peculiar charm
to everything. Indeed , that is the greatest beauty we can boast. I think it must be
somewhat like the Italian skies of which we read so much. The tints of the sky at sunset,
and at many seasons during the day , are more beautiful than an ything I ever imagined ;
and the soft , purple light in summer twilights gives a magic beauty to even the stiff pines ,
the barren upturned soil of the mines , and the gray rocks and dark evergreen weeds and
shrubs which cover the hills. Those who have never experienced it can not form any idea of
the advantages of a warm and healthy climate , and there are few places in the world , I
suppose , where both are combined as here in our mountains .

Much has changed in the intervening 130 years, but not the admiration of young women
for the natural beauties of Nevada County, especially when contrasted with the harsh climate
of upper New York state .
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REVIEWS OF WESTERN BOOKS
Authon"tative reviews of recent publications

COVERED WAGON WOMEN: DIARIES
AND LETTERS FROM THE WESTERN
TRAILS, 1840-1890, Vol. I, 1840-1849 .
Edited and compzled by Kenneth L.
Holmes. (Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Co.,
1983. 272 pp ., zllus., notes. $25)
In a letter sent home during the late
1840s, an anonymous California woman
assured the recipient that ''I have to work
mighty hard.'' And Covered Wagon
Women is indeed a chronicle of hard work,
sacrifice and deprivation in the quest for a
better life . The book 's intended purpose , as
outlined by its editor, is to allow the
"woman in the sunbonnet" to relate her
own feelings as a participant in the settlement of the American west. By and large,
historical consideration of the female
perspective has been a recent phenomenon.
For students of western history the trail has
been opened by distinguished scholars including John D. Unruh, Jr., Sandra L.
Myres and John Mack Faragher. With this
auspicious beginning to a planned tenvolume work, Kenneth L. Holmes seems
destined to join their ranks.
In the hope of avoiding duplication of
readily available items, Holmes has sought
out unpublished manuscripts and rare
printed journals. To his credit , further, he
has gone beyond mere compilation to provide more-than -adequate background information on each author. Within this
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volume are carefully annotated letters and
journal entries from pioneers, generally
Oregon-bound, who traveled the trails in
the middle and late 1840s. Some, such as
the writings of Tamsen E. Donner and
Virginia Reed , are tragically well known to
historians , while others are more obscure.
But all of the material is enlightening. The
content and detail of entries varies from
author to author, however the human
drama, with its accompanying sadness and
joy , sacrifice and optimism, is clearly spelled out in each. Phoebe Stanton, an Oregon
immigrant , for example, shared her
uneasiness and concerns in the face of
mounting Indian depredations with
relatives in the east; while the Mormon
midwife, Patty Sessions, penned a diary entry for September 26 , 1847 , which proudly
announced the birth of the first male child
born in the Great Salt Lake Valley.
As generally happens in such material ,
the critical reader may question at times the
complete veracity of all that the
writer I diarist has stated. A case in point was
a woman who opened a letter to loved ones
far away with mighty accolades of the bounties of Oregon, and closed by beseeching
the relatives to hasten westward to join her.
Was she really happy with her new home or
simply promoting the area due to self interest? Whether or not the"reader is inclined
to accept at face value every statement, one

is able more clearly to understand the impact the westering experience had upon
women from these selections.
Covered Wagon Women is nicely bound,
well edited and has ample illustrations. It
does not contain a bibliography, except
after the Patty Sessions selection which has a
brief list of appropriate studies in Mormon
history. The final volume, scheduled for
publication in about five years, will provide
an index, bibliography, gazeteer and other
reference material pertaining to all
preceding volumes. The publisher, Arthur
H. Clark Company, has announced this as
the inaugural book of a major new historical
series. And, should the ensuing volumes be
of comparable quality, it will no doubt be a
meaningful addition to western Americana.
This book is recommended reading for
students of westward expansion, women's
history, and the settlement of the American
west.
M. Guy Bishop

Dr. Bishop is affiliated with the history division of the Los Angeles County Museum of
Natural History. His current research interests include the settlement ofSan Bernardino, California, the history of the
American famzly, and nineteenth-century
childrearing practices.

SERVING WOMEN: HOUSEHOLD SERVICE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY
AMERICA . By Faye E. Dudden . (Middleton, CT: Wesleyan University Press;
distributed by Harper & Row, Scranton,
PA., c1983 . vzi + 344 pp., illus., biblio .,
index. $19.95)
This study builds upon David Katzman's
pioneering work, Seven Days a Week:
Women and Domestic Service in Industrializing America, that appeared in
1978. By utilizing women's source materials

as well as nineteenth-century women's
literature, it adds detail and texture to
Katzman's more quantitative approach.
Dudden 's major argument is that
household "help" of the early nineteenth
century was largely transformed into
"domestic servants" by the 1880s and
1890s. "Help" was characterized by a personalized relationship with the employing
family, payment more in kind than in cash,
and a task rather than time orientation .
Gradually, factors such as increasing
technology and the ideology of ''domesticity'' created a more formalized situation . As
a result, "servants" were not part of the
family unit, were hired at a wage, and were
expected to work a set number of hours.
According to the author, these changes in
domestic service offer ''a way of
understanding how the specifics of social
change were experienced in women's
lives.'' In other words, middle- and upper- class women were increasingly freed to
conduct lives based upon proper social
rituals and competition for status. At the
same time, these women were thrust into
supervisory positions due to the constant
need to recruit, train and oversee servants.
Whether a woman was employer or servant, this system taught her household
skills, the importance of domestic roles, and
reliance upon male wage-earners. Thus,
while there was change in the way the
system operated, there was little modification in the values it perpetuated.
One of the pardoxes inherent in this
situation is raised only briefly. Dudden
notes that nineteenth-century feminists
were middle and upper class women with
servants. Their involvement in feminist activities and the forging of liberation
philosophy were essentially underwritten by
the labor of other women, a conflict they
apparently did not recognize. Once raised,
this point deserves more development.
Somewhat more attention is given to the
role of free blacks as domestics and to ethnic
workers, particularly the Irish. The south is
excluded entirely while the west is given on-
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ly a passing nod. The author's suggestion
that the change from "help" to "servants"
came about more slowly in the west raises
another significant issue that merits more
exploration.
Thus, Serving Women not only offers
much information but suggests many areas
for further study. Perhaps one of the most
fascinating of all would be a comparative
study of serving men and the question of
whether women or men trained and supervised them.
Glenda Riley
Glenda Riley is professor of history and
coordinator of the Women's Studies Program at the University of Northern Iowa.
Her book, Frontierswomen: The Iowa Experience (1981), wzll be followed by
Women and Indians on the Frontier,
1825-1915 (forthcoming, October 1984,
University of New Mexico Press) .

CARLETON E. WATKINS: PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE AMERICAN WEST. By
Peter E. Palmquist. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1983. xvizi + 234
pp. , illus., appendixes, bib/z"o., index. $70)
This catalog of Carleton E. Watkins'
works for a retrospective exhibition at the
Amon Carter Museum can stand alone as an
excellent study of the pioneer western
photographer. The book presents reproductions of 113 plates, a chronology of
Watkins ' life, a guide to sources , a listing of
albums and folios of Watkins' photographs,
a listing of books and periodicals illustrated
by Watkins , and a bibliography.
The critical part of a catalog is the quality
of the reproductions. These are excellent.
Because the book is large, many of the
reproductions approach in size the original
prints . Even those that are smaller are
remarkably clear and demonstrate Watkins'
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art and inventiveness. The astonishing
thing about most of the pictures displayed
remains their unusual freshness. The landscapes captured by Watkins' mammoth
camera seem as startling today as they were
a century ago. The plates are grouped in
two series that indicate the break in
Watkins' life and highlight the fact that,
although he was a brilliant artist in the early
Yosemite years, his later work is also of exceptional quality .
Readers interested in Watkins' career and
art will find both the foreword by Martha
Sandweiss and the text by Peter E. Palmquist rewarding . Sand weiss points our how
Palmquist has improved on existing scholarship and makes a few shrewd observations
of her own about the photographer's art ,
craft and style. Palmquist provides an informed and sympathetic biographical narrative along with perceptive insights about
the history of landscape photography,
marketing, technology and technique. He
makes the most of the very limited evidence
available , capturing the dramatic and tragic
dimensions of Watkins' life. Watkins early
enjoyed recognition and influential friendships but later in life suffered the bitterness
of great losses : his meager income, his negatives (which were consumed in the San
Francisco earthquake fire), his sight, and

Carleton E. Watkins' ph9tographic wagon,
ca. 1871.

ultimately his sanity. Palmquist's eighty
double-column pages are probably the best
brief biography of Watkins and introduction to his work .
All in all this is a very rewarding book.
The reader who has seen Watkins' photographs and knows nothing of the man will
be pleased with the gracious text and
scholarly apparatus; the reader who knows
nothing of pioneer landscape photography
will discover that early photographers were
an adventurous and daring lot who gave
armchair explorers an amazing grasp of the
wilds of the American west. The Amon
Carter put together an excellent show and a
first-rate catalog.
Martin Ridge

Martin Ridge, Senior Research Associate in
the Huntington Library and professor of
history in the Calzfornia Institute of
Technology, recently prepared the revision
ofRay A. Billington's Westward Expansion .

THE AMERICAN SPACE: MEANING IN
NINETEENTH-CENTURY LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY. Edited and with notes
by Daniel Wolf, introduction by Robert
Adams. (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1983. xzi + 122 pp., zllus.,
notes, glossary, biblio. $50)
The American Space focuses primarily on
the changes in American wilderness as
recorded by the photographers active in the
American west following the Civil War. Or,
as Robert Adams says it: "A consideration
of space and freedom and the American
West begins logically, in fact, with the Civil
War, a war about freedom (it also marks,
conveniently, the starting point in America
for serious , extensive landscape photography)." Adams goes on to contrast the
ideas of a primeval, unsullied landscape

with those of "man and nature" which was
the end result of man's search for liberty on
the western frontier. He concludes that, at
this time of great demographic change, the
photographs ''tell more accurately than any
other document we have exactly what we
have destroyed.''
This handsome book presents us with two
major assets. First, Adams' thoughtful essay
on photography's role as an eloquent
witness to change. Second, Daniel Wolf has
selected a superb collection of 110 outdoor
photographs, many of them classics of
American landscape photography. His
selective pairing of images, for viewer comparison, is particularly useful. The photographs are nicely reproduced, by brown on
black duotone , and are presented one image to a page in a large format, 14 x 10 ".
Unfortunately the book is narrow in
scope . Adams' essay does little to differentiate "American space" from that of any
other region of the world. Nor is there a development of historical perspective by
which we may fully appreciate the way
photography has affected each contemporary audience over the years. For example,
for vast numbers of nineteenth-century
Americans, an urban landscape meant progress and opportunity. It did not prompt revulsion because of accompanying damage to
wilderness . The photograph selection is also
rather restricted with little from the midwest and virtually nothing from such
''American space'' as swamps. Regions such
as Texas, or the south generally, lack
representation and there is only the smallest
handful of pre-Civil War examples . More
serious is the lack of adequate information
about the photographers and their images.
There is little to explain the photographers'
circumstances, personal vision or contextual
motives for the production of their images.
Dating of the photographs is frequently in
error, reflecting a lack of primary research .
In sum The American Space is principally
a "vanity press" representation of one
man's collection of photographs rather than
a serious study. While we can be proud to
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add this masterful collection of western images to our bookshelf, we must continue to
await a more truly comprehensive treatment
of meaning in American nineteenthcentury landscape photography.
Peter E. Palmquist

Peter Palmquist ofArcata, Calzfornia, is the
author of many books and articles relating
to historic photographs and photographers,
notably Carleton E. Watkins: Photographer
of the American West, reviewed in this
issue. A professional photographer, lecturer
and consultant, he has served on editorial
boards of several historical journals, including Journal of the West, American
West, andThe Californians .

SHIPWRECK ANTHROPOLOGY. Edited
by Richard A. Gould. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1983. xiv
+ 273 pp., notes , index. $27.50)
Archaeological research into America's
recent past offers new evidence of frontier
lifestyles and ethnic and social sub-cultures .
Physical remains give illumination to undocumented, forgotten aspects of our
heritage. This research includes maritime
archaeology. There is a certain amount of
confusion regarding archaeological research
conducted on shipwreck sites. It results
from the highly publicized activities of
treasure hunters, who destroy sites for profit, and the lack of a widely available professional treatise which can demonstrate that
the real treasure is better understanding of
the nautical past. A glaring omission has
been rectified with Shipwreck Anthropology , which is the first major work of
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value on marmme archaeology's premises
and promises published in the United
States . The result of a School of American
Research advanced seminar studying shipwrecks as anthropological phenomena,
Shipwreck Anthropology offers essays by
leading practitioners from as far away as the
Mediterranean and as close as the Pacific
coast.
Theoretical discussions by Patti Jo Watson, Larry Murphy, Daniel Lenihan, George
Bass and Richard Gould demonstrate that
shipwrecks are valuable resources which can
offer invaluable insights into human
behavior and help rewrite the past. They are
presented with essays by Peter Schmidt,
Stephen Mrozowski, Wilburn Cockrell, E.
Gary Stickel and Mark P. Leone which
demonstrate the truths of their peers'
arguments through discussions of actual
work, including one Pacific coast example,
"stone anchors" discovered off California's
Palos Verdes Peninsula. A broad range of
cultural implications can be obtained, even
from fragments of ships. Hull construction
techniques, notes Daniel Lenihan, ''represent a unique adaptive response to the
demands for commerce, travel, exploration,
or warfare which are internalized by a particular society.'' Cargoes not only indicate
technological advance and the presence of
certain goods on a frontier, but also show
what was "thought necessary for a colony's
use in adapting to what it feels is a hostile
environment.' ' Hence manume ar chaeological work around the globe offers
much for consideration, not only about a
maritime past but also about all aspects of
the human experience as represented in
maritime sites.
Maritime archaeology is not confined to
the Mediterranean or the Gulf of Mexico.
Recent discoveries and research off California's shores are indications that our region
also has much to offer to maritime archaeology. Perched on the western shore of
the continent, with a diverse and rich
nautical past replete with voyages of exploration, colonization, immigration,

trade, commerce and war, and with hundreds of shipwrecks along our coast,
residents of the Pacific have much to gain
from the implicit lessons of Shipwreck An-

thropology .
James P. Delgado

james P. Delgado is historian at the Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. A frequent
contributor to The Pacific Historian, his article ''The Wreck of the S. S. Winfield
Scott" appeared in the Summer 1983 issue.

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORLD'S
FAIRS, SAN FRANCISCO'S PANAMA
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION OF 1915. By Burton Benedict eta/.

(London and Berkeley: Lowie Museum of
Anthopology in association with Scalar
Press, 1983. xv + 175 pp., zllus., notes.
$45)
On February 20, 1915, two weeks after
the German government announced its
blockade of Great Britain and three months
before a submarine torpedoed the Lusitania, San Francisco mayor James Rolph,
Jr., ceremoniously opened the Panama
Pacific International Exposition. Nearly
nineteen million persons passed through
the gates by the time the lights went out on
the Tower ofJewels on December 4, and the
fair's success made it one of the eight profitmaking world's fairs out of the twenty-three
held between 1851 and 1970.
The Anthropology of World's Fairs contains one essay that addresses the cultural
significance of these twenty-three interna-

tiona! exposmons, and four covenng the
social and political context, the architecture, the public art, and contemporary reactions to the San Francisco event. Burton
Benedict, author of the principal essay that
gives the volume its title, planned and
organized the 1983 exhibit commemorating
the 1915 Exposition at the Lowie Museum
at the University of California, Berkeley;
the book appeared in conjunction with the
exhibit. The over-sized volume is handsomely designed and profusely illustrated
with numerous photographs and reproductions of color postcards. It is also the first attempt to apply a broad range of analytic
techniques to the subject of the Panama
Pacific International Exposition.
The most provocative and original essays
are those of Burton Benedict and George
Starr. Benedict classifies the world's fairs as
''a distinctive form of modern international
ritual," a "ritual of competition" akin to
the potlatch of the Kwakiutl Indians.
George Starr finds divergent levels of meaning in contemporary interpretations of the
San Francisco fair. On one level, as described in uplifting guidebooks with their
narrative accounts of what the art and architecture ''meant ,'' the exposition reflected
''an earnest, circumspect America.'' This
was the daytime visitor's exposition. At
night, surrounded by "dazzling displays of
fireworks, aviation , steam and light," fairgoers became part of "a more exuberant,
spontaneous land that could be enchanted
by Charlie Chaplin and ragtime.''
The essays of Gray Brechin and Elizabeth
N. Armstrong, on the architecture of the
exposition and its public art, offer illuminating juxtapositions of text and illustration, and Marjorie M. Dobkin's revisionist account of the political economy of
the San Francisco fair brings a welcome note
of realism to a subject too often shrouded in
civic chauvinism. Unfortunately, the latter
essay also contains several annoying errors:
James D. Phelan was elected senator not
mayor in 1914, andJames Rolph ,Jr., served
as San Francisco's mayor from 1911 to 1931,
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not 1921. Such minor lapses aside, the book
makes an important addition to recent
analysis of the cultural history of San Francisco in the early twentieth century.
William Issei

Wz/!iam Issei is professor of history and urban studies in San Francisco State University. He is co -author ofa recent history of San
Francisco and co-author of a forthcoming
study ofpolitics and urban development in
that city.

Bob Scriver, sculptor and author.
NO MORE BUFFALO. By Bob Scriver.
(Kansas City: The Lowell Press, 1982. xviii
+ 129 pp., zflus., appendix, biblio., index.
$35)

Authoritatively endorsed by interpretive
forewords by Harold McCracken and John
C. Ewers , No More Buffalo yields an ethno-
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graphic study in art form of the Blackfeet,
one of North America's most distinguished
Indian nations. Artist-author Bob Scriver
selects a 1200-year swath of Blackfeet
heritage, embracing what he depicts as from
"Primeval" to "Transition," and fragments it into stages of tribal evolution: prehorse Blackfeet life; advent of the horse;
Blackfeet hunting, camp life, recreation,
wars and contact with whites; and Blackfeet
religion, mythology, symbolism and
legends.
Scriver's artist-author credentials for producing this complicated study are persuasive. Born in 1914 on the Blackfeet Reservation at Browning, Montana, where his
father was government-licensed trader,
Scriver grew up in the native villages.
College-educated in music, he followed a
career of professional musician, on the side
developing latent artistic talent by sketch- ·
ing, sculpting and working at taxidermy . In
middle age he increasingly devoted his life
to art, concentrating on sculpture, and his
creations in that medium have brought him
international acclaim .
Scriver's creative interest has centered on
western subjects , largely Native Americans,
particularly the Blackfeet. Their affection,
trust and respect for him were shown when
tribal leaders awarded him the sacred
medicine pipe, "authentic in every detail,"
the highest honor this Indian nation can
bestow. At this rite he received the name
Sik-Poke-Sah-Ma-Pee from a valiant earlyday Blackfeet warrior.
At the request of tribal and local museum
officials Scriver began a comprehensive reconstruction of Blackfeet culture by rendering three-dimensional life symbols , the
photographs of which provide the fiftythree color plates in No More Buffalo . He
explains that the art spirit that motivated
him was the persistence of Blackfeet genetic
and cultural survival in three major
upheavals of what he calls their ''Stone Age
Society'': surviving Blackfeet have known
the horse age, the auto age and the space
age.

Applying an eclectic approach, heeding
the inherent imperative of each phase , he
composed fifty-three figures in which pieces
are illustrative (primary concern to illustrate
an incident, with designs and composition
secondary in importance) ; impressionistic
(the story told with minimum detail, the
viewer permitted much interpretive
latitude); symbolic (the work invested with
a hidden, deeper meaning than what is apparent at first glance) ; and abstract (better
adapted to ' 'ethereal'' aspects of their
lives) .
Blackfeet metaphysics and mysticism are
not denied by Scriver, which enhances the
authenticity of his work. He explains his attempts to infuse certain pieces with a
mystical quality that will represent what he
senses are cosmic forces emanating from
human and animal forms that are held
together, in the Blackfeet tradition , in a
common bond of mutual dependency
which these Native Americans believe to be
the basis for all life.
Arrell Morgan Gibson

Though Kansas-born, Dr. Gibson has been
identified primanly with Oklahoma in his
education and distinguished career. An
authon.ty on Native Amen·cans and author
of both monographs and textbooks on
western Amencan subjects, he has held the
George Lynn Cross Research Professorship
in the University of Oklahoma since 1972.

white , with historic photographs and artwork as well as more recent paintings . Many
line drawings and woodcuts from old
magazines and books are a special attraction . Five-color maps accurately present
forts, battlesites, settlements, and routes of
exploration and travel. Although North
America, the focus of the title, is not
neglected in its entirety , the emphasis is
heavily on the area of the present United
States . Both east and west receive appropriate and balanced treatment .
The text chronicles four centuries of
fighting in the spritely prose for which
Dillon is noted. There is little new here , but
it is set forth with verve , thoroughness , and
a fast pace that should hold the interest of
the lay reader for whom it is specially
suited. Dillon's biases are not concealed ,
especially his disdain for most military officers ; but a scattering of factual and interpretive transgressions will be apparent only
to the close student. Fortunately, they are
neither so many nor so serious as to detract
substantially from the merits of the book.
More worthy of criticism, it is no longer acceptable for serious writers about Indians to
use such enthocentric terminology as
"squaw." Overall , however , as an accompaniment to the splendid selection of maps
and pictures , the text does credit to the subject.
In all its elements, then , with credit for
the symmetry with which they are fitted together, this is a book not only to ornament
the coffee table but also to enhance the
library shelf.
Robert M. Utley

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN WARS . By
Richard Dzl!on. (New York: Facts on Fzle,
Inc., 1983 . 256pp., zl!us. , index. $29.95)
This is a large , handsome and informative coffee-table book that covers Indian
warfare from Columbus to Wounded Knee.
It is richly illustrated in color and black and

Robert M. Utley is coauthor of another
coffee-table book on the Indian wars as we!!
as numerous other works on mzlitary and Indian history. He is a former ChiefHistonan
of the National Park Service, presently living and wn"ting in Santa Fe. His most recent
book, in the Histories of the American
Frontier sen·es, is The Indian Frontier of the
American West , 1846-1890 .
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STARTING WITH DEFIANCE: NINETEENTH
CENTURY
ARIZONA
MILITARY POSTS . By Constance Wynn

Altshuler. (Tucson: Arizona Historical
Society, 1983. 80 pp., zllus., notes, biblio.,
index. $16 cloth, $8 paper)
One of the most painstakingly assembled
and researched collections of U.S. military
artifacts and archives relating to the Indian
wars is at the Arizona Historical Society in
Tucson . Through the years the society has
established leadership in the field by issuing
definitive monographs on the dress and
equipment of frontier cavalry and infantry
from the establishment of the first Arizona
post in 1851, Ft. Defiance, to demilitarization of many posts after the turn of
the century. Unfortunately the latest offering, Starting with Defiance by Constance
Wynn Altshuler, falls short of the society's
previous laudable efforts.
In reading Starting with Defiance it is
impossible to avoid comparisons with a
previous treatment of the subject published
in 1960, Frontier Mzlitary Posts of Arizona,
by Ray Brandes, former curator of collections of the Arizona Historical Society. Both
publications are shorter than one hundred
pages, are arranged alphabetically in encyclopedic form by name of post, and were
written for a general audience; but Brandes'
work is far superior in graphic design and
layout (note the pink dustjacket Altshuler's
book is forced to live within), clarity of text
and general completeness.
Brandes' monograph includes both
general and specific bibliographies while
Altshuler's bibliography is minimal, and
inexplicably and inexcusably omits any
reference to Brandes' pioneering effort .
Brandes included photographs and period
plans of the posts and camps that add greatly to understanding their design, while
Altshuler opted solely for photographs from
the archives of the society.
The primary reasons for recommending
Starting with Defiance are that it is in print,
was published in hardback on quality paper
with good photographic plates, and will
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probably appeal to the general reader looking for a light history of the subject. It cannot be seriously considered an "indispensable reference work'' as touted on the dustjacket. Serious students of the frontier
military would do well to seek out Ray
Brandes' earlier work in a library, special
collection or out-of-print bookshop.
Byron A. Johnson

Byron A. johnson is curator of history for
The Albuquerque Museum.

WESTERING MAN: THE LIFE OF
JOSEPH WALKER, MASTER OF THE
FRONTIER. By Bzl Gzlbert. (New York:
Atheneum Publishers, 1983. vii+ 339 pp.,
notes, biblio., index. $17 .95)
As a writer, Bil Gilbert has been
something of a mountain man. Curiosity
and a yen to explore have made him a journalistic wanderer, the author of books and
articles on a variety of subjects. Of late,
however, Gilbert has been fascinated by the
explorations of the trans-Mississippi west.
His studies have produced two books and
two intense personal passions, an unmitigated contempt for John C. Fremont
and an awed admiration of the man of this
moment, Joseph Rutherford (usually called
Reddeford) Walker. I will leave it to others
to contend with Gilbert's opinion of the
former in which, of course, he is not the
first. More important is the fact that Gilbert
is the first conscientious historian to pay
more than passing attention to "Captain
Walker," and his premise that Walker
should stand in the front ranks of our frontier heroes-the subject of a fascinating
essay that is the first chapter of the
book-cannot be faulted.
Walker pioneered in Missouri. He
surveyed the Santa Fe Trail. He was the first
sheriff of Independence. He led the first

overland trek to California by Americans in
1833 and the first wagon train there in
1843. He was something of an astronomer
and a topographer as able as any of the professionals the army sent out. Only Daniel
Boone and Jim Bridger stayed as long
beyond the frontier as he, and neither
covered so much country. In all his years
heading wilderness expeditions, only one
person under his care lost his life. Unlike
other mountain men he was a successful Indian fighter, not merely surviving skirmishes but commanding in three battles.
He was interested in making a buck and he
succeeded, chiefly as a livestock trader.
Almost unique in that business in that time
and place, however, and also in his dealing
with the Indians, he retained a reputation
for scrupulous honesty and dependability.
It has taken so long for a full biography of
Joe Walker to be written because the
documentation of his life is sparse and
unreliable . Walker's own hand survives on
only a few fragments of paper, mostly
business transactions, and-here we are in
the realm of incredible singularity-he did
not in his last years, like other trailbreakers,
get carried away by the adulation lavished
upon him by people with notebooks. He
did not tell journalists what they wanted to
hear and scribble about, fabulous myths of
impossible heroics . Indeed, Walker was a
"revisionist" when the story that needed
revising was being written. His few recorded
reminiscences debunk the boasts of others
and the legends sensationalists created
about him. Among the few remarks that
delight Bil Gilbert: ''Fremont, morally and
physically, was the most complete coward I
ever knew,' ' and ''I would say he was as
timid as a woman if it were not casting an
unmerited reproach on the sex." (pp. 215,
216)
The weakness of the book is that, with
sources few and the author's idolization of
his subject as broad as the Great Basin,
there is much conjecture here. But Gilbert
signals when he is deducing or guessing,
and several of his interpretive digres-

sions-the chapter on the nature of the
frontier hero; another about the ScotchIrish as pioneers, the ''Expendable
People''; and a description of Indian-white
relations from the sexual to the
military-are illuminating reading for any
student of the American west. Westering
Man is a readable, engrossing book, a
pleasure to review in a day when most of the
books one is sent are monographs grotesquely stuffed with statistics.
Joseph R. Conlin

joseph R. Conlin is professor of history at
California State University in Chico. He has
recently authored two United States history
textbooks, one for college-level and one for
high school. Conlin's The Morrow Book of
Quotations in American History is currently
being published by Wzlliam Morrow &
Company.

LUCIEN BONAPARTE MAXWELL: THE
NAPOLEON OF THE SOUTHWEST. By
Lawrence R. Murphy . (Norman : University
ofOklahomaPress, 1983 . xzi + 275 pp., zllus., notes, biblio. , index. $19.95)
In this biography of a nineteenth-century
southwest frontiersman, Lawrence R. Murphy has attempted to present the flesh-andblood Lucien Bonaparte Maxwell revealed
in contemporary records , as distinct from
the legendary figure of later popularizers
and romantics . He has succeeded rather well
in narrating the man's life story within the
context of New Mexico affairs during the
late Mexican period and first decades of
United States control. Several times on the
verge of falling into the familiar biographer's trap of coming under the spell of
the subject's personality, Murphy preserves
a measure of objectivity by showing instances of Maxwell's propensity to violence,
his boorish arrogance (especially towards his
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Hispanic "subjects") and other less than
commendable actions .
The work, unfortunately , is marred by a
number of minor but careless factual errors.
Jose Pley was the son-in-law , not the
brother-in-law, of Stephen Louis Lee
(p. 106). Aloys Scheurich was not the
daughter of Charles Bent, but the husband
of his daughter Teresina (p . 173). Bent's
son Alfred was killed in Taos by a local resident, not by Indians. The legend that Padre
Martinez of Taos ever published a
newspaper (p. 57) has long been laid to rest.
Charles Beaubien was holding court for Rio
Arriba County at Los Luceros, not Tierra
Amarilla, when the 1847 revolt broke out
(p. 71) . Guadalupe Miranda , rather than
"fleeing New Mexico" after occupation as
stated in various places , had already moved
to Chihuahua and in 1845 was alcalde of
the El Paso jurisdiction. The "country"
from which he had been "thrust out," as
he wrote to Beaubien (p . 103), must have
referred not to New Mexico but to a grant
north of El Paso conceded to him by Chihuahua authorities in 1851.
The well-written and thoroughly researched account of the Ute and Jicarilla
Agency at Cimarron is , in the opinion of
this reviewer, the most valuable contribution of this study. The author has also provided documented new information concerning the most controversial land grant in
the southwest and the role of its first entrepreneur. As Murphy 's own research indicates , however , Lucien Bonaparte Maxwell had few characteristics of his illustrious
namesake. His brief twelve-year rule over a
little domain, acquired by dubious means
and then conveyed to a combination of
politician -speculators allied with English
capitalists, apparently unaware of much of
the manipulation which was carried out all
around him , scarcely qualify Maxwell for
the title ' 'Napoleon of the Southwest.''

Myra Ellen Jenkins
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Dr. Jenkins, long a resident ofSanta Fe, is a
former State Historian. The University of
New Mexico Press published her coauthored
Brief History of New Mexico in one volume
in 1974, notable among her many writings.
She is an acknowledged authority on early
land records and Indian affairs in the
southwest.

ORRIN PORTER ROCKWELL: MAN OF
GOD, SON OF THUNDER. By Harold

Schindler. (Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1983. 2nd edition. xvi + 417
pp., illus., notes, biblio . , index. $25)
It is sixteen years and several printings
since the first edition came out; yet this
book is worthy of major consideration by
western and Mormon readers . This
biography of Orrin Porter Rockwell is a big
book about a big man in the history of the
Mormon frontier and the west. He was big
in the defense of his church, which he
defended with his life, and big in the eyes
of his enemies, who believed he was among
the bloodiest of western frontiersmen.
Rockwell was born in Massachusetts in
1813 and died in Salt Lake City just three
weeks beyond his sixty-fifth birthday. He
was a distant relative of Joseph Smith, the
Mormon prophet, whom Rockwell adored.
Rockwell was, when baptised at age sixteen,
the youngest member of the Mormon
church, and when he died he was the oldest
in terms of membership.
During the intervening years, he had
served his church in many capacities including personal bodyguard to bothJoseph
Smith and Brigham Young. He was involved in all the troubles, the "mobbings" and
burnings in Missouri, and was a member of
the so-called ''Destroying Angels,'' the
" Sons of Dan" or "Danites." He was
caught up in the move e~stward to Illinois
and the settlement of Nauvoo. On hearing
of the death of his beloved prophet, he

shouted, ''Joseph is killed-they have killed him! Goddamn them! They have killed
him!"
The next year and a half witnessed
another violent period in Mormon history.
Anti-Mormons put the countryside to the
torch and Mormons retaliated with the help
of SheriffJacob Backenstos, who was friend ly to the Mormons. In a clash between
Backenstos and Lieutenant Worrell of the
Carthage Greys, who had killed Joseph
Smith, Worrell was gunned down by
Rockwell. All of Hancock County and surrounding areas were in an uproar. Practically under siege, the Mormons sold their property for a pittance and began the long trek
to the west.
During the long trek westward Rockwell
scouted, hunted buffalo, and filled many
assignments under the prophet's direction.
When the pioneer company entered the
Valley of the Great Salt Lake on July 24,
1847, to found the Mormon Empire in the
west, Rockwell was already there. He was
probably the first Mormon to see the valley .
For the remainder of his life Utah was his
home. He continued to serve his church and
his prophet in a variety of assignments. He
established a ranch in desert areas south and
west of the Great Salt Lake; in the city he
operated a livery stable, and there he died
on June 9, 1878. A legend had died, but
the legend lives on .
To use again an overworked cliche,
Rockwell was a legend and mystery in his
own time and, despite this excellent book,
still is. The author notes in the preface,
"Through years of searching .. .I found him
shrouded in ambiguity and contradiction .
Now that I have uncovered all I can of him,
much of the ambiguity and mystery remains ." In spite of this assessment by the
author himself, this reviewer finds the book
one of the best biographies, in terms of
research, writing and objectivitiy, of a major
Mormon figure . The book carries the usual
scholarly baggage, appropriate preface,
notes, bibliography and index. It is illustrated with portraits of leading characters

in the story, line drawings and handsome
head pieces. It is a fine example of the
bookmaker's art.
A. Russell Mortensen

A. Russell Mortensen has had a distinguished career in both academic and public
history. Dr. Mortensen, a former professor
of history in the University of Utah, is also
past president of the American Association
for State and Local History andformer asszstant director of the National Park Service.

SERVANT OF POWER: A POLITICAL
BIOGRAPHY OF SENATOR WILLIAM M.
STEWART. By Russell R. Elliott. Nevada
Studies in Hzstory and Political Science,
Number 18. (Reno: University of Nevada
Press, 1983 . 347 pp., zllus., notes, biblio.,
index. $11.25)
Since his death in 1909, William M.
Stewart has remained as amazing a figure to
historians as he was during his lifetime to
business associates, legal adversaries, political allies and enemies, and senatorial colleagues. Numerous historians have tried
their hand at unraveling details of Stewart's
long and tumultuous public career, which
began in Nevada County, California, in the
early 1850s, took center stage in Nevada
during the boom years of the Comstock
Lode, and then moved on to Washington,
D .C., where as a senator, 1865-1874 and
1887-1904, Stewart involved himself in
many of the nineteenth century's central
political issues - reconstruction, federal
mining law, monetization of silver, and
western irrigation. Until the appearance of
Russell Elliott's detailed study, however,
our understanding of Stewart's career has
been plagued by his many interpreters' partisanship pro and con, not to mention the
senator's own adept manipulation of the
historical record in his Memoirs (1908).
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Servant of Power, the product of
Nevada's most distinguished historian,
painstaking! y reconstructs Stewart's lifetime
from the public record and , significantly,
the Stewart papers in the Nevada Historical
Society. The result is impressive indeed for,
prior to this book , Stewart 's roles in territorial Nevada politics; the U.S. Senate 's
formation of post-Civil ~i"ar reconstruction
policies ; the great national debate over
silver in 1870s, 1880s and 1890s; and , most
generally , local and national party politics
Democratic , Republican, Silverite ,
Populist - have been sorely misunderstood. On each score Elliott has set the
record as straight as one imagines possible.
For this, those interested in the history of
Nevada during the latter nineteenth century will be grateful.
In addition , Servant of Power provides a
fascinating portrait of a peculiar breed of
frontier politician. Imbued with enormous
amounts of energy and self confidence arrogance to his detractors - Stewart managed to remain at the center of power for
almost half a century because, as Elliott
remarks , he was a "servant of power."
Throughout his career, Stewart deftly embraced causes popular to his constituents for example, the legitimacy of local mining
regulations , the monetization of silver,
federal programs to irrigate the arid west while at the same time fostering a close relationship with ''foreign interests'' which
were the object of Nevadans' disdain- San
Francisco mining corporations, the Bank of
California, and the Central (later Southern)
Pacific Railroad . Stewart succeeded in this
balancing act because he mastered the art of
political organization. Backed with funds of
well-heeled friends beyond Nevada's borders, he managed for forty years to engineer
alliances in the Nevada legislature that ensured his reelection and prominence as a
spokesman for the state. Stewart's canny
combination of San Francisco and New
York money men who wanted a friend in
the U.S. Senate, with local politicians who
wanted to win , created a pattern in Nevada
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politics that persisted into the twentieth
century.
Servant of Power will clearly stand as the
definitive work on Stewart. In addition , it
makes a valuable contribution to the political history of the American west, and is a
welcome addition to the University of
Nevada Press series, ''Studies in History and
Political Science,'' rounding out that series'
twentieth-century focus with the story of
the man who , to exaggerate only a bit,
created the Nevadan way of political life.
David A. Johnson

David A . johnson, associate professor of
history at Portland State University,
Oregon, specializes in the social and political history ofthe far west, particularly that
of Calzfornia, Oregon, and Nevada. His article, ''The Courts and the Comstock
Lode, '' appeared in The Pacific Historian,
Summer 1983.

THE LIFE OF HERBERT HOOVER: THE
ENGINEER, 1874-1914. By George H.

Nash (New York: W . W. Norton & Company, 1983 . xzi + 768 pp., zllus. , notes,
biblio., index. $25.)
"I have embarked upon a multivolume
biography of one of America's most remarkable figures," declares George Nash at the
outset of this mammoth and surely definitive book. Those of us living in the American west should be glad, for the first volume
displays a remarkable extension of the
American frontier world-wide through the
life of a leader who moved ever westward .
Born in Iowa, young Hoover spent his
years after boyhood in Newberg, Oregon.
He completed four years in the Pioneer
Class at Stanford University as one of the
''poor boys ' ' for whom the institution was
founded. As a graduate geologist his early
employment would be as a manual laborer,

but his rise was swift. Until the outbreak of
World War I, this mining engineer would
commute from his native land to the ends
of the earth: Australia, China, South
Africa , Burma, Russia- in short, wherever
the chance to develop resources in lead,
coal, gold, zinc, silver and (to an extent) oil
led him .
Wherever he went , Hoover took the
American west with him - in image,
ideology, energy , hope, initiative , drive and
v1sron. In 1914 he had, he said,
"generalship of an army of 100,000 workpeople'' and a personal fortune of well over
a million dollars. There was hope for vast
wealth in the future - if the world should
remain at peace . Here was a self-made man,
living on frontiers where rewards went to
those with rnruative , industry ,
resourcefulness and merit. Since 17 38 the
Hoovers (once spelled Hubers) had moved
into new frontiers ; here was the culmination
in money and power.
Already, however, Hoover felt financially
able to "play the game for the game's
sake ," disregarding "the counters" (mere
money). He began to feel himself an alien
both abroad and at home, and he longed
for a life that would be increasingly devoted
to public service . He became a Stanford
trustee and he volunteered to serve the San
Francisco Panama-Pacific Exposition. He
joined the Republican Club of New York in
1909, supported Theodore Roosevelt in
1912, and felt at home as a progressive. Like
westerners before him , he was intensely
patriotic: he was "Hail Columbia" Hoover
in Australia, "starspangled Hoover" in
London.
Increasingly, here was the international
financier rather than the working engineer.
He was impatient, blunt, laconic, aggressive, risk-taking ; he wrote of share issues,
convertible debentures , stock market
management; his display of technical commercial and executive ability was overwhelming. Usually in on the ground floor,
he took stock options or stock rather than
cash for his entrepreneurial services, exercis-

ing his options at favorable prices and selling out at market peaks . "I would rather
keep to the financial side than to have any
position as an engineer in these concerns ,''
he declared , while trying to demonstrate a
continuing "moral responsibility" for colleagues and the public. Hard work was his
forte; generosity behind the scenes his common pracuce .
This grant-supported volume describes
an era Hoover called ''the last golden age of
the world": a time of peace, expanding
prosperity, release of the human spirit,
material uplift, miniscule taxes,
unrestricted foreign travel, and expanding
opportunity and hope. He thought it the
happiest period of all humanity in the
western world. Now he desired ''to get into
the big game somewhere" for "just making
money isn't enough," as the great philanthropists of his age knew well .
George Nash has created one of the
greatest biographical efforts of our time ,
telling his story well and destroying old
myths. He remains hard at work on the
Hoover of World War I, the cabinet
member, the president , and the elder
statesman . All patient readers with Turnerarian instincts (and especially with deep
regard for Stanford University's role in
history) should put this project on their continuing reading list. This first volume, a
convincing portrait of a man of the west
engaged in changing the world , displays a
major part of the dynamic westward movement in American history.
Vaughn Davis Borner

Emeritus Professor of History and Social
Science and chairman (1963 to 1976) of the
Social Sciences Division, Southern Oregon
State College, Dr. Barnet stzll resides in
Ashland, Oregon. A doctoral graduate of
Stanford University , he is author of The
Presidency of Lyndon B. Johnson (University Press of Kansas, 1983) and other books.
He is coauthor with Edgar Eugene Robinson
a/Herbert Hoover: President of the United
States (Hoover Institution Press, 1976).
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RUSSIAN SHADOWS ON THE BRITISH
NORTHWEST COAST OF NORTH
AMERICA, 1810-1890. By Glynn Ba11att.
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, 1983. vii + 196 pp., zflus., notes,
biblio., index. $26.00)
In his earlier work, Russia in Pacific
Waters, 1715-1825: A Survey ofthe Origins
ofRussia's Naval Presence in the North and
South Pacific, Professor Glynn Barratt of
Carlton University laid the groundwork for
his most recent study. Although Russian
Shadows covers a broader period of time, its
regional focus is considerably narrower. Extensively researched - in five nations'
depositories - and fully documented, Barratt's newest contribution is a meticuluous
examination of British and Canadian
perceptions of Russian naval strength in the
Pacific. Of particular value, the author uses
his historical analysis to evaluate the longrun costs for both Anglo powers in underestimating what he believes was, if only
periodically, a quite genuine Russian
threat.
A modest fellow, Barratt refers to his
detailed analysis as "a little book" and even
an "essay." In truth, Russian Shadows provides a substantive case study of why
Canada has historically developed into not
merely a loose national confederation but a
non-militaristic state. Snapped one Ottawa
advocate of military efficiency, ''No country
exhibits a greater corporate indifference to
her defense than does Canada.'' (p . 14 3)
Barratt traces this complacency to four
elements. Primary among the elements producing Canada's anti-militarism has been
its liberal tradition, a conviction rooted in
the sanguine belief that growing interdependence among world powers will make
war archaic. Secondly, like their southern
neighbor of pre-World War II days, the
Canadians possessed enormous confidence
in its people's capacities to defend
themselves. Also, like the Yanks, they
could afford the luxury of letting the British
navy and taxpayers worry about their
maritime defense. Readers will be astound-
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ed - if they are as uninformed as this
reviewer was - to discover to what lengths
this attitude would carry them . Barratt implies that what was once a pragmatic
response has now become a questionable
tradition to which Canadians cling at real
hazard. Finally, "nationalism came of age
in the Dominion without militaristic fervour, thanks . . . to a Canadian awareness
of U.S. military superiority so deep and
lasting that it numbed the national will to
render Canada secure even against the
slighter threat that tsarist Russia
represented." (p. 146)
The lingering influence of the Monroe
Doctrine is mentioned, but only in passing.
Throughout the nineteenth century the
United States repeatedly huffed and puffed
whenever Europeans threatened Latin
American nations. Is it going too far to
guestimate what American public reaction
would have been had the tsar's minions
landed at Victoria? Possibly considerations
of Washington's role in Canadian defense
will form the basis for Barratt's next book.
Certainly he fully appreciated the "numbing" effect of the southern super-power's
latent military muscle on Canada's arms
build-up.
For their ''Pacific Maritime Studies''
series, the University of British Columbia
Press once again deserves a curtain call. One
can hope, however, that before their next
performance they will fire their indexer. We
have here a compartmentalized index, one
with separate "Name Index," "Place Index'' and ''Ship Index,'' yet nowhere is
there a subject index!
Ted C. Hinckley

Ted C. Hinckley is a professor of history at
Calzfomia State University, San jose. He is
an expert in Pacific Basin and Alaskan
history and is the author of The
Americanization of Alaska: 1867-1897 and
Alaskan John Green Brady: He is cu11ently
writing a book on the Alaskan Tlingits.

RAILROADS THROUGH THE COEUR
D'ALENES. By john V. Wood (Caldwell,
ID: The Caxton Pn.nters, Ltd., 1983 . xxizi
+ 195 pp., tllus., appendixes, bzblio., index. $12.95)
Branch-line operations have long been a
little-explored segment of railroad history.
Their limited appeal has supported rather
few publications . Without these lines,
however, the great rail empires that people
enjoy reading about could never have existed. Ratlroads Through the Coeur
d 'Aienes is as much a history of these local
operations as it is a tribute to the people
who took the photos which make this a truly
memorable book.
The author uses images from the
Barnard-Stockbridge collection at the
University of Idaho plus the large collection
of Ronald Nixon . The former represents
over seventy years of picture-taking by
Thomas Barnard and Nellie Stockbridge,
who operated a photographic studio in
Kellogg, Idaho. Nixon was a Northern
Pacific employee and a noted rail
photographer. Their photos chronicle the
entire history of railroading in the North
Idaho mining region. The text is little more
than an interesting wrapping for the
photos, and in fact it is marred by superficial treatment of the topic. No real attempt was made to cover the economic impact of the railroad on the Silver Valley.
Records do exist which cover the material
with more specific details than the author
has chosen to employ in his manuscript. Yet
the limited range of the text is only secondary , as one is constantly drawn to the
remarkable set of photos presented. Seldom
has a branch line's history been so completely or so lovingly captured on film.
The author has selected many excellent
pictures which show the spirit of railroading
in this difficult terrain. However he is guilty
of a certain amount of overkill. Several
photos of the same train at various stages of
its run are redundant and unnecessary.
Wood also shows little originality in label-

ing the prints: the same captions are often
repeated .
Ratlroads Through the Coeur d'Aienes is
less a history of railroading in the Bitterroot
Mountains than it is a picture album depicting a most interesting part of Idaho's
railroad past. To anyone interested in
branch-line operations the book would be a
valuable addition, not for the struggle it
describes but for the history it shows.
Daniel Butler

Daniel Butler, chairman of the social and
behavioral sciences division in Westwark
Community College, Fort Smith, Arkansas,
is the author of such articles on razlroading
as " The Nez Perce Ratlroad War. "

SAINTS ON THE SEAS: A MARITIME
HISTORY OF MORMON MIGRATION,
1830-1890. By Conway B. Sonne. Publications in the Amencan West, Vol. XVII.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press,
1983. xvizi + 212 pp. , illus., maps, notes,
biblio. , index. $19.95)
The worldwide missionary program of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
and the "gathering" of converts first to
Nauvoo, Illinois, and then in far greater
numbers to Utah after 1846, was one of the
most remarkable instances of the organized
movement of peoples in the annals of
western civilization. In this book Conway B.
Sonne , a retired businessman and an enthusiastic student of Mormon history, has
assembled a great body of data on the part
played by water transportation in the travels
of overseas missionaries and the movement
of converts to Nauvoo and Deseret between
1840 and 1890. Mr. Sonne documents the
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coming of over 90,000 Mormon passengers
during this period, with the high tide of immigration between 1860 and 1870. About
55,000 of these converts came from the
United Kingdom and some 20 ,000 from
Scandinavia. Just over half of these came in
sailing vessels down to the middle 1860s,
mostly from Liverpool to New Orleans and
thence up the Mississippi by steamboat until the Civil War intervened. Thereafter
New York was the principal port of disembarkation. By this time the railroad system
of the United States was ready to transport
them to the Mississippi, and after 1869 on
to Utah. For the last quarter century of the
migration, steamers from Liverpool to New
York carried almost all the Mormons bound
for Utah .
In addition to the migration, Mr. Sonne
describes the travels by sea of Mormon missionaries to various parts of the world. These
involved a much greater variety of voyages
than did the travels of converts . For the latter, there is a description of voyages across
the North Sea from Scandinavia and north
German ports to England, whence the great
majority sailed from Liverpool. The Atlantic
passage in sailing vessels is treated in detail
with numerous accounts of experiences of
Mormon emigrants. Voyages across the
Atlantic in steamers receive equally detailed
treatment as does the trip up the Mississippi
from New Orleans. There are also accounts
of the relatively few sea voyages of
emigrants from other parts of the world. All
aspects of the journeys are described in
detail, drawing from letters and journals.
Parties of emigrants were carefully organized, and some numbered nearly a thousand .
Although there were discomforts and hardships aplenty, experienced leadership and
careful preparation resulted in remarkably
few deaths during the passages .
Mr. Sonne has ranged widely in gathering
material for this study. The archives of the
Mormon Church have provided the bulk of
his data since the journal history, church
emigration records, company rosters , and
manuscript histories of missions contain a
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wealth of material. Private journals, letters
and newspaper accounts have been used extensively as have government records in the
United States and abroad . The extensive
bibliography and the section of
acknowledgements reflect the use of a wide
range of libraries and archival collections.
The emphasis throughout is on accounts
of individual voyages and the experiences of
individuals . Sometimes these take on a
repetitive quality, and the reader encounters apparently irrelevant statements
from time to time . The eleven appendixes
which follow the text include important
data on individual voyages and ships and
numbers of emigrants, but some seem to
have little to justify their inclusion beyond
the fact that they contain information
which can be tabulated .
There are two maps and forty-two illustrations. Some of the latter are poorly
reproduced. Extensive end notes follow the
text and appendixes . The book as a whole is
important in that it draws together a mass
of detail on one of the best documented
aspects of ocean and river travel in the
nineteenth-century, travel which deposited
a major influx of population into the west.
John Haskell Kemble

john Haskell Kemble, professor emeritus of
history in Pomona College, Claremont,
Calzfornia, is a specialist in maritime and
naval history, and the author of numerous
books and articles.

PACIFIC BOOKSHELF
Concise reports on interesting publications

ARIZONA

In 1884 the call went out and the Pioneer Society
was organized in Tucson , an organization which has
grown into the Arizona Historical Society. In commemoration of its centennial , C. L. Sonnichsen has
written a delightful, informative and fascinating
history of the society : Pioneer Heritage: The First Century of the Anzona Histon·cal Society (The Arizona
Historical Society , 949 E. Second St., Tucson , AZ.
1984. viii + 230 pp. $15). This is a wonderful chronide of people and the changing organization created by
them over the years. Pioneer Hentage can serve as a
model institutional history.
Willcox, Arizona has been bypassed by Interstate
Highway 10, but the people there still remember the
importance of Willcox in the Sulphur Springs Valley
before the days of interstates and bypasses. Bob Bliss
grew up in Willcox and has finally written down his
memories: Suffen·n ' Spn·ngs Valley: Early Southeast
Arizona as I Lived It. (Bob Bliss, 15619 N. Boulder
Drive, Fountain Hills, AZ 85268. 1980. xvii + 102 pp.
No price). The narrative is absorbing, full of good
humor , and tells history well.
The Grand Canyon inspires everyone who sees it and
many visitors try to leave an account of their impression
of the canyon . Stephen J. Pyne approaches memories
of the canyon from a different point of view . He is interes ted in the artists and writers rather than geologists,
historians or tourists. In Dutton's Point: An Intellectual History of the Grand Canyon (Grand Canyon
Natural History Association , P.O . Box 399, Grand
Canyon, AZ 86023 . 1982 . v + 64 pp. $5), Pyne concentrates upon the intellectuals who have visited and
portrayed the canyon.

Archaeologists Robert H . and F:orence C. Lister have
written a fascinating book summarizing the archaeology and history of the Hohokam, Mogollon,
Anasazi and other early groups in the southwest: Those
Who ·Came Before: Southwestern Archaeology in the
National Park System (University of Arizona Press,
Tucson. 1984. 184 pp. $32 .50) . Lovely full-color and
halftone photographs add immensely to the reader's
enjoyment . Travelers in the southwest will find this of
particular use when they visit the many national parks
in the area.
In the mid-1880s , Herbert V. Young 's parents arrived in the Salt River Valley to begin farming in the
desert. Today the homestead is part of the urban complex around Phoenix. At the request of Young's
children , he recounts the adventures of his parents and
of his own memories growing up in the wild desert
country. Water by the Inch: Adventures of a Pioneer
Famzly on an Anzona Desert Homestead (Northland
Press, P. 0. Box N , Flagstaff, AZ. 1983 . 168 pp.
$8.95) is a fine reminiscence which adds more to our
knowledge of local history.
As George Stewart proved years ago , names are often
poetic history of an area. Names tell stories, create
myths , identify lost souls, and lead us onward. In
Anzona 's Names (X Marks the Place), Byrd Howell
Granger documents the history of names in that southwestern state (Falconer Publishing Co. 1983 . viii +
824 pp . Distributed by Treasure Chest Publications,
Inc., P. 0. Box 5250 , Tucson, AZ 85703. $29.95).
Granger has not only included maps but also placed
the names quite exactly on them through the use of
survey markers. This is a valuable source for Arizona
history as well as for the traveler.
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In 1933 a very devastating forest fire wiped our the
forest near Tillamook, Oregon. Known as the Tillamook Burn , the land was ruined. Bur in 1950 the
young people of northwestern Oregon began a replanting scheme and today the Tillamook Burn is again producing lumber. A fascinating hiscory of the area is Ellis
Lucia 's Tzllamook Bum Country: A Pictonaf History
(Caxton Primers , Caldwell , !D. 1983. xxv + 307 pp.
$14.95). Lucia's book demonstrates the holocaust of a
forest fire and the results of work by caring, determined people to revive the land.
From !841 when Father Peter DeSmet arrived in the
Oregon country to establish a Jesuit mission , the Jesuits
have played a prominent role in the religious history of
the Pacific Northwest. The Oregon Province has consisted of Oregon, Washington, Idaho , Montana and
Alaska. The work of the fathers with the Indians and in
education is well known bur rarely documented.
Wilfred P. Schoenberg, S.J., has finally written the
much-needed history , Paths to the Northwest: A jesuit
History of the Oregon Province (Loyola University
Press, Chicago , IL. 1982. xii + 647 pp. $27.50). Considering all of the illustrations, maps and information,
rhis volume is a bargain at the price.

At the W ashingron Stare Historical Society is a
marvelous , eclectic collection of photographs by Asahel
Curtis who worked from the 1890s ro 1930s. Curtis
learned his craft from older brother Edward, famed
photographer of American Indians. Bur Asahel rook
part in the Klondike gold rush and saw the northwest
in a different way than his brother and, as a new book
shows, deserves acclaim in his own right: Asahel Curtis: Photographs of the Great Northwest by Richard
Frederick and Jeanne Engerman (Washington State
Historical Society, 315 N. Stadium Way , Tacoma, WA
98403. 1983. 72 pp. No price).
Most genealogicial research is carried on by people
tracing their family history , bur often such research
reveals reasons for political or economic connections,
and elaborates upon the social history of an area. To
find genealogical information can often be difficult.
The difficulty is being solved partially in Washington
with the publication of Genealogical Resources in

Washington State: A Guide to Genealogical Records
Held at Repositories, Government Agencies, and Archives (Division of Archives, Secretary of Stare of
Washington , Tacoma, WA. 1983. vi + 425 pp. No
price).

ALASKA

As a curator in the University of Alaska Library, Marvin W. Falk became interested in collecting maps of
Alaska and making a bibliography of the maps at the
university. This project expanded over rime until Falk
was forced to limit his publication ro the period prior
to 1900 since he included all known maps of Alaska.
The result, Alaskan Maps: A Cartobzliography of
Alaska to 1900 (Garland Publishing, Inc., 136
MadisonAve .,NewYork,NYIOOI6.!983.xiv + 245
pp. $62), is an outstanding addition ro any library on
Alaska or cartography . Falk has located maps from
around the world in his listing, giving information
about publication that is as complete as possible.
In 1883 Lt. Frederick Schwarka explored the Yukon
River, leading a military expedition to the headwaters
of the river and rafting down irs length to the Bering
Sea. His account of the expedition was first published
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in 1885, and has now been republished as Along
Alaska 's Great River (Alaska Northwest Publishing
Co. , 130 Second Street So ., Edmunds, WA 98020 .
1983. 96 pp. $7.9 5). This is a classic adventure tale of
exploring the unknown and many readers will enjoy
reliving the challenges which confronted the expedinon.
From 1901-1903 , Lt. (later General) William
"Billy" Mitchell surveyed and built a military
telegraph line through the center of Alaska along rhe
Yukon River. Like so many who have had unique experiences, Mitchell wrote his memoirs of the circumstances and events of building the telegraph line.
Published as The Opening of Alaska (Cook Inlet
Historical Society, 121 West Seventh Ave., Anchorage,
AK 99501. 1982. xi + Ill pp. $8.25 plus $1.00 shipping), Mitchell's account is fascinating and exciting.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Growing up in the Valley: Pioneer Chzfdhood in the
Lower Fraser Valley by Imbert Orchard (Provincial Archives , Ministry of Provincial Secretary and Government Services, Province of British Columbia, Victoria,
B.C. 1983. 82 pp. $4 . 50 Can.) is the last in the Sound
Heritage Series (#40) of the Provincial Archives. Orchard has edited and amended a number of oral
histories given by people who lived in the Fraser Valley
in the nineteenth century. As always, with this series ,
the material is interesting , well presented, and a great
contribution to the history of British Columbia. Other
recent publications in the series include Tall Tales of
British Columbia by Michael Taft (#39 , Sound
Heritage Series, 1983. 100 pp. $4.50 Can .), a collection of stories such as the one about the man who fell
down a rubber mine . They had to shoot him to keep
him from starving while he bounced up and down the

shaft. Image Please: Early Radio Broadcasting in
Bntish Columbia by Dennis ]. Duffy (#38 , Sound
Heritage Series . 1983. 92 pp. $4.50 Can.) is based on
interviews with many of the early men in radio and
contains some delightful narratives of the problems
faced in the early days .
"Come to magnificent British Columbia" read the
tourist ads. And here is a book that shows you why:
Bn"tish Columbia: A Celebration , edited by George
Woodcock with photographs by J.A. Kraulis (Hurtig
Publishers Ltd., 10560 105 St. , Edmonton , Alberta
T5H 2W7 . 1983. 208 pp . $29.95 Can.). Woodcock has
collected a varied selection of writings about the province and Kraulis has added photographs to make a
marvelous introduction to the history , geography and
people of British Columbia.

CALIFORNIA

Before the railroads came to the San Joaquin Valley ,
the settlements were connected by stagecoach and ,
even after the arrival of railroads , the stagecoaches served as connectors to the railroad line. Stagecoach Heyday in the San joaquin Valley , 1853-1876 by William
Harland Boyd (Kern County Historical Society , P.O .

Box 141 , Bakersfield, CA 93302. 1983. xii + 74 pp.
No price) relates the early history of stagecoaching in
and around Kern County. The illustrations add greatly
to the narrative. Boyd has included not only the stage
routes and drivers in his history but also the holdup
men, to make a well rounded history.

MONTANA

Charles E. Conrad arrived in Montana in the fall of
1868 and proceeded to become a fixture in the territory's history. Working out of Fort Benton while
making his fortune , he engaged in a general mercantile
business, later moving to Kalispel. Half Interest in a
Silver Dollar: The Saga of Charles E. Conrad by) ames
E. Murphy (Mountain Press Publishing Co., P.O. Box
2399, Missoula , MT 59806 . 1983. vi + 320 pp.
$15.95) is the story of Conrad and much of Fort Benron as well as of Montana.
In 1978 Ivan Doig's first book , This House of Sky
was published amid critical acclaim. Now he and
photographer Duncan Kelso have collaborated to produce a photographic account of the land Doig knew as
a child: Inside Thzs House of Sky (Atheneum

Publishers , New York, NY . 1983. 92 pp . $27 .50). This
collection of black and white photographs is magnificent and realistically portrays the land with its overwhelming expanse of sky.
K. Ross Toole served his native state of Montana as
rancher, teacher, university professor, historical society
director and writer. Through it all he remained in love
with the state and its people. From his work with
graduate students at the University of Montana came

Twentieth-Century Montana: A State of Extremes
(University of Oklahoma Press, Norman. 1972.
Reprinted 1983. xix + 307 pp. $12 .95), one of his fine
histories filled with honest criticism , useful insights
and well grounded knowledge. All students of Montana history should own a copy .
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TEXAS

Ever since the first contact between Americans and
Mexicans in Texas and elsewhere in the American
southwest, prejudice and discrimination have operated
between these groups. Over the decades there have
been some changes in attitudes, particularly with the
growth of a black population in the area . Arnoldo De
Leon has written an interesting and provocative study,
They Called Them Greasers: Anglo Attitudes Toward
Mexicans in Texas, 1821-1900 (University of Texas
Press , Austin. 1983. xii + 153 pp . $19.95 cloth; $8 .95
paper). He discusses the historical perspective of racism
with hope that understanding will lead to an end of it.
Growing up in Texas , H . H. Halsell was part of the
Indian-fighting , cattle-driving west. Like many men
who were part of historic events, he wrote his memoirs
which have recen tly been reprinted: Cowboys and Cattle/and: Memon.es of a Frontier Cowboy (Texas Christian University Press, Ft. Worth. 1937. Reprinted
1983. 276 pp. $15.95). This is primary resource
material for the study of Texas and cattle industry
history.

The People 's Architecture: Texas Courthouses, jails,
and Municipal Buzldings by Willard B. Robinson
(Texas State Historical Association, SRH 2-306,
University Station , Austin, TX 78712. 1983 . xxii +
365 pp. $35) is a fascinating portrayal of the public
buildings of Texas. Profusely illustrated with photos of
the buildings, the book also includes floor plans, city
plats and aerial pictures of various towns and cities.
Robinson places the types of architecture within
historical contexts . This is a great book for historical architects.
Ron Tyler, curator of history at the Amon Carter
Museum, always edits or compiles beautiful books.
Pecos to Rio Grande: Interpretations ofFar West Texas
by Eighteen Artists (Texas A & M University Press, College Station, TX 77843. 1983 . 125 pp . $29.95) is no
exception. The eighteen paintings gloriously depict the
clear air , the arid beauty and the wildness of western
Texas. It is a fine collection.

RAILROADS

Photographer Jay Haynes holds a fascination for
historians who use his incredible production of photos
to prepare outstanding books of history . A recent one
is Northern Pacific Views: The Razlroad Photography
of F.}. Haynes, 1876-1905 by Edward W . Nolan
(University of Washington Press, Seattle. 1983. 212
pp. $24.95). This book documents the building and
development of the Northern Pacific Railroad as well as
the history of the lands through which the railroad ran.

Western Pacific Timetables and Operations: A
History and Compendium by Jeff S. Asay (Railway
History Monographs, J-B Publishing Co. , 430 Ivy
Ave., Crete NE 68333. iii + 192 pp. $18) will be a joy
for railroad buffs. Amid the pages of history text are
facsimiles of timetables and operations announcements
as well as photographs of engines, stations and other
railroad buildings. Asay covers the Western Pacific
from its beginnings in 1909 until 1982, so that a fairly
comprehensive picture is presented.
The Virginia and Truckee Railroad connected Reno
with Minden and Virginia City , carrying traffic for the
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silver mines of the Nevada mountains. By the 1930s it
was largely abandoned , although it has become a
tourist attraction in the 1980s. Ted Wurm and Harre
W. Demoro grew up alongside its tracks and have carried on a romantic affair with the railroad. Together
they have written and chosen the illustrations for The
Szlver Short Line: A History of the Virginia and
Truckee Razlroad (Trans-Anglo Books, P.O . Box 6444,
Glendale, CA 91205. 1983. x + 280 pp . $39 .95), a
book that railroad buffs and others will thoroughly enjoy.
Too often railroad historians focus heavily on construction and equipment. James H . Ducker approaches
the Santa Fe Railroad from the point of view of its
laborers in Men of the Steel Razls: Workers on the Atchison, Topeka and Sant Fe Razlroad, 1869-1900
(University of Nebraska Press , Lincoln. 1983 . xii + 220
pp . $17 .95). Ducker is interested in the men who ran
trains and constructed tracks, in the unions, in the living conditions of the workers. As a result his book
presents a vital but often ignored aspect of the history
of the American west.

ABORIGINES ABROAD
The Nyungars, aborigines of western Australia, suffered as did Native Americans from their contacts with
Europeans during the nineteenth century. Some
assimilated into the dominant cu!rure while others
clung ro traditional culture. Lois Tilbrook gives us
revealing insights into the problems and culture of the
Nyungars in her new book , Nyungar Tradition:
Glimpses of Aborigines of South-Western Australia,
1829-1914 (University of Western Australia Press,
Nedlands , Western Australia 6006. 1983. xx + 244
pp. $70). Anthropologist and artist Tilbrook has
chosen numerous historic photographs ro illustrate her
outstanding text . The book is not only a valuab le contribution to the history of Australia, but it is also of use
ro anyo ne studying crosscu!rural trends in treatment of
native peoples.

Abonginal Sites, Rzghts and Resource Development
(published for the Academy of the Social Sciences in
Australia by University of Western Australia Press,
Penh, Western Australia 6006. 1982 . xii + 253 pp .
$12.95) is a collection of papers given at a symposium
on the subject in Canberra in 1981. The essays range
from "Traditional Concepts in Aboriginal Land ," by
Ronald M. Berndt, ro "A Government Perspective" by
Peter Baume . Several essays concern mining on aboriginal land . From this collection of papers, it is easy to
compare and contrast Australia and the United States
on the specific issue of the rights of native peoples.
Both of the above books can be obtained from International Scholarly Book Services. P.O. Box 1632 , Beaverton, OR 97075.

NATIVE AMERICANS

David E. Doyel is the tribal archaeologist for the
Navajo Nation and has been active in excavations in
the southwest . His recent volume, Late Hohokam Prehistory in Southern Anzona (Contributions to Archaeology, #2, Gila Press , P. 0. Box 159 , Scomdale ,
AZ 85252. 1981. xi + 99 pp. No price) , is a synthesis
of archaeological material on the Hohokam , most obtained in recent years from excavations. It adds to our
general understanding of southwestern Indians .
Four recent books on rock art add to our knowledge
of the field and preserve , through drawings , descriptions and phorographs, the rapidly disappearing rock
art . Vandals and unscrupulous collectors are ruining
many of these remains from the past, and the work of
artists and archaeologists is vital in preserving this portion of our heritage .]. Malcolm Loring and Louise Loring have compiled scholarly studies of rock art, Pictographs and Petroglyphs of the Oregon Country, Part I:
Columbia River and Northern Oregon (Monograph
XXI, Institute of Archaeology, University of California , Los Angeles. 1982. vii + 325 pp. No price) and
Pictographs and Petroglyphs of the Oregon Country,
Part II: Southern Oregon (Monograph XIII, Institute
of Archaeology, Univeristy of California, Los Angeles.
1983. xi + 355 pp . No price). These two volumes contain detailed descriptions of rock art at each site in the
geographic area. Drawings illustrate the volumes pro-

fusely . In the same scholarly series is Messages from the
Past: Studies in California Rock Art, edited by Clement W. Meighan (Monograph XX , Institute of Archaeology, University of California, Los Angeles. 1981.
185 pp. No price). All three volumes are of great value
for those who study rock art. For those who are not intense students of rock art, Ancient Images on Stone:
Rock Art of the Californias, compiled and edited by Jo
Anne Van Tilburg (The Rock An Archive, The Institute of Archaeology, University of California, Los
Angeles . 1983. 128 pp. $32 .50), is less technical, written for lay persons . It is a catalog derived from an exhibit , "Ancient Images on Stone ," presented at
UCLA , intended ro accompany the recent National
Park Service exhibit, "Shamans' Songs : The Rock Art
of Western America." The color photographs make
this volume particularly splendid .
James Willard Schultz , adopted into the Blackfeet
tribe as a young man , spent most of his life writing
about the Blackfeet. His books provide excellent
history of the tribe and of northern plains. An unfinished, fictionalized manuscript of Schulrz' has been
edited by Wilbur Ward Bem: Bear Chief's War Shirt,
by James Willard Schultz (Mountain Press Publishing
Co ., P.O . Box 2399, Missoula, MT 58806. 1984. xii +
146 pp. $14.95 cloth; $8.95 paper) . Based upon an actual incident, the story is both exciting and sensitive.
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PLAINS INDIANS

Lakota Myth by James R. Walker, edited by Elaine
A. Jahner (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln
68588. 1984. xii + 428 pp. $27.95 cloth; $14.95
paper) , derives from Walker 's life on the Pine Ridge
reservation from 1896-1 9 14 during which he became
an honored member of the Oglala tribe. Walker collected immense amounts of information about the
Ogalala and wrote on their society , beliefs, cusroms
and myths. This volume is the third in a series
publishing his papers. lr is an invaluable source of information about the Lakota.
From 1890 to 1895 Crow Indians served as regular

enlisted men in Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, Department
of Dakota, under the command of Lt. Samuel C.
Roberrson. Alrhough many Army men felt the experiment of their service was a failure, Robertson did nor.
He wrote an article in Harper's Weekly supporting the
idea. Richard Upton has now edited Roberrson's account , added more material and published the result
as The Indian as a Soldier at Fort Custer, Montana (Upron and Sons, 917 Hillcrest Sr. , El Segundo , CA
90245. 1983. 147 pp. $27.50) . Military historians will
be especially interested in this aspect of the American
Army as will historians of Native Americans.

POTPOURRI

Gordon M. Bakken has been studying and writing
on the law of the Rocky Mountain West. He is interested in the way people used established law and
modified it ro meet their needs. In Th e Development
of Law on the Rocky Mountain Frontier: Civzl Law and
Society, 1850-1912 (Greenwood Press, Westport, CT.
1983. ix + 200 pp. $29.95) he provides new information on the development of mining and water law in
the mountain west and adds to our understanding of
the development of American legal systems.
Slot machines and western gambling have grown up
side by side . The most popular form of gambling, slot
machines have varied in construction and decoration
over the years. Slot Machines by Marshall Fey (Nevada
Publications, Box 15444 , Las Vegas, NV 981 14. 1983.
240 pp. $30) is a profusely illustrated hisrory of the
gaming device. Fey, himself in the third generation of
a famil y involved with manufacture and operation of
slot machines , has collected with his brother a vast array of machines from which most of the illustrations
have come.
The Oregon Historical Society possesses one of the
all
finest collections of horse-drawn vehicles miniatures and constructed in ·perfect scale by Ivan
Collins. The collection is presented in Historic Vehicles
in Miniature: The Genuis of!van Collins (Western Imprints, The Press of the Oregon Historical Society,
1230 S.W. Park Ave., Portland, OR 97205. 1983. xiv
+ 97 pp.). Ron Brentano has annotated the
photographs in the catalog and added information
about Collins. This will be a great find for anyone interested in tranportation history.
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Bill Rishel , using Salr Lake City as headquarters,
lobbied for good bicycle and auromotible roads for
almost half a century. He rode and drove trails and
roads througout the west, mapping routes for other
travelers. In his seventies he began writing down his accomplishments and adventures. His daughter Virginia
Rishel has collected and edited these writings itt
Wheels to Adventure: Bzll Rishel's Western RouteJ·
(Howe Brothers, 15 5 Pierpont Ave ., Salt Lake City, UT
84101. 1983 . iv + 133 pp. $18.95 cloth ; $9.95 paper) .
This is a wondc:rful way ro learn about the pre-freeway
west.
In 1890 gold was discovered in Cripple Creek, Colorado , and the rush was on. Because the rush occurred
so recen tly, man y photographers joined the rush and
documented the adventure with their cameras . Raymond L. Drake and Bill Grimstead have researched the
hisrory of Cripple Creek and collected numerous
phoros which are now available as The Last Gold Rush:
A Pictorial History of the Cnpple Creek and Victor
Gold Mining District (Pollux Press, P.O. Box 12 , Victor , CO 80860 . 1983. 159 pp. No price). This volume
is an excellent addition ro our mining history .
Ruth Sheldon Knowles has provided us with The
First Picton'al History of the Amen'can Ozl and Gas Industry , 1859-1983 (Ohio University Press , Athens, OH
45701. 1983 . ix + 171 pp. $15.95). She has chosen her
illustrations wisely , illustrating the historical
developments and evenrs well, and including a wellwritten hisrory texr. This book provides us with greater
visual knowledge of the industry which has been so
crucial ro our development as a nation.

A 1910 census manuscrzpt page detazling the housing arrangements of some of San Diego 's
most prominent mad,ams, including Lucy Renault, Blanche Ward, Mamie Goldstein, and
their wards. See article, pages 55-64.

